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Abstract 

 This thesis is a study of the animal bone distribution at the Geometric period 

settlement of Zagora (ca. 850-700 BC), on the island of Andros. The animal bones were 

excavated during the 1967-74 University of Sydney excavations and analysed in 1977 by a 

specialist who compiled a report of her findings. The report is currently in preparation for 

publication and is the primary source for this thesis. The data it provided was limited but 

enough could be extracted to identify patterns that permitted a tentative reconstruction of 

social life and the economy at Zagora. 

 There is a paucity of excavated settlements from the Greek EIA and few of these have 

published faunal material, an essential element in reconstructing past lifeways. Those 

preserved settlements from which animal bones have been published are not extensive with 

good domestic contexts but usually sites of minimal extent. Hence, it has not been possible to 

conduct an analysis of the spatial distribution of animal bones from such a settlement. 

Zagora, being an extensive settlement containing mainly domestic structures, is therefore 

unique and the animal bone report provided the opportunity for such a study to be 

undertaken. 

 A number of analyses were performed using both statistical and non-statistical 

methods. Through these it was discovered that there is a relationship between the animal size 

and the size of the architectural unit within which it was found. Similarly, there appeared to 

be a relationship between larger architecture and the presence of fish, postulated as being a 

pelagic species. The patterns observed were interpreted as evidence of ‘special’ meals with a 

larger than usual number of diners in attendance and hence the need for a larger space to host 

them. Using the animal bones’ distribution and architectural evidence it is proposed that 

feasting was an important event at Zagora, conducted at the household level to possibly 

reinforce bonds of kinship and friendship. The evidence also suggests that the H area could 

have been inhabited by people of better means than elsewhere in the settlement, particularly 

by the hypaethral sanctuary.  

Ideally the animal bones would have been studied in conjunction with associated 

artefacts, but this was not possible and so this would be something desirable to be performed 

in the near future. With 21
st
 century excavation techniques, the future Zagora excavations 

should provide greater granularity in the faunal information obtained from the settlement to 

allow better precision in subsequent analyses.  
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1. Introduction 
1. Introduction 

 

Thus, to obtain a clear picture of Geometric [period] farming, we need an analysis of 

organic remains from an excavated settlement, inhabited only during our period. Zagora, 

when fully studied, may produce some evidence of this kind; meanwhile we must be 

content with the meagre remains of funeral feasts, chiefly from Athenian graves.
1
 

Today, three and a half decades after this observation by Nicolas Coldstream was first 

published, analyses of animal bones from extensive settlements of the Greek EIA are still in 

short supply. Animal remains are extremely useful for our understanding of ancient societies 

since they can provide insight into trade, status, ethnicity, economy, social and political 

conditions, as well as the local environment. This thesis is a study of the animal bone 

distribution at one of the best-preserved Geometric period settlements, Zagora, on the 

northern Cycladic island of Andros (figs. 1 and 2; maps 1 and 2). Both the Greek Geometric 

period and the broader EIA to which it belongs (fig. 3) came to a close around the time that 

Zagora was abandoned, ca. 700 BC, although the site saw continued activity down until the 

late 5
th

 century, centred on the Archaic period temple.
2
 

Since the beginning of Greek EIA archaeology, the publication of faunal material has 

been sporadic, with most of the literature appearing in the last three decades. This is a 

reflection not only of a general disinterest in environmental data, but also a genuine lack of 

excavated remains from the period.
3
 The most notable absence of EIA zooarchaeological 

material is that from extensive settlements with good domestic contexts, as at Zagora.
4
 

Composed in 1977, and set for publication in the planned Zagora 3 volume, the Zagora 

animal bone report (ZBR)
5
 was well ahead of anything else published by that time on Greek 

EIA settlements. However, due to the haste of its composition, the report contains a number 

of inconsistencies and a lack of good quantification information, both of which are important 

when trying to compare data between contexts or conduct statistical analyses. Still, this does 

not mean that it cannot prove useful. 

                                                
1
 Coldstream 1979, 312. 

2 Cambitoglou 1981, 20.  
3 Payne 1985a, 211; Reese 1994, 192; Trantalidou 2001, 184; Mylona 2003, 193-5. 
4 That is, ordinary houses. 
5 Barnetson (forthcoming). 
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Figure 2 - Island of Andros indicating location of 

Zagora and Neolithic settlement of Strofilas 

(source: USGS). 

Figure 1 – Map of Greece showing EIA sites referred to in text (source: USGS). 
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It is important to ‘mine’ such sources for as much information as possible since the 

animal bones originally studied may no longer be intact enough and separated by context to 

allow for a re-analysis. Amorosi et al. offer a suggestion here: 

There is no reason to accept every bone collection as equally valuable, but there is even 

less reason to assert that sites are inherently incomparable, or that nothing can be done 

with low-to-medium quality zooarchaeological evidence. Rather than prolonging debates 

about numbers, we believe that it is time to focus on patterns.
6
 

Legacy data may not be comparable between sites in its raw form, but if patterns can be 

identified then these patterns can be used in a wider context. Patterns identified in the Zagora 

material can be compared with those from other sites and ethnographic studies in order to 

better interpret them. Extracting the maximum amount of information is particularly 

important for a period like the Greek EIA, where there 

is a dearth of well-excavated or preserved settlements 

that can provide insight into contemporary society. 

Therefore, this thesis embarks with the principal aim of 

identifying patterns in the animal bone distribution at 

Zagora, in order to help us further understand social 

and economic aspects of life here. 

The primary source material for this study comes from the University of Sydney 

excavations at Zagora, conducted between 1967 and 1974. This includes data from the 

unpublished ZBR as well as the Zagora 1 and Zagora 2 publications (covering the 1967-69 

excavation seasons), the University of Sydney’s Heurist application,
7
 the Zagora ArcGIS 

database,
8
 and the excavation notebooks and registers kept at the Australian Archaeological 

Institute at Athens (AAIA). The spatial information provided by the ZBR only indicates 

whether a species was present in a location and does not include stratigraphic information for 

all deposits. Some measurements, quantities and reports of butchery marks are provided on 

an ad-hoc basis and traces of burning are occasionally noted. However, the report does not 

allow us to assume that where these observations are not mentioned they did not exist. Still, it 

was hoped that by utilising all of these sources, enough information could be extracted to 

allow for a satisfactory study.  

                                                
6 Amorosi et al. 1996, 151. 
7 The Heurist application was developed at the Archaeological Computing Laboratory at the University of 

Sydney and provides a web-based interface into the Zagora database (http://heuristscholar.org). 
8 Created by the Zagora 3 architect, Matthew McCallum. 

Figure 3 - Chronological periods referred to 

in text (source: Whitley 2001, 60; Dickinson 

2006a, 7; Manning 2010, table 2.2). 

Period Date Range

Late Bronze Age 1700-1050 BC

Early Iron Age 1050-700 BC

Geometric period 900-700 BC

Archaic period 700-480 BC

Classical period 479-323 BC
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The scope of this thesis is limited to the settlement of Zagora during the Geometric 

period with the majority of analyses encompassing the domestic complexes only. Evidence 

from the Geometric period levels below the later temple (H30-31) and the fortification wall 

(FW6) were used to supplement this (for locations see maps 1 and 2). Although the 

settlement went through numerous building phases, the architecture at final occupation was 

used and only those enclosed spaces (ESs) within buildings excavated by the University of 

Sydney were included.
9
 Artefacts were not incorporated into the analyses because the Heurist 

database was not yet populated with artefacts from the 1970s excavation seasons and only a 

partial picture was available. This study is thus limited to animal bones and architecture. 

To begin with, this thesis will present an overview of animal bone studies from 

Greece, with particular focus on the EIA, showing how the animal remains from Zagora fit 

into the bigger picture. The analysis of the Zagora data will first proceed as objectively and 

with as little bias as possible in order to extract patterns from the evidence. Based upon these 

identified patterns, tentative propositions regarding the social and economic makeup of 

Zagora will be made. Such a study is necessary, even with the limited evidence available, 

because this is the only spatially significant settlement of the period and therefore cannot be 

neglected.  

 

 

  

                                                
9 The data from the excavations in 1960 conducted by Nicolas Zapheiropoulos were not included in this study. 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 
2.1 Introduction 

The first major synthesis of the Greek EIA was published by Snodgrass in 1971, 

followed closely by those of Desborough (1972) and Coldstream (1977) who specifically 

dealt with the Geometric period.
10

 The main focus of these studies was the pottery, which is a 

good tool for organising chronology and examining exchange, and particularly useful at a 

time when few EIA settlements had been excavated. Even the latest work on the period by 

Dickinson (2006) finds gaps in settlement evidence and the agricultural economy.
11

 

Certainly, were any zooarchaeological publications from EIA settlements available to the 

scholars in the 1970s, they would have been incorporated into their studies. Although the 

recovery and study of animal remains from Greece and the Aegean dates back to the late 19
th
 

century (AD), the discipline is still in its infancy. 

Until only recently, the recovery of animal remains from Greek archaeological sites 

tended to focus on the prehistoric periods for which it is an essential illuminator.
12

 The study 

of such remains not only informs us of past diets (obviously), but it can also reveal other 

aspects such as the type of animal husbandry employed, local environmental conditions, 

social issues, trade and ethnicity.
13

 By analysing the bones and teeth from animals, 

zooarchaeologists can not only identify butchery or gnaw marks but also the sex, age and 

weight bearing damage the animal withstood, to assist in determining past herding 

practices.
14

 The kind of primary information recorded and analysis performed tends to vary 

depending on the zooarchaeologist undertaking the work, and so we cannot expect to 

approach a problem in the same way when using reports produced by different people.
15

 

Animal bones from ancient Greece have traditionally been studied in isolation of their 

archaeological context, even though they are crucial to building its picture. The paucity of 

                                                
10 Snodgrass 1971; Desborough 1972; Coldstream 1979 [paperback edition published two years later]. 
11 Dickinson 2006a, 6. 
12 Only recently have archaeologists started realising that this is also the case for historical periods as well; 

Payne 1985a, 211; Jones O’Day et al. 2004; Landon 2005, 20, 24. 
13 Amongst other things; Crabtree 1990, 156; Hamilakis 2000, 60; Vaughan 2000, 2; deFrance 2009, 106, 120; 

Russell 2012. 
14 Whether animals were kept for primary products such as meat, bone or leather, or for their secondary products 

such as milk, wool or plough traction (Payne 1973). 
15 Payne 1985a, 214. An interesting study has shown how three analysts produced three quite different results 

when independently interpreting legacy zooarchaeological data (Atici et al. 2012). 
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excavations from well-preserved Greek EIA settlements has limited the faunal data that we 

have from the period. It is largely due to this that there has not yet been a study of the spatial 

distribution of animal remains from an extensive contemporary settlement with good 

domestic contexts. The evidence thus far from EIA Greece is limited to cult sites such as 

Eretria, mixed industrial/domestic/ritual areas as at Oropos, or a settlement of limited extent 

as at Kavousi Kastro. The unpublished ZBR from the Zagora excavations is restrictive in the 

kind of information that it provides, but it can still be mined for useful data with which we 

can conduct a satisfactory study to establish the role that animals played in this Geometric 

period settlement. 

2.2 Reconstruction of EIA life 
2.2 Reconstruction of EIA life 

Zooarchaeology plays an important role in our reconstruction of the ancient world, 

not least because “the arrangements by which different human cultures provided themselves 

with food are one of the most fundamental factors that determined what those cultures were 

like”.
16

 It is unsurprising then that animal remains have been used to try and better understand 

early Greek life. Even during the period when little information on animal remains was 

revealed by excavation, attempts were made at synthesising what was available. Kenton 

Vickery’s 1936 book Food in Early Greece, attempts to reconstruct the prehistoric Greek diet 

using the handful of zooarchaeological publications available at the time and was the first 

integrated approach to the study of palaeodiet in Greece.
17

 Apart from the works he was able 

to draw upon, Vickery also incorporated iconographic evidence of various animals from 

Bronze Age Crete as well as evidence from early historic texts, mainly Homer.
18

 Forty years 

later, Coldstream still needed to resort to similar means, revealing the subsistence of 

Geometric period Greeks using iconography, literature and the minimal publications of 

environmental remains he could draw upon.
19

   

The archaeological ‘invisibility’ of the Greek EIA was explained by some as being a 

side effect of a pastoral existence and for which the publication in 1978 of the animal bone 

study from Nichoria introduced new evidence.
20

 In his 1987 work, An Archaeology of 

                                                
16 Rowly-Conwy 2008, 291. 
17

 Vickery 1936; Sarpaki 2000. 
18 For example, to use as evidence for the domestication of certain species (Vickery 1936, 62-3). This was prior 

to the decipherment of the Bronze Age Linear B script. 
19 Coldstream 1979, 312-4. 
20 Sloan and Duncan 1978; Dickinson 2006a, 98-9. 
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Greece, Snodgrass draws upon the faunal evidence from Nichoria, along with botanical and 

archaeological remains from other parts of Greece, to conclude that during this period the 

Greeks moved away from an agricultural life typical of the LBA, to become predominantly 

pastoralist.
21

 Ian Morris suggests that the propensity of beef consumption at Nichoria and at 

Tiryns during the earliest part of the EIA could indicate lower population stress on the 

surrounding hinterland. He believes a later increase in population necessitated a move 

towards less resource intensive stock such as ovicaprids (sheep and goats).
22

 However, using 

the evidence from Nichoria has its drawbacks.
23

 

In addition to the Nichoria data, Snodgrass cited a change in the abundance of 

botanical remains at Iolkos in Thessaly to back his argument. He suggested that the quantity 

of pulse seeds on a floor here from the Protogeometric period could have been animal fodder 

from a mainly pastoralist society, while the predominantly grain covered floor of the ensuing 

Geometric period was evidence of a move towards crop agriculture.
24

 However, pulses are 

also human food as well as being a source of protein and we need to be careful drawing 

conclusions based on relative abundances because of the differential and usually poor 

preservation of botanical remains.
25

 More recently, the concept of a primarily pastoralist 

society in the Greek EIA has been largely rejected.
26

 Rather, it is believed that cereal crops 

still formed the basis of agriculture during the EIA. Only those farming practices that 

required large-scale labour input or palatial organisation declined or disappeared from the 

preceding LBA, and some form of mixed farming was probably the norm.
27

  

All of these economic reconstructions of EIA society are based mainly on the limited 

zooarchaeological evidence available from settlements.
28

 The data from individual sites 

across Greece is compared to try to find patterns in animal husbandry practices that will 

answer broader regional questions. Given that the various regions in Greece during the EIA 

developed individualistically,
29

 this will probably be a difficult measure to achieve. Instead, it 

                                                
21 Snodgrass 1987.  
22 Morris 2004, 719. 
23 That is, the small sample size used. Dickinson (2006a, 6) also raises the good point of the tendency for 

scholars to base “very important and wide-ranging conclusions” on the limited evidence we have, in reference to 

Nichoria. 
24 Snodgrass 1987, 204-5. 
25 VanDerwarker and Peres 2010, 3-6. 
26

 Lemos 2002, 196-7; Dickinson 2006a, 102-3. 
27 Foxhall 1995, 243-4, 248; Dickinson 2006a, 102; 2006b, 118. 
28 Dickinson 2006a, 102. 
29 Such as with respect to pottery styles (Coldstream 1968, 336-41), burials (Snodgrass 1971, 177-97), and 

architecture - compare the fieldstone houses at Karphi on Crete with those of mud brick and wattle and daub at 
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makes more sense that the model of animal husbandry and agriculture practiced in the various 

regions was that which best suited their local environmental and climatic conditions.
30

 

Furthermore, any search for patterns would have a sounder basis if they were conducted 

internal to each settlement and that such patterns were then compared more broadly. 

Unfortunately, the lack of well-excavated EIA settlements with published faunal remains has 

limited such studies to allow a comparison. The kind of zooarchaeological data that was 

produced varied considerably and depended to an extent on when it was published. The 

publications can be said to belong to one or more of four phases: descriptive, analytical, 

enhanced retrieval and full integration. 

2.3 Zooarchaeology’s descriptive phase 
2.3 Zooarchaeology’s descriptive phase 

 The earliest phase of zooarchaeology generally produced simple descriptions of the 

recovered animal bones that were of interest to zoologists only so far as they could track the 

evolution and distribution of different species.
31

 This is evident in most of the early 

publications on material from Greece and the Aegean, starting with the first conducted by a 

specialist on the animal remains recovered by Schliemann at Troy.
32

 Not long after this, 

William Boyd-Dawkins published the earliest material from the Greek EIA in 1902 on bones 

from the Dictaean Cave on Crete.
33

 In his study, he identified cattle, goat, sheep, fallow deer 

and pig from amongst the fragments belonging to the EIA levels.
34

 His identification included 

both those remains in “perfect condition”, that were believed to be sacred offerings, as well 

as the “food refuse” that was in a poorer state of preservation.
35

 More importantly, he 

                                                                                                                                                  
Nichoria (Pendlebury et al. 1938, 66-7; Coulson 1983, 31, 38-40). This individualism does not mean that they 

were isolated since there is good evidence for contact with regions both within and outside of Greece (Whitley 

1991, 365). 
30 As is argued by Howe (2008, 126-7). 
31 Payne 1972b, 65. 
32 Schliemann 1880; Reese 1994, 191. In a later publication Rudolf Virchow (1884, 348-50), when looking at 

the bones from the oldest levels, determined that they were broken intentionally so that they could fit into the 

cooking pot. More recently, a similar conclusion was drawn at EIA Kavousi on Crete (Snyder and Klippel 2000, 

65). At Troy cattle bones were found to be the most numerous followed by ovicaprid and pig - not an 
unexpected result from an assemblage that was hand collected and not sieved (see Payne 1972a). 
33

 Boyd-Dawkins 1902. This also happens to be the first publication by a zoologist on Greek material from any 

period (Reese 1994, 191). 
34 Boyd-Dawkins (1902, 165) identified the bones as belonging to the upper stratum of the cave which were 

identified by Hogarth (1900, 97-8) as belonging to the Geometric period. 
35 Boyd-Dawkins 1902, 162, 165. 
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recorded the measurements of some of the bones, a practice that would prove standard later in 

some schools of zooarchaeology.
36

  

 Many of the early zooarchaeological analyses, however, were conducted by non-

specialists.
37

 One of these was the late 1930s excavation of EIA Karphi on Crete where bones 

are barely mentioned, and where they are it is largely limited to artefacts.
38

 The only 

references to non-artefactual animal remains are boars’ tusks, shells from invertebrates, and 

cattle, goat and deer horns. No attempt at analysis was done short of providing lengths for a 

couple of the specimens and noting any human modifications such as drilled holes.
39

 

Similarly, at the Temple of Apollo at Dreros, little attention was paid to the animal remains, 

with goats, cattle, sheep and pigs being identified, and horns and teeth being the only 

anatomical parts mentioned.
40

  

2.4 Zooarchaeology’s analytical phase 
2.4 Zooarchaeology’s analytical phase 

In measuring the bones from the Dictaean Cave, Boyd-Dawkins revealed early 

glimpses of an analytical approach to animal bone studies in Greece where scholars moved 

beyond simple species identification. Prior to the 1970s, animal and plant remains were 

treated merely as a food source in the static sense, when new questions started to be asked by 

processual archaeology in order to establish the relationship between animal bones and 

humans.
41

 In 1973 the first detailed analysis of faunal remains from EIA Greece, from the 

Sanctuary of Demeter at Knossos, was published.
42

 The work, by Michael Jarman, undertook 

a diachronic study of the bones and discovered that the Geometric period levels had fewer 

pigs and more ovicaprids than the later Archaic levels. This indicated to Jarman that the 

earlier sanctuary was dedicated to a different deity, that it was not a sanctuary during the 

Geometric period, or that the offerings to Demeter were different then.
43

 This work signalled 

                                                
36 Particularly the central Europeans (Albarella 2002, 51). 
37 Reitz and Wing 2008, 17. 
38 Pendlebury et al. 1938. 
39 Pendlebury et al. 1938, 71, 78, 133-4. 
40 Marinatos 1936. With regards to the goat horns, specific reference is made to those belonging to kids 

(Marinatos 1936, 242-4). 
41 Payne 1972b, 65; Amorosi et al. 1996, 135-6; Hamilakis 2000, 60; Russell 2012, 6. 
42 Jarman 1973. 
43

 Although the EIA samples are restricted to the sanctuary, evidence from the periods before and after strongly 

suggests this (Jarman 1973, 177). However, we need to treat such findings with caution since the sample size of 

20 specimens is small (Jarman 1973, 177-9). Nevertheless, we should be open to the possibility of cult 

continuity here since an early Archaic inscription from Gortyn on Crete records the sacrifice of sheep to 

Demeter, not just the ‘standard’ pigs (Coldstream and Higgins 1973, 182, n. 2).   
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the beginning of a detailed analytical approach to zooarchaeological remains in EIA Greece, 

although the depth and focus of the work differed depending on the analyst. 

By studying the pattern of bone breakages, butchery marks, and gnaw marks from 

carnivores, insights can be made into the life cycle of the animal carcass and the products 

derived from it. Walter Klippel and Lynn Snyder noticed the pattern in the breakages of the 

bones with higher fat content at Kavousi Kastro on Crete was typical of bones broken when 

they are ‘green’ or fresh. They determined that the residents likely broke the bones 

intentionally so that the marrow would be extracted during cooking in a process referred to as 

“pot-sizing”.
44

 At Minoa on the island of Amorgos, the Late Geometric cultic building 

Edifice K contained bones with “pit-like” fractures that indicated they were left unburied for 

some time after disposal.
45

 Similar conditions were reported for the faunal remains at 

Geometric period Asine, where the bones had evidence of gnawing and bad weathering due 

to being left exposed on the surface for some time before burial.
46

 The Asine bones also 

showed evidence of processing by humans because of the splintering, cut marks and traces of 

burning.
47

 

The ‘age at slaughter’ pattern of an assemblage allows zooarchaeologists to determine 

the type of economy practiced by a past society.
48

 The ages at death of the animals from 

Kavousi Kastro suggested that the animal husbandry practiced here in the EIA was mixed but 

dominated by ovicaprids, which were kept mainly for meat. This was a move away from the 

earlier palace-centred wool economy documented in the Linear B palace archives.
49

 The 

opposite was found at Assiros Toumba in northern Greece where cattle dominated the 

assemblage during the Bronze Age and sheep dominated the subsequent period, probably 

heralding a move toward a greater emphasis on wool production.
50

 

The study of the animal bones from Nichoria combined minimum number of 

individual (MNI) counts and animal ages to examine diachronic change through the 1,300 

years of continuous occupation of the site from the Bronze Age through to the end of the 

                                                
44 Klippel and Snyder 1991, 183. Those bones with lower fat content, such as of young animals, were not broken 

in this manner. 
45 Trantalidou 2012, 1062. 
46 Moberg 1992. 
47

 Moberg 1992, 66. 
48 With the idea being that animals were killed at different ages in different exploitation strategies. For details on 

this method, see section on animal slaughter patterns and the economy, page 39. 
49 Klippel and Snyder 1991, 185-6. 
50 Halstead and Jones 1980, 266. 
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Dark Age III period (ca. 775 BC). The results showed that the economy went from a mainly 

milk producing one in the Bronze Age, exploiting both ovicaprids and cattle, through to a 

primarily beef raising economy where cattle numbers increased over ovicaprids.
51

 However, 

the results from here have been seen as a point of contention,
52

 and notable is the small 

sample of teeth whose ages were used to determine the type of economy practiced.
53

 

One of the focuses of zooarchaeology in the EIA has been the analysis of the 

distribution of different animal body parts, particularly in relation to cult. Paul Halstead and 

Glynis Jones, working on the animal bones from the remains of funerary offerings on 

Thassos, found that cattle bones were mostly restricted to the right femur. This suggested to 

them that this part of the animal was a standard grave offering here, showing glimpses of 

both Greek and Near Eastern cult practice.
54

  

The femur and the tailbone are attested in ancient Greek textual sources and 

iconography as being the portions of the sacrificial victim offered to the gods.
55

 It was these 

two body parts that comprised the vast majority of charred animal remains excavated from 

the Geometric period altar at the Temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria, with the femurs 

exhibiting cut marks synonymous with them being carefully extracted.
56

 This study not only 

confirmed the ancient sources with respect to the gods’ portions, but also those allocated to 

humans by the conspicuous absence of femurs and tailbones in areas of human dining 

refuse.
57

 Similarly at Minoa, burnt femurs were found amongst sacrificial offerings to the 

local hero or chthonic deity believed worshipped here.
58

 Oddly, however, a similar study 

undertaken by Emmanuelle Vila on the animal remains from the contemporary Temple of 

Athena Alea at Tegea found the femurs and tailbones to be completely absent. Vila believed 

that as there was limited evidence here of scavenging animals, the bones from the missing 

body parts could have suffered destruction beyond recognition in the intense burning.
59

 Some 

sites, such as Xobourgo on Tenos, show evidence for secular activities as well as cult. By 

                                                
51 Sloan and Duncan 1978. 
52 Dickinson 2006a, 99-101. 
53 Foxhall 1995, 245. Only eight specimens were used to determine the economy practiced for the Dark Ages III 

period (850-775 BC) out of a total of 72 for the entire 1,300 years of continuous occupation dating back to the 

Middle Helladic period (Sloan and Duncan 1978, 66-7, fig. 6.2). 
54 Halstead and Jones 1992, 753. 
55 For example, Hom. Il I.460–4; Od. IX.551–5; Ar. Peace 1053-5. Examples of iconographic evidence from 

Greek figured pottery can be seen in Forstenpointner (2003, figs. 21.6c, 21.7b). 
56 Chenal-Velarde 2001, 32; Chenal-Velarde and Studer 2003, 216, 219. 
57 Chenal-Velarde and Studer 2003, 217-9. 
58 Trantalidou 2012, 1060-2. 
59 Vila 2000, 198-201. 
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focusing on the type of bones absent from skeletons in the assemblage and the condition and 

spatial distribution of those present, Katerina Trantalidou was able to establish the presence 

of a bone working area here.
60

  

As useful as all of these studies are to our reconstruction and understanding of EIA 

society, they tend to focus on extraordinary loci such as temples and cemeteries that certainly 

do not reflect daily life. Thus, reconstructing diet and animal husbandry practices using 

animal remains from such sites would give us a skewed version of daily reality, since they 

reflect temple, not domestic, consumption practices.  

2.5 Zooarchaeology’s enhanced retrieval phase 
2.5 Zooarchaeology’s enhanced retrieval phase 

Up until the Franchthi Cave excavations in the late 1960s, specialists such as 

zooarchaeologists and palaeoethnobotanists were usually only called upon after the 

excavations had finished, when they were provided with bags of material to analyse out of 

context.
61

 Even into the 1990s, much research was still not being integrated with specialists 

throughout the entire lifecycle of the project.
62

 Today this is happening less frequently with 

zooarchaeologists studying animal remains within their archaeological contexts and focusing 

scholarship on the reconstruction of the palaeoenvironment and of everyday life, including 

the political, social and economic spheres.
63

 

Zooarchaeological remains have been widely neglected by classical archaeology not 

only in its early years, but also in more recent times.
64

 It was due to the archaeology of the 

pre- and proto-historic periods and their introduction of systematic sieving to Greece that we 

have seen an interest in the recovery of palaeoenvironmental remains from later periods 

                                                
60 Trantalidou 2012, 1064-6. 
61 Sarpaki 2000, 116. 
62 Sarpaki 2000, 116. 
63 Trantalidou 2001, 195; Kotjabopoulou and Gamble 2003, 111; deFrance 2009, 120; Russell 2012. It is now 

compulsory for applications for funding from INSTAP (one of the largest funding bodies for research on the 

prehistoric Aegean) to have plans for the sampling and retrieval of zooarchaeological remains (Halstead 2003, 

249). 
64 Trantalidou 2001, 187; Theodoropoulou 2007, 427; Payne 1985a, 211. This is largely due to the history of the 

discipline of ‘classical archaeology’, dating back to the 18th century, where contextual information was not as 

important as the recovery of ancient Greek art and architecture in the pursuit of the source of “European 
excellence” (Fowler and Wheeler 1909, 11; Trigger 2006, 53-5; 60-1; Morris 2008, 258). The reason this 

continued for so long was partly because of the abundance of textual sources and inscriptions available to 

scholars providing economic and dietary information (Payne 1985a, 211; Halstead 2003, 249), and partly no 

doubt because of the priorities of those funding the excavations. James Whitley (2001, 42) places the 

appearance of a ‘modern’ archaeology of Greece in 1977 when Anthony Snodgrass published a work influenced 

by David Clarke and processual archaeology (Snodgrass 1977). 
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develop.
65

 It is apparent that recovering such material by hand in the trench is not the most 

efficient and only by sieving soil are we able to get a representative sample of what was 

buried.
66

 The fact that the earlier excavations (and even many recent ones
67

) neglected to 

sieve, means that it is important to note the recovery methods used when comparing material 

between different sites or when trying to integrate legacy data.
68

  

2.6 Zooarchaeology’s full integration phase 
2.6 Zooarchaeology’s full integration phase 

From the 1970s until the present day, the focus of the study of EIA animal remains 

has been varied but includes at least taxonomic identification and some form of quantification 

(usually either number of identified specimens (NISP) or MNI). Most studies also provide a 

breakdown of the body parts present and occasionally bone measurements, their condition 

(including burning, cut and gnaw marks), their weight and animal age at death.
69

 However, 

the study of animal remains in general tended to still be relegated to either an appendix of the 

excavation report or a separate stand-alone publication, although the trend is changing.
70

  

One of the model sites for this change in Greek EIA zooarchaeology, where the 

approach taken included integrating palaeoenvironmental data into the archaeological 

                                                
65 Animal remains are the second most commonly recovered class of archaeological material (behind pottery) 

from prehistoric farming settlements (Marciniak 2005, 1). Prior to the 1960s, excavations in Greece rarely 

sieved and it was not until the Franchthi Cave excavations in the late 1960s that systematic sieving was 

introduced to Greece (Payne 1985a, 220; Diamant 1979, 206). Not only dry sieving, but also water sieving and 

flotation were introduced at this time (Sarpaki 2000, 115). 
66 Larger animals such as cattle are overrepresented in hand sorted assemblages. Experiments have shown that 

sieving results in a doubling of the fragments of smaller species such as sheep, goat and pig and only a smaller 

increase in cattle (Payne 1972a, 59-61; Snyder and Klippel 2000, 69-70). With even smaller animals and fragile 

remains such as crabs and sea urchins, they are only ever recovered with sieving (Snyder and Klippel 2000, 78). 

Other important factors include environmental conditions and personnel, whether dry sieving or water sieving 
was conducted, and the size of screen used in the sieve (Payne 1972a, 49, Payne 1975, 16, fig. 8). Dry sieving is 

not very effective in retrieving small specimens that can be encased in clumps of soil, and which are broken up 

when water sieving (Hesse and Wapnish 1985, 57). 
67 Sarpaki 2000, 115-6. Some excavations only partially sieved soil, such as at EIA Assiros Toumba in northern 

Greece where most finds were hand retrieved (Halstead and Jones 1980, 265). 
68 Amorosi et al. 1996, 130. One thing to keep in mind when working with legacy data is that the recovery 

methods are rarely mentioned in publications prior to the introduction of systematic sieving (Payne 1972a, 63). 
69 For example: Jarman (1973) in a preliminary report lists NISP counts only; Halstead and Jones (1992) provide 

animal age at death and list parts of the skeleton present; Moberg (1992) provides a breakdown of species per 

period, indications of cut marks, gnawing and burning, some age estimates (young/old) and measurements of 

bones that were intact enough; Vila (2000) gives animal ages at death, distribution of different body parts, and 

indications of gnaw marks and burning; Snyder and Klippel (2000) provide NISP counts, perform a diachronic 
comparison of subsistence, provide evidence of cut and gnaw marks as well as breakage patterns and burning; 

Chenal-Velarde (2001; 2007) provides NISP counts, age at death, evidence of cut marks and burning, and body 

part distribution; Trantalidou (2007; 2012) gives NISP, bone weight, age at death, distribution of the different 

body parts, plus evidence of cut and gnaw marks, and burning. 
70 Nevertheless, such practice is still visible even in recent times (Payne 1985a, 211; Trantalidou 2001, 192; 

Halstead 2003, 249). 
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research plan, is Azoria on Crete under the direction of Donald Haggis.
71

 Although the site’s 

occupation spanned the entire EIA and the period is well represented, a major rebuilding 

phase during the Archaic period destroyed many of the earlier buildings and caused much 

disturbance to the stratigraphy.
72

 Due to the need to preserve Archaic period structures, it has 

not been possible to reconstruct complete plans where EIA buildings have survived, thereby 

rendering a detailed spatial analysis near impossible.
73

 An eagerly awaited forthcoming 

excavation report including information on EIA levels excavated during the 2005-6 season, is 

sure to produce some good data on the faunal remains given the project’s integrated 

approach.
74

 

2.7 Zooarchaeology at Zagora 
2.7 Zooarchaeology at Zagora 

The Geometric period settlement of Zagora was occupied between ca. 850-700 BC. 

After the town was abandoned, a temple was constructed on the site during the Archaic 

period that continued in use until the late 5
th
 century BC.

75
 The site of Zagora was first 

excavated by Nicolas Zapheiropoulos in 1960 and then by the University of Sydney under 

Alexander Cambitoglou in four seasons between 1967 and 1974. Additionally, four study 

seasons were carried out by the Sydney team between 1968 and 1977. The results were 

published in two volumes, Zagora 1 and Zagora 2, in 1971 and 1988 respectively. A further 

volume covering the work from the 1970’s, Zagora 3, is in the latter stages of preparation for 

publication. What makes the Sydney excavations impressive from a zooarchaeological 

perspective is that they sieved all excavated soil at a time when systematic sieving had only 

just been introduced to Greece.
76

 Since all soil was sieved, we would not expect the bones 

from larger animals to have been overrepresented.
77

 

                                                
71 Haggis et al. 2004; 2007; 2011a; 2011b. 
72 Haggis et al. 2004, 390; Haggis et al. 2007, 697. 
73 Haggis et al. 2007, 696-701. 
74 Haggis et al. (forthcoming). 
75 Cambitoglou 1981, 20; Zagora 2, 267. 
76 Zagora 1, 37; Diamant 1979, 206; Payne 1985a, 220. I have had difficulty in finding out the mesh size used in 

the excavations. The size can have a significant bearing on the kind of material recovered, and therefore an 

insight into the type and quantity of animal remains that were potentially missed. For example, an experiment 

showed that sieving the same deposit using a 1/8 inch (3 mm) mesh resulted in over 53 times more animal 
remains than when it passed through a ¼ inch (6.35 mm) one (Peres 2010, 23). Another experiment 

demonstrated that 74-100% of bone fragments from mammals with a body weight of less than 100g were lost 

through a ¼ inch sieve, while the loss from a 1/8 inch one ranged from 0-91%, depending on the deposit (Lyman 

2005, 849). 
77 Although this is highly dependent on a number of factors including the size of the sieve mesh and consistency 

of the soil (Payne 1972a; Payne 1985a, 223; Snyder and Klippel 2000, 69-70). 
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A report on the recovered animal bones was prepared by Lin Barnetson of the 

University of Edinburgh during a short two-week period in the final study season in 1977, 

and will be published in Zagora 3. Although the report was quite thorough by contemporary 

Greek EIA standards, it lacked consistent recording of quantification and stratigraphic 

information.
78

 The recovered species documented by Barnetson include sheep, goat, cattle, 

pig, fish, hare, canid, equid and rat. Two bird bones were found in the topsoil but were treated 

as more recent intrusions.
79

 It should be noted that the bone remains from the Archaic period 

temple were unusual when compared to the Geometric period settlement in both the absence 

of cattle and the large volume of identified specimens found here.
80

  

Barnetson’s report on the vertebrate remains found at Zagora comprises six sections. 

The first introduces the study, outlining the methods used and limitations encountered with 

the material. The second is a table listing the deposits with the species present. Since not all 

deposits in which bones were recovered are listed in the report, it must contain only those 

with fragments that were assigned to species. Some deposits provide the precise excavation 

unit in which the bones were found, while others only provide the ES or excavation grid 

square. Since there are a number of specimens without a stratigraphic location, it makes it 

difficult to study changes through time or even compare contemporaneous samples across the 

site.
81

 The report did not distinguish between sheep and goat due to the “weathered” state of 

the bones and limited time allocated to the study and so they were grouped together as 

ovicaprids; that sheep and goat were both present is indicated by the identification of their 

horn cores.
82

 The third section lists the animal ages at death based on tooth eruption data 

from ovicaprid and pig mandibles using Ian Silver’s ageing tables.
83

 In the fourth section are 

listed various bones and their measurements along with the deposit from which they were 

excavated. The fifth section provides a summary of the animal bone distribution including 

limited fragment counts and the condition in which some of the bones were found. The sixth 

and final section has concluding remarks.  

                                                
78 For example, NISP counts per species were only given for Room D8, the temple H30-31, and a fortification 

wall deposit (FW).  
79 ZBR, 24. 
80

 ZBR, 19-20. Out of the 274 identifiable fragments recovered from the temple’s cella, only one was confirmed 

to be from cattle, in a pre-temple Geometric period level. 
81 For example, all bone found within ESs in B, D and F blocks do not have stratigraphic location specified.  
82 ZBR, 3. 
83 Silver 1969; ZBR, 2-3. 
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Overall, whilst the ZBR was advanced in what it provided for Greek EIA settlements 

published prior to its composition in 1977, it lacks consistent recording and details that can be 

found in works published earlier, particularly on material from the Greek Neolithic period.
84

 

However, this is a reflection of the short amount of time allocated to the study and therefore 

its hasty preparation rather than anything else. 

2.8 Spatial analyses in zooarchaeology 
2.8 Spatial analyses in zooarchaeology 

The spatial analysis of animal bones in conjunction with other finds and architecture 

has the potential to uncover numerous patterns including various household activities. 

Cornelia Becker has demonstrated this working with three houses and both quantitative and 

qualitative animal bone data at LBA Kastanas in Macedonia.
85

 In his spatial analysis of 

Building Complex I-O-N at EIA Kavousi Vronda, Kevin Glowacki used precise find spots of 

objects within rooms to identify household activities.
86

 Even without quantitative data or 

precise find spots it is possible to undertake a successful spatial study of animal remains, 

particularly on a larger scale such as at the settlement or regional level.
87

  

An analysis of the spatial distribution of animal bones has not yet been conducted on 

an extensive settlement site of the Greek EIA containing good domestic contexts. This is 

most likely due to there being limited preservation and excavation of such sites, precluding 

the recovery of faunal material to analyse.
88

 Notable settlements from the EIA from which 

animal bones have been published include: Oropos and Nichoria on the mainland; Kavousi 

Kastro, Kavousi Vronda and Azoria on Crete; and Assiros Toumba and Kastanas in 

Macedonia. Yet, hardly any of these excavations included an analysis of the spatial 

distribution of the recovered bones. The animal bones from Kavousi Vronda were all badly 

eroded making identification of species difficult.
89

 The nearby Kavousi Kastro, on the other 

hand, produced bones of better preservation although no spatial analysis was conducted and 

instead a diachronic comparison over the village’s 500-year life was made.
90

 Azoria and 

Assiros Toumba have not yet produced a full publication of the animal bones found, while 

                                                
84 For example, Jarman and Jarman (1968). 
85 Becker 1998. 
86 Glowacki 2004. 
87 Grayson 1982; Wilson 1996. 
88

 This is particularly so on the mainland and the Anatolian coast where houses tended to be constructed from 

perishable materials (Akurgal 1962, 369; Coldstream 1979, 19-21, 50; Foxhall 1995, 245; Dickinson 2006a, 94-

6).  
89 Klippel and Snyder 1991, 179-82. 
90 Snyder and Klippel 2000. 
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the latter along with Nichoria are best described as hamlets too small to establish wider 

spatial patterning across house clusters.
91

 The excavated area of Kastanas is also of small 

extent with only 12-60% of the ca. 9,600 m
2
 settlement revealed and like Kastro, a large 

diachronic study of the 13m of occupation levels, covering 2,200 years, was conducted.
92

 

The examination of the spatial distribution of animal bones at Oropos by Trantalidou 

is the closest such work, although the site included areas of a liminal nature combining 

residential, industrial and sacred roles and can therefore not be considered in the same light.
93

 

The Oropos study provides a spatial breakdown of the relative frequency of the different 

species found at the site along with suggested final uses for the fragments based on building 

functions.
94

 A similar study, also by Trantalidou, was conducted more recently at the cultic 

site of Minoa where the spatial distribution of animal remains was examined.
95

 The focus was 

on identifying the condition of the different bones of the various species and a comparative 

study was undertaken of other sites, to determine the kind of cult practice that took place 

here. 

The examination of animal bone distributions can take place both vertically and 

horizontally, and the former is what we tend to get with intrasite archaeological analyses.
96

 

This is particularly so for the EIA where there is a lack of excavations of extensive 

settlements that are well preserved. Those that are, such as Karphi on Crete, were early 

excavations whose faunal remains suffered from neglect. Zagora is in a unique position here 

because it is itself a well-preserved settlement and its soil was systematically sieved 

producing the animal bones that are the subject of this thesis. 

2.9 Overview 
2.9 Overview 

The scholarship on Greek EIA animal bones usually includes a wide variety of 

information such as species and body part identification, measurements, specimen counts, 

identification of butchery and gnaw marks, the level of burning, and estimating the age of the 

                                                
91 Sloan and Duncan 1978; Halstead and Jones 1980, 265-6; Haggis et al. (forthcoming). For Assiros Toumba, 

Halstead and Jones (1980, 266) make brief mention of the greater spatial distribution of cattle bones compared 

to ovicaprids and pigs that they put down to being the greater amount of bone discard from the larger animal. 
92 Becker 1986, 13, 293-5. 
93

 However, it is believed that the bulk of the animal bones were food scraps from the houses (Trantalidou 2007, 

386-7). 
94 Such as daily food refuse being used as fuel (Trantalidou 2007, 386-7, fig. 2). 
95 Trantalidou 2012 1059-63. 
96 Ault and Nevett 1999, 51-2.  
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individual at death. These all provide useful information for a particular locus in time and 

space, but used alone rarely contribute to our understanding of society at large. To 

compensate for this, scholars conduct both diachronic and spatial analyses to locate patterns 

in the animal bone distributions that may glean information of greater value. Changes through 

time can indicate a variety of underlying environmental, social, political and economic 

factors while synchronic spatial analyses can provide information on things such as 

difference in status, ethnicity and space function.
97

 Both diachronic and synchronic analyses 

have been conducted at Greek EIA cultic sites, whilst only the former has been performed 

within contemporary domestic contexts; a spatial analysis has yet to be conducted on animal 

bones in ordinary domestic dwellings of significant scale. 

Unfortunately, at Zagora we lack the stratigraphic location for enough bones to be 

able to make diachronic comparisons. Moreover, we do not have good quantification data 

typically produced in other publications that would allow us to study the relative abundances 

across the settlement.
98

 What the ZBR does provide are present/absent indicators for the 

different species and their spatial location down to the ES or excavation grid square. This 

permits a study of the patterning produced to allow one to gauge whether there are any 

unique roles for the different locations or bone types, along with any social distinction 

amongst its inhabitants. Such a study is yet to be performed on a well-preserved settlement 

from the Greek EIA. Even with the limited data, it is hoped that by using animal bones alone 

a successful reconstruction of the economy and diet of a Geometric period settlement can be 

made, without being obliged to rely upon literature and iconography like Coldstream. 

  

                                                
97 These can also be combined to study changes in space throughout time as Marín Arroyo (2009)  has done 

with the animal remains from the El Mirón Cave in Spain. 
98 The quantification data we do have is scattered and a specific breakdown per species is only provided for 

three deposits. This is certainly not adequate to incorporate into an analysis of spatial distribution. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 
3.1 Introduction 

A number of methods were incorporated in order to analyse the animal bone 

distribution at Zagora. The various analytical approaches that were used included both spatial 

and aspatial statistical analyses, visual observations of patterning, and modelling of the 

economy based on animal ages at death. In order to limit errors, the statistical analyses 

required the careful collection of information from the legacy ZBR and the excavation 

notebooks and registers from the 1967-74 seasons. All of the data and calculations are 

reproduced in detail in appendices 2-5. 

Where relevant, the results of statistical tests were followed up with non-statistical 

methods such as analysing trends in the architecture associated with the bone finds. Wheatley 

and Gillings rightly suggest that spatial statistical analyses alone should not be seen as a way 

to solve archaeological problems, but rather to complement and assist the human 

interpretations of them by providing objective evidence and guidance.
99

 A number of 

assumptions needed to be made to account for the data being limited in places. These are 

specified here as well as the logic behind them. 

3.2 Data collection 
3.2 Data Collection 

This study’s primary data comes from several sources. The most important is the ZBR 

written by Lin Barnetson in 1977 and which is to be published in Zagora 3. The excavation 

reports from the 1967 and 1969 seasons, Zagora 1 and Zagora 2 respectively, provided some 

of the information on architecture and dating. For those deposits excavated after 1969, which 

will be published as part of Zagora 3, the University of Sydney’s Heurist application and the 

excavation notebooks and registers kept at the AAIA were used. Spatial information 

pertaining to architecture was obtained from the ArcGIS layer package created by Matthew 

McCallum, the Zagora 3 architect, and dated January 2012. In all cases where further details 

were required or where existing information needed verification, the excavation notebooks 

and registers were referenced. 

                                                
99 Wheatley and Gillings 2002, 125. 
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The only locations referred to in the ZBR were those containing fragments of bone 

identified to species. The excavation notebooks and registers were used to determine which 

deposits contained only unidentified fragments of bone (map 12). It was discovered that some 

registers listed excavation grid squares and not ESs and it could not be determined in all 

instances whether a bone fragment came from within an ES or not. In such cases, an 

excavation square was considered an ES if more than 50% of that square sat within the 

bounds of the ES. This is not ideal but it was felt that this would be more appropriate than to 

exclude these ESs in the analyses. 

A similar situation was discovered in the ZBR. Within the ZBR four excavation grid 

squares, spanning rooms F1 and F2, were reported to contain animal bones identified to 

species. These squares (F1055, F1060, F1555 and F1560) covered areas not only within the 

rooms but also outside and two of them (F1055 and F1555) crossed both rooms. Since the 

rooms were neighbours, were almost identically sized and the squares contained animal 

bones identified to species, it was thought imperative to include them in the analyses. As 

such, it was decided that the room whose surface area took up a greater portion of an 

excavation grid square would be assigned that square. Therefore, F1055 and F1555 were 

assigned to F2 and F1060 and F1560 were assigned to F1. 

 Since many ESs were only partially excavated, a guideline was needed to determine 

which of these to include in the study in order to reduce as much bias as possible. It was 

decided that the only ESs to include were those where it is obvious that at least 75% of their 

walls had been exposed and at least 50% of their floor area cleared down past the latest 

occupation level. We cannot establish this by simply looking at a plan of the site since many 

ESs were cleared so that their extents could be traced and therefore only their upper walls 

were revealed. To obtain this information the excavation publications and excavators’ 

notebooks were used in addition to the site plans. The reason why 75% was chosen is that we 

cannot be certain whether an excavated segment of wall actually belonged to an ES or not 

unless a good deal of that ES was excavated. For floor area clearance, over 50% was deemed 

sufficient; 100% would not have been possible in many ESs since the excavators left baulks 

running across them. The 47 ESs incorporated into this study are shown in map 3. Those ESs 

or excavation grid squares excluded from the statistical analyses were still considered 

separately since their context could provide supplementary information even though the 

evidence from them may be incomplete. 
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In a number of places Barnetson refers to a fortification wall or “FW” deposit without 

being specific which one she means. The table in the ZBR showing where species were 

present across the site (appx. 2, table A2.1) only gives three possible candidates: FW1, FW5 

and FW6. In Barnetson’s description of the fortification wall she points out canid and hare 

bones and horn cores being found here, and FW6 was the only trench to produce any of these. 

Furthermore, she describes the bones from the fortification wall as having good contextual 

pottery from multiple stratigraphic levels and FW6 was the only trench to provide this; there 

was no dateable pottery recovered from FW1-4
100

 and Heurist mentions only one fragment 

recovered from FW5. Hence, it has been assumed that when mentioning the fortification wall, 

she is referring to FW6. According to the excavators’ notebooks for the final excavation 

season in 1974, the fortification wall at FW6 had at least two external faces representing 

different phases. The deposits at FW6 to produce animal bones were all outside of the 

innermost of these wall faces. It has therefore been assumed that this was a ‘dump’ area over 

the wall, just outside of the settlement.  

The data collected from the various sources was entered into a Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet from where it was sorted and manipulated to prepare it for presentation and for 

export to the applications used for statistical calculations. The list of species present by 

deposit in the ZBR was used as the source for the categorical present/absent data with a 1 

used to indicate presence and a 0 absence (appx. 2, table A2.1). Separate worksheets were 

used to record other details such as architecture size and animal bone ages (appx. 2, tables 

A2.2 and A2.3). 

Individual complexes of ESs, or houses, were based on those defined in Zagora 1, 

Zagora 2 and Heurist (map 4).
101

 For the purposes of this thesis, the complexes were named 

with a ‘C’ followed by a letter, or letters, of the area(s) they spanned and a numerical 

identifier. Those that appear to have comprised a single ES (such as in B area) were not listed 

since they may have been part of a larger, as yet unexcavated, complex. Furthermore, other 

complexes that had a minimal number of excavated ESs were also excluded. The complexes 

distinguished, and the ESs they contained, were: CD1 (D6-7-8-27), CDH1 (D26-H17-18-20), 

CH1 (H19-21-22-23-28-29), CH2 (H34-35), CH3 (H26-27-42-43-47), CH4 (H24-25-32-33-

40-41), CJ1 (J3-4-5), CJ2 (J1-2-15-17-18), CJ3 (J7-24-26-27), CJ4 (J8-9-10-11-12) and CJ5 

                                                
100 Zagora 2, 53-4. 
101 Although it was not always clear what defined a house here (Zagora 2, 154). 
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(J6-21-22).
102

 Only one of these spaces, D26, was not specified as being open or roofed in the 

excavation reports and Heurist. Based on its size and position within the house it has been 

designated here as roofed. 

3.3 Identifying spatial patterns 
3.3 Identifying spatial patterns 

By examining the spatial distribution of archaeological artefacts it may be possible to 

detect patterns in their distribution, such that upon further investigation could reveal a 

number of different things. With respect to animal bones, spatial clustering of particular types 

of bone could indicate a variety of characteristics of the population that created them 

including socio-economic status or ethnicity.
103

 It was hoped that spatial patterning might be 

identified in the distribution of animal bones at Zagora that would allow the targeting of 

further interpretative analyses. As with any archaeological assemblage, if a random 

distribution were identified it does not mean that there was not a pattern there since we are 

not dealing with the evidence of one event in time but rather a palimpsest of events.
104

 For 

instance, after the slaughter of a large animal such as an adult cow, the meat may have been 

distributed only amongst people from a particular familial or social group leaving a pattern 

that might be detectable soon after the event. The overlaying of subsequent events along with 

taphonomic processes may have disturbed this pattern to the point that it would appear 

random. 

The state of Zagora’s architecture at the time of abandonment (ca. 700 BC) was used 

to define the individual architectural units. The reason for this is that it is difficult to associate 

the animal bones with a particular period since a considerable number of deposits in the ZBR 

do not provide stratigraphic information. The ESs and their functions were all thus treated as 

non-changing when in fact they changed through time possibly in both layout and function. 

In other words, it has been assumed that “the processes producing the configuration had a 

‘memory’ such that when elements were added to the configuration the spatial location of 

previously entered elements was known”.
105

  

                                                
102 In my opinion it makes sense that CJ1, CJ4 and CJ5 are closely related and belong to the same family or 
group due to their common entryway. 
103

 Crabtree 1990, 156; Landon 2005, 20. 
104 Hodder and Orton 1976, 9-10. 
105 A fundamental assumption of spatial statistical analyses is that the data being compared is contemporaneous, 

which is rarely the case with archaeological assemblages retrieved from earthen floors (Voorrips and O’Shea 

1987, 502).  
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The ESs and excavation grid squares that contained animal bones were plotted onto 

McCallum’s ArcGIS map of Zagora. These plots were used to visually identify patterns in the 

distribution of animal bones. Both the architecture in which they were found and their 

location within the site were considered. Treated as equally significant in the analyses were 

those ESs in which animal bones were not found.  

Once patterns had been identified visually, statistical tests were performed to see 

whether the patterns had any basis mathematically and to discover any patterning not obvious 

to the eye. The statistical testing was necessary to ensure that as much subjectivity was 

eliminated from the pattern identification as possible. In order to rule out bias due to differing 

excavation and retrieval methods used by the excavators of the different excavation grid 

squares, the bones retrieved (or not) from each ES or excavation square were compared to the 

list of supervisors responsible for those ESs or squares. It was found that out of 15 

supervisors, six excavated one of the four ESs in which no bone was found, and none 

excavated more than one of these.
106

 Furthermore, it was discovered that only four 

supervisors did not excavate one of the five ESs in which fish bone was found.
107

 Therefore, 

it was concluded that excavator bias did not appear to have an obvious impact on the results. 

Running a traditional aspatial statistical test for correlation (such as Pearson’s r) does 

not take into account the effects of space and this is why here a test measuring spatial 

autocorrelation needed to be performed. The phenomenon of spatial autocorrelation can be 

defined as where the presence of an observation in one area impacts neighbouring areas such 

that its presence there is more or less likely (positive and negative spatial autocorrelation, 

respectively).
108

 Tobler’s first law of geography, which states that objects spatially closer are 

more alike than those further away, implies that there is no spatial randomness and that 

samples taken across space are autocorrelated.
109

 This applies more so to geographical 

phenomena than it does to anthropogenic ones but it is still useful to check for spatial patterns 

                                                
106 The rooms in which no bone was found (H25, J12, J24 and J26) were supervised by J.W., D.F., I.McP., 

J.C.S., M.B. and M.L.. 
107 Fish bones are a good indicator for recovery bias since of all the species at Zagora they are the most affected 

by it (Payne 1985a, 223; Mylona 2003, 193-5). Unfortunately, from the excavation notebooks we cannot tell 
what type of bone was recovered and so we cannot determine the date when fish were retrieved and then match 

it to the supervisor for that date. Thus we need to compare excavations over all seasons. Those who did not 

excavate one of the five rooms that produced fish bones were D.F., A.C., M.B. and P.R.. The remaining 11 

supervisors all excavated in one of these five rooms. 
108 Hodder and Orton 1976, 174. 
109 Schwarz and Mount 2006, 157. 
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in archaeological contexts since a non-random pattern may imply some underlying human 

activity as its cause.  

To test for the existence of autocorrelation in the animal bone distribution at Zagora, 

the join-count statistic test was conducted. The join-count statistic is the spatial 

autocorrelation test of choice for nominal data, which is what we have with the animal bones 

at Zagora (that is, presence or absence).
110

 The join-count statistic is not often found used in 

archaeological applications, although it has been used in the past with some success.
111

 If 

NISP counts of individual species were available for all ESs, then the preferred geospatial 

statistical test to use would be Moran’s I statistic since it reflects spatial change in quantity.
112

 

Moran’s I has seen a wider use in archaeology than the join-count statistic since it takes into 

account this quantification information.
113

  

The join-count test assigns the locations containing a particular observation (in our 

case the presence of bone) the value B (black). Those locations where the observation is not 

present are assigned W (white). The connections between the various locations then become 

either BB, WW or BW joins. The observed number of joins of each type are counted and 

compared with the number of joins that would be expected if the distribution of B and W was 

random. A result indicating positive autocorrelation suggests clustering; negative 

autocorrelation, dispersion; and no autocorrelation, random distribution.
114

 An example of 

each of these is shown in figure 4 with the areas shaded grey representing B (black) regions. 

A limitation of this test is that the topography is not taken into consideration when examining 

the joins.
115

 

To conduct the test, the “Joint-Counts” function within the PASSaGE 2 program was 

used. PASSaGE 2 was developed by Michael Rosenberg and Corey Anderson from Arizona 

State University and can be used to conduct a variety of different spatial statistical 

                                                
110 Hodder and Orton 1976, 176-7; Cliff and Ord 1981, 15-5; Griffith and Amrhein 1991, 136; Rogerson 2001, 

165-6. 
111 Voorrips and O’Shea 1987. It is not commonly used because by neglecting volumes of artefacts across space 

some precision is lost. In the case of the Zagora animal bones, we do not have quantities. 
112 Cliff and Ord 1981, 15. There were some NISP counts provided in the ZBR, however, they were usually 
quite vague, such as “Rooms with less than 20 fragments were…” and “22 identifiable pieces of bone from 

rooms B2, B3 and B4…”. Moreover, all but three are totals, and do not provide a breakdown of species; ZBR, 

15, 18. 
113 Premo 2004; Schwarz and Mount 2006; Fletcher 2008, 2049. 
114 Silk 1979, 115-7; Conolly and Lake 2006, 158. 
115 Not such a big problem here as in areas with highly variable geography (Cliff and Ord 1981, 15-6). 
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analyses.
116

 Prior to use, the program was tested against a published set of data and the results 

of the join-count statistic compared to the results in the publication to ensure its integrity.
117

 

In order to calculate the join-count statistic, the program requires two input files: a 

connectivity matrix that indicates the connectivity between the ESs and another file 

indicating the presence or absence of animal bone for each ES. In the connectivity matrix 

(essentially a table with one column and one row for each ES) a value of 1 indicated that 

there was a join between the two ESs, and a 0 indicated no join. Connections, or joins, 

between individual ESs were assigned wherever spaces were adjoining, regardless of whether 

or not there was a passage (such as a doorway) between the two since a party wall may 

indicate a relationship between them. The second file is a simple list of each ES and an 

associated value: 1 indicating the presence of animal bone, 0 indicating the absence of animal 

bone. These matrices are reproduced in appendix 4 (tables A4.1-2; figs. A4.3-4). 

The test was run for each type of bone found at Zagora (apart from hare, equid and 

canid, which each occur only once or twice within the analysed sections). The regions across 

which the join-count statistic is conducted must be contiguous.
118

 The ESs included in the 

analysis were from H and J areas (not including the temple H30-H31). Sections B, D and F 

were excluded because they contain a small number of contiguous ESs and lacked contiguity 

with the larger sections (H and J). Even though ‘artificial’ joins can be created between non-

                                                
116

 Rosenberg and Anderson 2011; http://www.passagesoftware.net/. 
117 The data tested was the “Buffalo crime data example” from Griffith (1987, 35-6, figs. 3.1 and 5.2). The test 

was conducted not only to confirm that the software would produce the desired results but also to ensure that the 

present author could successfully navigate the program’s interface. 
118 Contiguous regions are the basis for almost all autocorrelation studies (Silk 1979, 114-5). 

Figure 4 – Map of 33 Greater London boroughs showing examples of a. positive, b. negative, and c. no spatial 

autocorrelation (after Silk 1979, fig. 9.2b-d). 
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contiguous ESs to merge all areas in the test, it would ignore the as yet unexcavated ESs that 

we know exist in between them.
119

 

The join-count statistic can run under two assumptions: the free sampling and non-

free sampling models,
120

 where the sampling case is used to generate the expected values in 

the test (that is, if the distribution of B and W was random). The ‘free sampling’ case is used 

when the sample being considered is part of a larger population and the probability of 

whether a certain point or polygon has a particular value is known. The ‘non-free sampling’ 

case is where the sample is being treated as the entire population and that the probability that 

one point or polygon has a particular value cannot be determined a priori and must be 

extracted from the sample.
121

 The non-free sampling case was used since only the settlement 

of Zagora was considered for the tests and not an already known larger population.
122

  

3.4 Aspatial statistical methods 
3.4 Aspatial statistical methods 

A further test was conducted in order to determine whether the co-occurrence of the 

various species was patterned or whether their distribution is what would be expected by 

chance. For this a chi square test of independence was performed.
123

 This test is useful for 

measuring the relationship between nominal variables, which in our case are the present and 

absent categories for the bones. Here, the chi square test compared the presences and 

absences of each pair of animal species to produce four totals: 1. and 2. the number of ESs in 

which one exists and not the other; 3. the number of ESs in which they both exist; and 4. the 

number of ESs in which they both do not exist. It then compares each of these four totals with 

the four totals we would expect if the distribution of the two species were left to chance. 

One of the requirements of the chi square statistic is that all of the totals need to have 

an expected count of at least five.
124

 Not all of the Zagora bones meet this requirement. 

However, this limitation can be overcome by performing Fisher’s exact test, which produces 

                                                
119 In such as case, the coordinates of the centroids of each space could be used to make distance-weighted 

calculations. 
120 Cliff and Ord 1973, 9. 
121 Cliff and Ord 1973, 9. 
122

 Silk 1979, 117-20; Cliff and Ord 1973, 22-3. The non-free sampling or randomisation assumption is the most 

useful for archaeological data (Hodder and Orton 1976, 178). 
123 The chi-square test has been used extensively in archaeological applications (Shennan 1988, 65; VanPool and 

Leonard 2011, 238-53). 
124 VanPool and Leonard 2011, 249. 
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the exact probability by calculating all possible permutations of the bone distributions.
125

 

Using the exact probability, we can determine whether our results are statistically significant. 

A further area explored for patterns was the size of the ES in which the animals were 

found. It was felt that a pattern in the ES size for certain animal types might reflect the kind 

of activities that took place in those ESs. Alternatively, no observable patterning could 

indicate that there was no relationship between the size of the space and the kind of animal 

consumed or disposed of there. This was explored for both individual ESs, roofed and 

unroofed, and also between the various complexes since certain activities may have taken 

place in similar locations within each complex. 

A final test was conducted to establish whether there was a correlation between the 

size of the ovicaprid and the size of the ES within which it was found. Since the number of 

bone measurements for this test were few (9) and there was no way to determine whether the 

population was (statistically) normal, the type of statistical test was limited. A non-parametric 

test needed to be performed and one that would include tied results when comparing ordered 

ranks (since three bones had the same measurement) in its calculations.
126

 Therefore, the 

Gamma statistic was chosen and since the sample size was small, Fisher’s exact test was used 

to determine the probability of the statistical significance.
127

 All aspatial statistical tests were 

run using the SPSS software package. 

3.5 A note on statistical significance 
3.5 A note on statistical significance 

A statistical test is usually setup with a null hypothesis (H0) and an alternate 

hypothesis (H1). For example, in the spatial statistical tests being conducted in this study, H0 

states that the animal bones are distributed randomly and H1 states that they are not random, 

but that they are spatially autocorrelated. In null hypothesis statistical testing we either reject 

or do not reject the null hypothesis, depending on the results of the analysis. Statistical 

significance should not be confused with colloquial ‘significance’, which signifies the 

importance or consequence of something. The statistical level of significance, or α value, is 

the probability that the null hypothesis is true if we reject it (also known as a Type I error).
128

 

                                                
125 Hinton et al. 2004, 285-6; Mehta and Patel 2011, 148-9. 
126 Hill and Lewicki 2006, 37-8. 
127 Mehta and Patel 2011, 187-8. 
128 Shennan 1988, 51-2. 
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Therefore, the lower the probability, the more confident we are in rejecting the null 

hypothesis. 

In statistics, the level of significance chosen varies but is usually either .05 or .01, 

commonly referred to as statistically significant (.05) or highly statistically significant (.01) in 

the literature.
129

 When the results of a statistical test have a significance value greater than .05 

then the null hypothesis tends not to be rejected or if it is not too much greater then larger 

samples can be collected to increase the significance of the 

result (and decrease the probability).
130

 When we have small 

samples in archaeology we normally cannot simply go out and 

collect more data, and need to look at the results differently. In 

archaeology, it seems flawed to outright reject a likely 

correlation or non-random occurrence simply because of a small 

percentage chance that we are wrong. Robert Drennan suggests 

that archaeologists should not strictly adhere to rejecting or not 

rejecting the null hypothesis, but rather focus on the probability 

that the null hypothesis might be right or wrong (fig. 5).
131

 Thus 

where appropriate, instead of simply rejecting or not rejecting a 

null hypothesis, this thesis will follow Drennan’s lead and report how “likely” or “unlikely” 

is a particular statement of hypothesis.
132

  

3.6 Establishing characteristics of the economy 
3.6 Establishing characteristics of the economy 

Many aspects of past lifeways can be determined through the study of animal bones. 

Not only can they inform us of diet, but the sex, age and pathologies of the animals’ bones 

can tell us whether they were kept for primary products such as meat, bone and leather or for 

secondary products such as milk, wool or plough traction.
133

 Models based on the patterns of 

age and sex of ovicaprid bones were developed by Sebastian Payne to determine the primary 

                                                
129 The value .05 is the most commonly used in null hypothesis statistical testing and is an arbitrary value 

chosen for no apparent reason but which has become an accepted norm in statistics (Masicampo and Lalande 

2012, 1). 
130 When a sample size is large, then the results usually have greater statistical significance than a smaller 

sample of the same data (Drennan 1996, 162). A recent survey of articles published in peer-reviewed 
psychology journals has found an unusually high prevalence of significance values just below .05, indicating in 

some instances that researchers may have increased their samples until the desired ‘significance’ was achieved 

(Masicampo and Lalande 2012).  
131 Drennan 1996, vii, 160-3. 
132 Drennan 1996, table 11.3.  
133 Payne 1985a, 226-34. 

Probability Likelihood

0.8 extremely likely

0.5 very likely

0.2 fairly likely

0.1 not very likely

0.06 fairly unlikely

0.05 fairly unlikely

0.01 very unlikely

0.001 extremely unlikely

Q: How likely is it that the 

observation is random?

Figure 5 – Statistical probabilities 

and their equivalent likelihoods 

(data from Drennan 1996, table 

11.3). 
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type of husbandry practiced.
134

 When conducting such analyses, caution must be exercised 

for a number of reasons but particularly because of the taphonomic processes that can 

significantly affect the results since both young and adult female bones are smaller and 

weaker than adult male bones.
135

 

The ZBR provides the estimated ages of ovicaprid and pig mandibles with teeth in 

situ, based on Silver’s ageing tables.
136

 These tables suggest ages for animals based on the 

ages at which their various teeth erupt and their eruption sequences.
137

 Ages can also be 

determined by examining the fusion state of the epiphyses of bones.
138

 The non-mandible 

specimens were not attributed ages, apart from the odd mention of the epiphyseal fusion state 

of long bones, presumably due to the time constraints imposed on the study.
139

 Although the 

age data is limited and chronologically covers the entire period of occupation at Zagora, 

tentative suggestions can be made as to the primary economy practiced.
140

 The slaughter ages 

for the ovicaprids from Zagora were plotted against Payne’s models to see which economic 

strategy they fit best and hence which one may have been employed here. Animal sex data 

was not provided in the report and so could not contribute to these analyses.  

The ages provided by Silver include both those of modern improved breeds as well as 

rough goats and late 18
th
 century sheep and pigs.

141
 Scholars have found a number of issues 

with the 18
th
 century ages he cited,

142
 and so the ages for modern breeds have been used 

here.
143

 Apart from the 18
th

 century ages being clearly incorrect, it was felt that the modern 

values were better because the optimal slaughter ages for various economic functions were 

attained via ethnography using modern breeds. 

                                                
134 Payne 1973. Payne developed models for wool, dairy and meat exploitation based on ovicaprid kill patterns. 

However, his models do not account for mixed farming, only specialised, so many of the small time 
agriculturalists’ farming practices would not be identified (Klippel and Snyder 1991, 185). Furthermore, his 

model for a milk-based economy had been seen by some as problematic based on ethnographic as well as early 

Christian documentary evidence which shows that cows needed their calves present in order for them to give 

milk (McCormick 1992). Such views have been rejected by others on the basis of the studies being of more 

recent populations and under different circumstances (Halstead 1996, 25; Isaakidou 2006, 95). 
135 Payne 1985a, 230. 
136 Silver 1969; ZBR, 2, 9-11. 
137 Silver 1969, table A. 
138 Payne 1973, 283. 
139 ZBR, 1-2. 
140 Such proposals have been made by scholars with similarly small numbers of identified specimens. See, for 

example, Sloan and Duncan (1978, 66, fig. 6-2), Curci and Tagliacozzo (2003, 130, table 13.4) and Allentuck 
and Greenfield (2010, 13, 17, 21).  
141

 Silver 1969, tables E, F, G. 
142 Payne 1973, 299; Klippel and Snyder 1991, 183-5. 
143 The late 18th century sources were found to be unreliable in both their tooth eruption sequences and ages. The 

eruption ages were considerably different to 17th–18th century archaeological data, and 19th and 20th century 

measurements, which were comparable (Bull and Payne 1982, 55 n. 2, 65-7, 71). 
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3.7 Limitations of the study 
3.7 Limitations of the study 

A number of limitations were encountered in the data that influenced the methods 

chosen in this thesis and therefore some assumptions needed to be made. These assumptions, 

along with the limitations encountered, are provided here to make it clear how the results 

were produced. 

Whether or not an excavation sieves is an important factor in determining the kind of 

material that is retrieved. Experiments have shown that large animals such as cattle are 

overrepresented in assemblages that have been hand-sorted meaning the importance of the 

smaller animals such as ovicaprids is understated.
144

 In these experiments, ovicaprid 

fragments more than doubled after sieving while cattle increased by less than half. Sometimes 

smaller, more fragile, remains like crab or sea urchin are only recovered by sieve and not by 

hand.
145

 The difference between sieving and not sieving highlights that we should be careful 

when comparing data between different excavations.
146

 

Given that we do not know the retrieval methods used in Zapheiropoulos’ excavations 

in 1960, and since systematic sieving was not introduced into Greek archaeology until the 

latter part of that decade, it has been assumed that the material excavated in 1960 was hand-

retrieved and not sieved.
147

 The University of Sydney excavations from 1967 onwards sieved 

all soil apart from surface “dust” meaning we cannot compare data between the two 

excavations without introducing significant bias.
148

 The exceptions are those partially 

excavated ESs from 1960 that were later revisited by the Sydney team who cleared the 

occupation layers. Therefore D2-D5, D9-D14 and E1-E2 were excluded from the analyses.
149

 

D1, D6, D7 and D8, partially excavated in 1960, were included in the analyses since at least 

50% of their latest occupation floor areas were excavated by the University of Sydney 

team.
150

 The temple, H30-H31, was excluded since only data from domestic contexts was 

                                                
144 Payne 1972a, 59-61; Payne 1975; Snyder and Klippel 2000, 68-70. 
145 Snyder and Klippel 2000, 78. 
146 Other conditions can impact upon the efficacy of sieving such as the moisture in the soil (for dry sieving), the 

person doing the recovery, the weather, light, mesh size, number of finds recovered, the backlog of soil to be 

processed and whether wet- or dry-sieving was conducted (Payne 1972a, 49, Payne 1975, 16, fig. 8; Peres 2010, 

23). 
147 Diamant 1979, 206; Payne 1985a, 220. 
148 Zagora 1, 37. 
149

 That is, the rooms excavated in 1960 (Zagora 1, 13). The rooms and dumps from the 1960 excavation were 

explored by the University of Sydney team in 1969 (Zagora 2, 71-4). 
150 Room D1 was only excavated by Zapheiropoulos down to roof level, while the Sydney team in 1969 cleared 

the floor and below (Zagora 2, 71-3). The 1971 excavation notebooks provided information on excavated rooms 

D6, D7 and D8, which will be published in Zagora 3. Zapheiropoulos only excavated D6 to threshold level with 
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statistically investigated; a comparison between cultic and domestic contexts was performed 

separately. Such a comparison was possible since the 1960 excavations only excavated to the 

temple’s Archaic floor-level and the Sydney team excavated the remainder.
151

  

The ZBR prepared by Lin Barnetson lists the presence of bone specimens identified to 

species by ES or excavation grid square.
152

 If bone fragments were recovered but not 

identified to species then it was assumed that they were not included in the report. Therefore 

a definitive listing of the ESs and deposits that contained bone fragments, including those 

which could not be identified to species, was obtained using the original excavation 

notebooks and registers kept at the AAIA.  

Not all bone present/absent data listed in the ZBR provides stratigraphic 

information.
153

 As a result, this study has assumed that all animal bones found within an ES 

or excavation grid square were contemporaneous and where the raw data in the ZBR does 

indicate precise deposits, these were ignored. This should not be too much of an issue for our 

results because by comparing between chronologies using pottery styles we are creating 

artificial phases of time that do not necessarily indicate a cultural change or a change in 

dietary preference.
154

 Similarly, we cannot be more certain that two bone fragments in a 

cultural layer were deposited simultaneously rather than decades apart.
155

 Furthermore, not 

only is the trampling of bone fragments into the earthen floors a problem for dating, but some 

rooms suffered from post-abandonment wall and roof collapses as well. In some cases where 

the heavy schist slabs collapsed, they pushed surface artefacts into the floor making it 

difficult to distinguish between a floor and sub-floor deposit.
156

 Such factors have meant that 

an examination of diachronic change was not possible in this study. 

Another limitation is the minimal amount of quantitative data provided in the ZBR.
157

 

The report only provides total NISP values for several ESs and approximations for several 

                                                                                                                                                  
the exception of a trench running along the northern wall and a small one in the southern part of the room. For 

D7 it says that Zapheiropoulos’ excavation reached the floor-level and had “possibly” “mostly destroyed” its 

surface; the floor fill was intact. Likewise with D8, Zapheiropoulos only reached floor-level in most parts 

although along the walls he excavated deeper. 
151 Zagora 1, 13. 
152 ZBR, 4-9. 
153 ZBR, 4-9. 
154 Payne 1972b, 66. The only intrasite chronological comparison that makes sense would be one based on 

architectural sequences that could indicate a space’s change in function. 
155 The only way we can be more certain is by conducting sedimentary analysis and ‘geo-archaeology’ in a 

laboratory (Jones 2007, 16-7).  
156 B. McLoughlin (pers. comm.). 
157 ZBR, 15-20. 
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more. Only two deposits from the Geometric period (Room D8 and FW6 by the fortification 

wall) are given a breakdown of NISP per species, which is far too small to make a 

generalised assessment of the relative abundance of different species across the site. 

Additionally, Barnetson did not attempt to calculate MNI counts given the fragmented state 

of the bones and the small size of most deposits.
158

  

3.8 Overview 
3.8 Overview 

This thesis uses both visual and statistical methods to identify spatial patterning 

amongst the animal bones found at Zagora. Other aspatial statistical and non-statistical 

analyses were performed to further assist in pattern identification and in determining the kind 

of animal husbandry practiced. A number of limitations were discovered in the available data, 

restricting the type of analyses that could be performed. Even though the evidence is limited 

in places, it was deemed sufficient to permit a tentative reconstruction of aspects of life at 

Geometric Zagora. 

 

 

                                                
158

 ZBR, 2. These days both NISP and MNI are the most popular methods of quantification in zooarchaeology, 

although both have their shortcomings. Generally with high fragmentation, as we have here, NISP can 

exaggerate the abundance of certain species. For example, pigs’ molars are identifiable even in a highly 

fragmented state whereas those of ovicaprids in the same state may not be (Peres 2010, 26). For a good short 

overview of the two methods based on the results of experiment, see Payne (1985a, 219-24). 
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4. Analysis of the economy and diet  

4.1 Introduction 
4.1 Introduction 

At Zagora, there is evidence of several different animal species. Represented in the 

bone assemblage are sheep, goat, cattle, pig, fish, hare, equid, canid and rat. Molluscs were 

also quite common at the site. The most frequently occurring of the vertebrate species are the 

domesticates: ovicaprids, cattle and pig. Fish and hare are the next most frequent, with hare 

being quite common at the fortification wall (trench FW6).
159

 Canid and equid occur in only 

one ES each with the former also appearing at FW6, while the latter is represented by only 

one hoof fragment.
160

 The remaining species, rat, only appears in deposits outside of houses.  

The Homeric texts and Linear B tablets attest that animal husbandry was a 

specialisation practiced by swineherds, goatherds, shepherds and cheese makers, all of which 

may have been present at Zagora.
161

 Large herds of ovicaprids and cattle would have been 

kept penned somewhere outside the town but small herds of animals could have been kept 

near houses within the town; stalling cattle within a field house alongside humans was not 

unheard of in Greece in more recent times.
162

 Pigs, on the other hand, may have been better 

suited closer to the household, although they too may have been let out to forage at certain 

times of the year.
163

 We will not know for certain how suitable the settlement was for keeping 

livestock until a full survey is complete.
164

 To attempt a reconstruction of the animal-based 

economy and diet of the Geometric settlement, it is worth first examining each of the species 

present. 

 

 

                                                
159 ZBR, 16, 24. 
160 The ZBR mentions a single equid phalanx (hoof) fragment found in room H41 (ZBR, 23). However, the 

cover letter to the ZBR Barnetson submitted to the AAIA mentions that an equid tooth was found. This is 
inventory number 2692 which is listed as a molar within the Heurist database. Barnetson had treated loose teeth 

and bones separately. 
161 Trantalidou 1990, 395, 399. 
162 Chaniotis 1999, 190; Forbes 2007, 236-7. 
163 Marciniak 2005, 45. 
164 Likely being conducted in late 2012. 
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4.2 The animal species found at Zagora 
4.2 The animal species found at Zagora 

Ovicaprids 

Ovicaprids at Zagora are represented by both sheep and goat. At the best of times, it is 

difficult for a zooarchaeologist to distinguish between the bones of the two species and this is 

also the case here.
165

 That both sheep and goat were present is evidenced by the identification 

of horn-core fragments.
166

 Sheep and goat are used for their meat, hide, milk, wool (usually 

hair in the case of goat) and manure. In fact, the secondary products provided by these 

species could have been more valuable to ancient Greeks than their primary products since 

they could have been continually exploited.
167

 To cite a recent example, in 1977 only 14% of 

the total calorie output of Greek goats came from meat, with 86% coming from milk. 

Similarly, 27% of goats’ protein output came from meat with milk comprising 73%.
168

  

A higher number of older ovicaprids would indicate secondary products such as milk 

or wool were produced.
169

 Maturity for ovicaprids is about 3½ years and their fertility 

normally ends at around six years of age after which point those raised for milk production 

would be slaughtered.
170

 Sheep reach their optimal weight gain for meat production between 

1½ and 2½ years of age.
171

 The slaughter of young could be a byproduct of a dairy economy 

or a reflection of status; in the modern highlands of Crete, lamb is considered a luxury food 

                                                
165 Boessneck 1969, 331; Payne 1985a, 215; Payne 1985b, 139; Buitenhuis 1995, 140-1; Reitz and Wing 2008, 
166. Barnetson (ZBR, 3) tells us this is the case at Zagora due to the high fragmentation of the bones and the 

short time available to undertake the identification; coincidentally, the reasons given for grouping sheep and 

goats at Nichoria were the same (Sloan and Duncan 1978, 61). 
166 ZBR, 3; coincidentally again, as was done at Nichoria (Sloan and Duncan 1978, 61). The actual breakdown 

between sheep and goat is not certain but it makes sense for a farmer to have both for herd security since in the 

event of a disease or parasite outbreak only a part of the herd would be lost. Redding (1984, 234) calculated the 

‘ideal’ sheep/goat ratio for the Middle East as being between 1:1 and 1.7:1, taking into consideration the 

reproduction rate needed to rebound from trouble and ideal ages at slaughter for the different economic 

strategies. 
167 Primary products are those that can be extracted from the animal only once in their lifetime (such as meat, 

bone and hide) whereas secondary products can be repeatedly obtained (such as milk, wool and manure) 

(Greenfield 2010, 30). The term ‘secondary product’ is deceiving since they are often much more important than 
primary products (Payne 1972b, 71).  
168

 Payne 1985a, table 5. 
169 Curci and Tagliacozzo 2003, 127. 
170 Sloan and Duncan 1978, 65; Reese et al. 2000, 451. 
171 Crabtree 1990, 162; Allentuck and Greenfield 2010, 19. Marciniak (2005, 50) puts this figure at between 12-

18 months for both sheep and goat. 
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and its availability is regulated.
172

 Also, the manure from ovicaprids could have been used to 

fertilise crops.
173

  

Pigs  

Pigs are the ideal urban ‘farm animal’ and are usually kept close to the home since a 

small number of pigs can be sustained on domestic kitchen waste alone.
174

 They are 

omnivores that can eat just about anything, and in modern times have been known to keep the 

streets clean of domestic and other refuse.
175

 After their first year, pigs grow beyond the size 

that a single household could immediately consume. Their meat therefore would have been 

shared, exchanged, or preserved by salting or smoking.
176

 They could also have been kept 

alive longer by farmers as ‘insurance’ against a bad crop year. Not only can pigs be kept 

penned in at home but they can also be let out to roam in the woods to feed off acorns, roots 

and other vegetation. Stable isotope values of nitrogen and carbon from the bones and teeth 

of pigs, along with the examination of tooth microwear, can help distinguish between a pig 

that was fed off domestic refuse and one that foraged for food.
177

 

Zooarchaeological remains of pig bones are the most difficult of all the major species 

to differentiate between the wild and domestic variety.
178

 The best method for differentiating 

between the two is by measuring the bones of a large enough sample and then observing a 

dual population pattern; the domestic typically has the smaller measurements.
179

 With such a 

small sample of measurable bones from Zagora, whether we have any wild pigs present in the 

assemblage remains an open question. Even if there were none native to the island, piglets 

could have been introduced by humans and left to run wild, creating a significant local 

population of wild pigs reasonably quickly.
180

  

 

 

                                                
172 Vardaki 2004, 200-1. This does not mean that old animals were reserved for the poor since they may have 

been intentionally aged for the extra fat they produce (Ervynck et al. 2003, 433). 
173 Moreno-Garcia and Pimenta 2011, 20-3. 
174 Isager and Skydsgaard 1992, 85; Clinton 2005, 167; Marciniak 2005, 45. 
175 Pigs will also eat decaying vegetation, carrion and human waste (Clinton 2005, 167; Masseti 2007). 
176 Halstead and Isaakidou 2011, 172. The historical period Greeks had the technology to preserve meat in the 

form of sausages and hams (Frost 1999). 
177 Rowley-Conwy et al. 2012, 31-34. 
178 Rowley-Conwy et al. 2012, 2. 
179 Rowley-Conwy et al. 2012. 
180 As has been demonstrated in many examples worldwide (Rowley-Conwy et al. 2012, 29-30).  
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Cattle 

Of all the domestic species found at Zagora, cattle are the most ‘expensive’ and 

difficult to raise.
181

 It is likely for this reason that at most sites, as at Zagora, their numbers 

are lower than the other domestic species (see fig. 16).
182

 

As was the case with ovicaprids, the secondary products provided by cattle (milk, 

manure and traction for agriculture) could have also had greater importance to a farmer than 

their primary products (meat, leather, bone). In its lifetime, a cow produces 10-20 times the 

food value in milk than it does through meat.
183

 Furthermore, traction from cattle alone can 

provide far greater rewards to farmers than their meat or milk can. Payne estimates that the 

traction from two bullocks ploughing a field would produce each year 25 times the food 

value of their meat in grain.
184

 Both male and female cattle could have provided traction and 

it was common to castrate the males to make them more manageable for such purposes.
185

  

It is easy to forget that animals produce more dung than any other products and cattle 

would have produced more than the other species found at Zagora. Not only would it have 

been useful for fertilising crops but also it makes a readily available and highly useful fuel 

source.
186

 At Akrotiri, remains of charred dung from a large herbivore were found in a 

kitchen hearth, indicating that it were used here, along with butchery scraps (such as horns), 

as a source of fuel.
187

 Cow dung is used in modern times not only as a fertiliser or fuel 

source, but also as a temper for construction, to insulate walls and coat floors, or as a raw 

material for making pottery vessels.
188

  

Canids and Equids 

The canid bones identified at Zagora were believed to have most likely come from a 

dog.
189

 In ancient Greece, dogs were used in their capacity as a guard or to assist in 

                                                
181 Howe 2008, 31-2. 
182 The most notable exception from the EIA is Nichoria (Sloan and Duncan 1978, table 6-1). 
183 Payne 1972b, 71. 
184 Payne 1972b, 71. 
185 Johannsen 2011, 13-6. 
186 Moreno-Garcia and Pimenta 2011, 20-3. 
187 Sarpaki and Asouti 2008; Trantalidou 2008a, 368. It is peculiar that at Azoria on Crete, the incidence of burnt 
animal bones inside houses was considered unusual and therefore believed to be indicative of hearth sacrifice 

(Haggis et al. 2011a, 477). 
188 Moreno-Garcia and Pimenta 2011, 23-4. In their ethnographic study in modern Morocco, Moreno-Garcia and 

Pimenta (2011, 20-3) found that when cowpats were used as fuel, they were either used fresh or collected and 

dried on roofs to be used later. 
189 ZBR, 17, 19. 
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hunting.
190

 There is also evidence that they were occasionally consumed by humans, as 

evidenced at EIA Kavousi on Crete by butchery marks on skeletal remains.
191

 The bones of 

dogs are very difficult to distinguish from that of the jackal when they are of similar size.
192

 

Equids too may have been eaten, but they also served the valuable role as a draught or 

pack animal carrying all manner of loads as they do in modern Greece.
193

 The excavators at 

Zagora interpreted the rounded external edges of buildings at the site as being intentionally 

constructed to allow passage for the pack animals navigating the narrow streets as in some 

modern Greek villages.
194

 Not much attention will be given to these two species since the 

information we have on them from the ZBR is little and they only occur in one ES each. 

Wild Animals 

The presence of wild animals can help to establish the local environmental 

conditions.
195

 Unfortunately, the evidence thus far for hunted land fauna from Zagora is 

limited to hare,
196

 something also true at other EIA Cycladic sites.
197

 This may be a factor of 

the local environmental conditions at the time or a genuine preference for domesticates and 

crop food. Rock art at the Neolithic settlement of Strofilas on Andros, a little north of Zagora, 

has been interpreted as showing fishing and hunting scenes with deer, wolves and jackals.
198

 

Deer were very common on the European mainland but as yet there is no evidence for their 

existence in the Cyclades, where the conditions are not favourable for them.
199

 

The other wild species to occur at Zagora was fish. Fish remains have rarely received 

the attention land animals have in archaeology but fishing must have played an important role 

for the Greeks given how important the sea was to their trade and communication.
200

 The 

number of themes related to fishing and other maritime activities on the rock art at Strofilas 

                                                
190 Trantalidou 1990, 400-1. 
191 Klippel and Snyder 1991, 181; Snyder and Klippel 2003. 
192 Payne 1985a, 214. Coincidentally, rock art at the nearby Neolithic settlement of Strofilas was believed to 

include depictions of jackals (Televantou 2008, 47). 
193 Payne 1985a, 226.  
194 The exterior walls of rooms J4 and D3 (Zagora 1, 14; Zagora 2, 131). 
195 For example, red deer could indicate developed wooded areas nearby (Curci and Tagliacozzo 2003, 130). 
196 The canid bones are likely from domestic dogs, although they could have also been from wild species such as 

jackals or wolves. With the pigs too, we cannot be certain whether they were wild or domestic. Also, the rat 
bones may have been from intrusive animals that were not eaten and none have been identified in houses. 
197

 Such as Minoa on Amorgos and Xobourgo on Tenos; the remains of deer found here were probably imports 

(Trantalidou 2012, 1065, fig. 4, table 12).  
198 Televantou 2008, 47. 
199 Trantalidou 2008b, 23; 2012, 1065-6. 
200 Powell 2003, 75. However, cf. Berg (2011) for the limited evidence of seafood in the Minoan diet. 
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indicates the importance that fishing and the 

sea had to the community here.
201

 Fishing is 

evident in ancient Greece through not only 

remains of fish bones and scales, but also 

through literary and iconographic evidence, 

and remains of fishing equipment.
202

  

The species of fish recovered from 

Zagora was not identified in the ZBR, nor 

were any photos available, so we are left to 

speculate as to what they were.
203

 Fish can 

be exploited in three ways: by hand 

collection, line, or net.
204

 Those fish caught 

close to shore, the littoral species, would 

have generally been of the smaller variety, 

while the larger deep-sea fish such as tunny 

would usually need to be caught by line from 

a boat.
205

 The species recovered by excavation depends on the size of the fish bones. Larger 

bones preserve better and have a better chance of being identified in the trench or captured by 

sieves with a large sized mesh.
206

 If maximum recovery of fish is the aim, especially for the 

smaller species caught by nets near the shore, then water flotation is necessary.
207

 The mesh 

size used in the sieving at Zagora was not specified, but based on contemporary mesh sizes 

and available photographs (fig. 6) we may make a fair guess that it was somewhere between 

3.5mm and 7mm.
208

 Dry-sieving with a 7mm mesh would not be sufficient to capture bones 

                                                
201 Televantou 2008, 46-50. 
202 Powell 1992. 
203 All we are told is that they were vertebrae (ZBR, 19, 24). 
204 Fishing nets are elusive archaeologically and the fishermen then, as now, no doubt used anything to weigh 

them down with, even possibly loom weights - although it is difficult to prove (Powell 1992, 309-10 n. 15). 
205 Powell 1992; Berg 2010, 66. From the Odyssey there is evidence that fishermen knew of the routes of 

migratory fish (Trantalidou 1990, 402). 
206 Payne 1975, 13; Mylona 2003, table 19.1; Lyman 2005, 849. 
207 Reitz and Wing 2008, 148. 
208

 Since it has not proved possible to find out the precise size of mesh, we may guess that it would not be 

smaller than the smallest one used in the shaker sieve at Franchthi, which was 3.5mm (Jacobsen 1969, 350). 

Franchthi was the most advanced excavation for its time (and arguably even now) in terms of recovery of 

environmental remains. At Nichoria, a site also commended for its recovery of environmental data, they hand-

collected and dry sieved with a mesh size of 7mm (Sloan and Duncan 1978, 60). 

Figure 6 – One of the dry sieves used at the Zagora 

excavations 1967-74 (photograph courtesy of the AAIA). 
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of the smaller species and if such a mesh size were used we may be left with the remains of a 

larger pelagic variety, the product of a more specialised kind of fishing.
209

  

4.3 Animal slaughter patterns and the economy 
4.3 Animal slaughter patterns and the economy 

In order to reconstruct the exploitation strategy of the domestic species from Zagora, 

particularly ovicaprids and cattle, the ages at which the animals were killed need to be 

examined. The idea is that people would slaughter different percentages of their animals at 

different ages depending on their primary economic strategy (such as meat, milk or wool 

production).
210

 Ages can be determined by the epiphyseal fusion state of bones or by tooth 

eruption and wear.
211

 The teeth of an animal erupt at different ages and then wear down at 

reasonably consistent rates,
212

 with ages varying between species.
213

 Similarly, different 

bones of animals fuse at different ages and this also varies between species.
214

 There are 

issues in using the epiphyseal fusion state to age bones, such as underestimating the number 

of younger animals due to their bones’ poorer preservation. Mandibular teeth generally 

preserve better even in infants and are the preferred bone to age.
215

 

In his oft-cited production models,
216

 Sebastian Payne suggests slaughter ages for 

sheep and goats that reflect three different economic strategies.
217

 Although they reflect 

specialised production well, they do not account for mixed farming and so are unlikely to 

represent the slaughter ages from small mixed operations.
218

 For example, young male sheep 

are expected to be killed in a dairy economy, but in a smaller mixed farming system they 

might be castrated and raised for wool, thus producing both products. Similarly, where cattle 

are raised for milk, male calves may be castrated and used as draught animals rather than be 

                                                
209 Furthermore, the general observation by Barnetson (ZBR, 2) that all the bones across the site were very 

fragmented and unidentifiable does not vouch well for the survival of smaller fish bones. 
210 Payne 1973, 281-2. 
211 Payne 1973, 283. 
212 Although this largely depends on the diet. For example, sheep fed leafy hay would wear their teeth faster 

than those that eat from lush pasture (Mainland 2003). Also, with pigs such a measure is prone to error since 

pigs digging for food is a major source of their tooth wear and therefore makes foraging pigs seem older than 

penned ones (Halstead and Isaakidou 2011, 171). 
213 Silver 1969, 289-301. 
214 Silver 1969, 283-9. 
215 Payne 1973, 283-4; Greenfield 1988, 576; Reese et al. 2000, 487. They are less affected, but not without their 
own preservation problems. 
216

 Greenfield 1988, 574. 
217 Payne 1973. 
218 Klippel and Snyder 1991, 185. Another potential for skewed data is the lack of infant bones due to their 

poorer preservation and also bones from older animals that may have been intentionally broken up (Halstead 

1987, 77-8). 
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slaughtered.
219

 Even if slaughter ages of an assemblage are a perfect fit to the profiles 

provided by Payne, it does not mean that his models are the only way that the evidence can 

be explained.
220

 

 

Figure 7 - Sebastian Payne's economic models showing survival percentages by age of ovicaprids for specialised meat, 

milk and wool production (data from Payne 1973, figs. 1-3). 

Payne’s models provide slaughter ages for three production strategies: meat, milk and 

wool (fig. 7). In a primarily meat producing economy, animals are usually slaughtered when 

they reach optimum size and some (mostly females) would remain beyond that age for 

breeding, being slaughtered when they were no longer productive.
221

 In an economy that 

focuses on dairy production, young animals are slaughtered as long as the milk output is not 

affected, with young males not needed for breeding tending to be killed.
222

 If the exploitation 

of ovicaprids was for wool or hair then we would expect to find a higher proportion of 

remains from older animals with juveniles only being slaughtered when stock did not need 

                                                
219 Sloan and Duncan 1978, 65. 
220

 Greenfield 1988, 576. 
221 Payne 1973, 281; MacKinnon 2004, 25. 
222 Payne 1973, 281. This would primarily leave a larger proportion of young male bones and older female 

bones in the assemblage. The issue with identifying the sex of the animal makes this a difficult task at times, 

especially with juvenile bones for which it is almost impossible (Ruscillo 2003, 37). 
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replacing.
223

 Males not needed for breeding are usually castrated since male sheep produce 

more wool than females and wethers are easier to control than rams.
224

 The fleece from 

ovicaprids is normally taken from 2-6 years of age before the quality degrades and so few 

would be expected to grow beyond that.
225

 It should also be noted here that a 

zooarchaeological indicator of wealth maximisation follows most closely a wool production 

strategy, with animals of both sexes primarily being slaughtered when they are adults.
226

  

Cattle are not represented in Payne’s models but nonetheless show similar patterns in 

their slaughter ages. When slaughtered between two and four years of age it indicates they 

were raised for meat, whereas with dairy production there is higher infant mortality.
227

 Cows 

normally become infertile at 12 years of age and we would rarely expect any living beyond 

this age in a dairy producing economy.
228

 Cattle killed beyond six years of age would indicate 

they were not bred specifically for meat since they are past the optimal age for meat 

productivity and must have been used for other purposes instead, such as traction.
229

 Cattle 

used as draught animals can exhibit a wide variety of ages at death, since they could be 

worked for a few years and eaten while still fairly young or worked until an old age when 

they could no longer pull the plough.
230

 Use of animals for traction is also identifiable by 

stress pathologies on the bones expected to bear the most weight.
231

  

Not every settlement was a producer of the animals it consumed for food. Two further 

patterns in animal ages at death represent producer and consumer sites.
232

 Such patterns are 

seen in areas where rural sites supply animals at an optimal age for meat to an urban centre, 

where we would find evidence of these prime-aged animals.
233

 At the rural supplier sites, we 

would tend to find evidence of older females and breeding males at the age where they are no 

                                                
223 Payne 1973, 281.  
224 Jameson 1988, 88. 
225 Payne 1973, 281; MacKinnon 2004, 25. 
226 Russell 2012, 331-2. 
227 Jones 2007, 258-9. Marciniak (2005, 40) says the best age to slaughter cattle for meat is between 4-5 years of 

age. 
228 Sloan and Duncan 1978, 65. 
229

 Jones 2007, 258-9. 
230 Johannsen 2011, 17. 
231 Isaakidou 2006, 108-9; Greenfield 2010, 40-2. 
232 Stein 1987, 106-7. 
233 For sheep and goat this is 1.5-2.5 years (Crabtree 1990, 162; Allentuck and Greenfield 2010, 19). 
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longer productive.
234

 The same patterns could also be indicative of indirect and direct supply 

rather than consumer and producer sites.
235

 

The only bones at Zagora to have been aged were the mandibles of ovicaprids and 

pigs with teeth in situ. Loose teeth and epiphyseal fusion states of long bones were not aged, 

the latter because of the excessive fragmentation of the bones, although the ZBR provides 

fusion states for a few bones in the section describing the bone distribution.
236

 There are a 

total of 12 ovicaprid and 12 pig mandibles from the Geometric settlement that have been 

described and assigned ages.
237

 The mandibles and their approximate ages are listed in 

appendix 2, table A2.3. The sample we have is far too small to be able to reconstruct the 

ancient economy of Zagora with any confidence since the addition of only one or two 

mandibles to some age groups may change the conclusions. However, even with such small 

samples it is not uncommon to find in the scholarship tentative proposals as to what the 

primary economy may have been.
238

 Therefore, following Allentuck and Greenfield it will be 

stressed that “the possibility remains that these results are misleading due to the small sample 

size”.
239

 

Slaughter pattern of pigs at Zagora 

Pig slaughter ages should correspond closely to those that are optimal for meat 

production: since pigs would have only been exploited for their primary products, they are 

usually kept alive until they get to the size required for their meat and possibly hide.
240

 The 

use of animals for their bone or hide generally comes as a by-product from their slaughter for 

meat and is usually not driven by the need for raw materials.
241

 For both meat and hide, 

                                                
234 Stein 1987, 106-7. 
235 An example of indirect supply is purchase from a butcher and direct supply purchase from a farmer 

(Allentuck and Greenfield 2010, 21). 
236 ZBR, 2, 15-20. 
237 Tooth eruption sequences are different for sheep and goat. Some scholars question putting them both together 

in the same category since their exploitation strategies may be quite different hence skewing the data, but is 

nonetheless something still practiced (Allentuck and Greenfield 2010, 17). This was something recognised by 

Payne (1973, 284) when he developed his models. In our case here, the mandibles were not differentiated and so 

we must treat them together. 
238 Even though the sample size is very small, it is not unheard of that such small samples are used, although 

‘usually’ caution is stressed upon. For example, at the 38ha Early Bronze Age site of Titriş Höyük in Turkey 

only 11 cattle and 18 goat mandibles were aged to propose an admittedly highly tentative herding strategy 
(Allentuck and Greenfield 2010, 13, 17, 21). An even fewer eight teeth were used to age ovicaprids at the EIA 

site of Nichoria for the DA III period which covered 75 years (Sloan and Duncan 1978, 66, fig. 6-2). 
239 The size of the sample they were referring to was 11, see note 238 (Allentuck and Greenfield 2010, 22). 
240 Payne 1985a, 226; Reese et al. 2000, 481; Greenfield and Fowler 2003, 140. Pigs offer no secondary 

products except manure (Halstead and Isaakidou 2011, 172). 
241 Bement 2010, 227. 
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younger pigs are preferred over mature pigs.
242

 In modern Greece, pigs are usually killed 

between 1-2 years of age when they are fully-grown and rarely do they live longer than 3½ 

years.
243

 Those kept longer are usually used for breeding. Pigs sexually mature between 1 and 

1½ years of age; reproductive males are kept for 2-3 years and females for 4-5 years before 

they are slaughtered.
244

 Under certain conditions, they can produce up to ten offspring twice 

per year and as they only take between one to two years to reach full maturity, the turnover is 

usually quite quick.
245

 The treatment of the litter will vary depending on whether they were 

produced for local consumption or for sale elsewhere. 

Figure 8 shows the ages at slaughter for the pigs at Zagora based on the mandibular 

tooth eruptions. Barnetson also reports that pigs were being killed “before full maturity in 

many cases, that is, in the 1-3 year age range”.
246

 These ages she is citing must be the 

epiphyseal fusion state of the bones since the mandibular ages 

do not in all instances give an age range, but rather a minimum 

or maximum age.
247

 Therefore, from the mandible ages we can 

merely suggest that the majority of pigs (83%) were being kept 

alive for at least 12 months, which is the lower value in the 

age-range within which they are normally slaughtered in 

modern Greece. The 33% that are slaughtered after 17 months 

of age may have been kept for one day or several years past that age. If we had more precise 

ages based on dental attrition, then we would be in a better place to comment.  

Slaughter pattern of ovicaprids at Zagora 

The ages at which teeth erupt in sheep and goats are different,
248

 so even though their 

mandibles were not distinguished from one another, different age groupings need to be 

assigned for each species. Figures 9 and 10 show the three age categories from Zagora that 

have been defined for the ovicaprid mandibles: younger than three months for both sheep and 

goat; younger than 21 months for sheep (17 for goat); older than 21 months for sheep (17 for 

goat). The charts show the percentage of animals that died in each category as well as the 

                                                
242 Older pig skin is rough and dry, being difficult to work (Reese et al. 2000, 481).  
243 Trantalidou 1990, 396-7; Hadjikoumis 2012, 361. 
244 Hadjikoumis 2012, 361. 
245 Marciniak 2005, 45. Since they grow rapidly and produce large litters, it may not be economical or even 

possible to rear them all and may make more sense to kill them at a young age even though the meat would 

hardly be worth it (Halstead and Isaakidou 2011, 169). 
246 ZBR, 22. 
247 For this thesis, some age ranges were adjusted so they could be grouped together. See appendix 2, table 3. 
248 Silver 1969, tables E and F. 

Age Group no.
Cumulative 

Percentage

<12 months 1 8%

>7 months 1 92%

>12 months 6 83%

>17 months 4 33%

Figure 8 – Survival percentages of 

Zagora pigs based on tooth eruption 

data. 
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Figure 9 - Percentages of ovicaprids slaughtered at Zagora for each age range, plotted against Sebastian Payne's 

three economic models. Ages based on sheep tooth eruption stages (data from Payne 1973, figs. 1-3; ZBR; Silver 

1969, tables E-F). 

Figure 10 - Percentages of ovicaprids slaughtered at Zagora for each age range, plotted against Sebastian Payne's 

three economic models. Ages based on goat tooth eruption stages (data from Payne 1973, figs. 1-3; ZBR; Silver 

1969, tables E-F). 
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corresponding values from Payne’s three exploitation models. By comparing the Zagora data 

with Payne’s models, it is clear that they fit the wool model best. This would imply an 

emphasis on the exploitation of ovicaprids for their wool or hair. Barnetson believed that 

based on their ages, ovicaprids were being raised for their meat, hides, milk, and wool.
249

 

Only with a larger sample size with more specific estimates of age based on tooth attrition 

will we be able to draw any firmer conclusions.  

Slaughter pattern of cattle at Zagora 

We do not have any ages for cattle although estimates were made by Barnetson based 

on whether or not the epiphyses of the long bones were fused.
250

 An actual number of 

specimens was not provided, however she tells us that all identified cattle were from mature 

animals with the exception of two.
251

 Maturity for cattle is about 3½ years, while all bones’ 

epiphyses are fused by five years.
252

 The bones from the two immature cattle were both distal 

epiphyses from metapodial bones that fuse between two and three years.
253

 Thus, we may 

suppose then that the only immature cattle recovered were younger than three. Barnetson 

believed that they were not used for meat but rather for milk, manure, possibly horn and as 

draught animals instead of mules.
254

 If, then, we accept the age observations made, it seems 

most likely that cattle were primarily used for draught (and manure) and if cow milk were 

produced, it was incidental.  

4.4 Diet and economy at Zagora 
4.4 Diet and economy at Zagora 

The butchery marks identified on a few ovicaprid and cattle fragments found at 

Geometric period Zagora show that the diet of the people here would have included animal-

based foods.
255

 Even though the smaller ovicaprids made up the majority of bone fragments 

recovered, it does not mean that they were the most important species in the diet since cows 

can provide up to five times the amount of meat that a sheep or goat can.
256

 

                                                
249 ZBR, 23. 
250 ZBR, 18-9, 22. 
251 ZBR, 18-9. 
252 Silver 1969, table A; Reese et al. 2000, 487. 
253

 Silver 1969, 285-6; ZBR, 18-9. 
254 Due to there being only two fragments of equid found (ZBR, 22-3). 
255 ZBR, 18-9. 
256 Reese et al 2000, 450-1. As to the exact quantity, we need to be careful using such values since the meat 

output of animals varies from region to region (Sasson 2006, 34). 
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The extensive evidence for the processing (and potential storage) of crops,
257

 means 

that we cannot say that the people of Zagora subsisted purely on animals for their diet. 

Moreover, for a purely pastoralist existence, it has been estimated that the average family of 

four would need more than 300 ovicaprids to sustain it under normal conditions, not counting 

major losses.
258

 For Zagora, this would imply a significant herd. By appealing to ‘pre-

modern’
259

 ethnographic material from a nearby island, we can gain an insight into the kind 

of subsistence practiced by communities in a similar environment. On the Cycladic island of 

Amorgos in the late 19
th
 century AD, the main diet of the inhabitants was legumes with not 

much meat (consisting mainly of salted lamb and goat), supplemented with cheese, sardines, 

wine, olive oil and other crops.
260

 The same island’s human population in the mid-19
th

 

century was 2,800 and they maintained 7,000 ovicaprids, 3,000 cattle, and 2,000 equids.
261

 

Although the human population living at Zagora may not have been this high, the average of 

2½ ovicaprids and one cattle per person would not seem an unreasonable number to have 

been kept here.
262

 

 Animals are a way to indirectly store surplus grain and keep it available for times of 

need, such as when crops fail.
263

 In lean times, pigs could have provided the best solution to 

get meat stocks back up again quickly. Of all the domesticates they have the fastest 

reproductive turnaround, the widest dietary range, and the most efficient conversion rate of 

feed into meat. Of the energy they consume, 35% is converted to meat whereas sheep and 

cattle convert 13% and 6.5%, respectively.
264

 Sheep and goats are preferable to cattle if quick 

production is required since they grow around four times faster.
265

 Alternatively, in times of 

stress the bone marrow from the ungulates (cattle, sheep and goat) may have been targeted 

since the marrow fat is the last fat of the animal to be depleted in the late winter and early 

spring. The fatty marrow only occurs in adult animals and the fat content can be as high as 

90%.
266

 This could have been a dietary option for the residents of Zagora since at least 75% 

of ovicaprids had reached the optimal meat producing age and as has been noted, there were 

                                                
257 Such as pithoi and storage vessel emplacements in benches, and stone pounders (Zagora 2, 84, 154, 181-4). 
258 Halstead 1996, 34. 
259 Pre-modern in this instance refers to the time before domestic refrigeration. 
260 Trantalidou 2006, 230. 
261 Trantalidou 2006, 230. 
262 Chaniotis (1999, 206) estimates that the wool from 4-5 sheep would meet the clothing needs of one person 

and so if wool was the main component of clothing at Zagora, an average of 2½ may not be enough. 
263 Halstead 1996, 35. 
264 Marciniak 2005, 45. 
265 Marciniak 2005, 50. 
266 Snyder and Klippel 2000, 72-3. 
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only two fragments of immature cattle identified. However, we lack evidence of specific 

breakages in the bones such as the intentional green breaks synonymous with marrow 

extraction as were identified at Kavousi Kastro.
267

 

If we deduce that cattle, based on their generally mature age and low infant mortality 

(of which we would expect to be higher in a dairy economy), were raised primarily for their 

draught and manure, then we 

could assume that the products of 

agriculture were an important part 

of peoples’ livelihoods. The 

agricultural terraces surrounding 

Zagora, along with the 

accompanying threshing floors 

(fig. 11), are evidence that 

agriculture was practiced in the 

vicinity at some point in time.
268

 

This leaves open the possibility 

that crops could have been grown 

in the area during the Geometric 

period, although it would not be 

unusual if the people spent a few 

hours walking to work the fertile 

valley not far away.
269

 As far as 

the meat diet at Zagora goes, the 

ubiquity of ovicaprids across the 

site and their high relative 

abundance in deposits where 

NISP counts were given imply that they were the most common source of meat.
270

  

                                                
267 Snyder and Klippel 2000, 65. 
268 The terraces and threshing floors have not been dated (B. McLoughlin pers. comm.). 
269

 Zagora 1, 6. In more recent times it is still not unheard of for people to walk six hours to their fields as was 

the case in early 20th century Methana (Foxhall 1995, 247 n. 43); in northern Nigeria agricultural workers are 

known to spend up to seven hours daily walking to and from their fields (McCall 1985, 340). 
270 We are only speculating since without any of the samples being water sieved using a fine mesh we cannot be 

sure as to how important smaller species, such as littoral fish, were. 

Figure 11 - Map of Zagora and surrounds showing terraces and 

threshing floors denoted by small hollow circles (Zagora 1, Map III). 
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We may speculate that the people of Zagora, who might have raised sheep and goats 

primarily for their wool and hair, ate a predominantly crop-based diet that was supplemented 

with sheep and goat meat on a regular basis from those animals that were no longer useful for 

providing fibre. Pig and cattle were also eaten and pigs were perhaps used as an insurance 

measure and as a means of reducing town waste, turning it into a useful product.  

Animal bones, especially the larger and more robust ones, may have also been used 

for the manufacture of tools or decorative items. Such items may have included knife 

handles, needles, jewellery or furniture attachments.
271

 Bone artefacts were found at 

Geometric period Zagora but we lack any debitage or other evidence for their manufacture at 

the site.
272

 

4.5 Overview 
4.5 Overview 

The animal remains at Zagora reflect a varied diet and economy. Based on the limited 

ageing data available, we can tentatively propose that ovicaprids were raised primarily for 

their wool or hair and that they were likely consumed when the quality of their fibre declined. 

They were the most commonly consumed of the species recovered from Zagora. Although 

the ages available for cattle lack any quantification, the anecdotal evidence suggests that they 

would have been mainly used for secondary products such as traction and manure. It appears 

they were consumed more rarely than ovicaprids and only after they were too old to be used 

for draught, or before they reached old age and their meat was rendered less palatable. The 

last of the domesticates, pigs, would have been used primarily for their meat with at least 

83% reaching the minimum age for optimal consumption. Their hide may have also been 

utilised as a by-product. There is no evidence that the canid or equid remains were from 

animals that had been consumed for food, although such a use was possible. 

The wild animals, fish and hare, did not occur as frequently as the domestic species 

and would have at least supplemented the diet. Since the sieving at Zagora was dry sieving 

and we do not know the mesh size used, we have to be cautious in drawing too many 

                                                
271 Cattle metapodial bones were commonly used in tool manufacture (MacKinnon 2004, 26). 
272 Such as a bone point (possibly needle) and a cylindrical segment with four drilled holes (inv. 1789). Bone 

artefacts tend to be studied in isolation of the remaining bone assemblage unlike lithics where debitage and raw 

materials are studied together with the tools (Isaakidou 2003, 233). 
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conclusions concerning these smaller animals. Furthermore, we do not know the kind of fish 

recovered and they may turn out to be a larger pelagic species if the dry-sieve mesh was not 

fine enough to capture smaller fish bones, or if the soil contained clumps that encased the 

small fragments.
273

 We may find with further excavation using better retrieval methods that 

many more smaller animals are identified, providing a greater insight into the diet, lives and 

economy of the people of Zagora. 

  

                                                
273 Payne 1975, 16. 
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5. Analysis of the animal bone distribution 

5.1 Introduction 
5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the distribution of the animal bones will be analysed. First, the 

possible effects of taphonomy on the assemblage will be explored in relation to both natural 

deterioration and the actions of humans and other animals. This is important to understand 

since the fragments of bones recovered from archaeological sites can reveal significant 

information on the kinds of activities that generated them.
274

 The process of uncovering 

patterns in the animal bone distribution involved both statistical and non-statistical methods. 

These methods included examining changes in relative frequencies across the settlement, the 

architectural peculiarities of the ESs in which the various animal bones were found and the 

spatial patterning of the bones across the site. Such steps were necessary in order to reveal the 

patterns upon which the later interpretations are based. 

5.2 Examination of taphonomy 
5.2 Examination of taphonomy 

With respect to human action, there are numerous ways in which bone can be 

deposited in archaeological contexts.
275

 An example of an animal processing lifecycle is 

shown in figure 12. As can be seen, many different activities can reduce a carcass and 

influence the kind of portions that remain. The refuse that remains is then deposited ‘as is’ 

and buried, or it is burnt, or it is left on the surface to decompose naturally if it is not further 

reduced by animals. From deposition to excavation, what remains is largely the result of 

taphonomic processes. 

Barnetson reported that all the bones were generally “very fragmented” and that 

“much” of the bones were small unidentifiable fragments.
276

 She particularly noted those in 

the B area by the fortification wall as being “all rather friable and ‘weathered’ in 

appearance”.
277

 Weathering of bones can be caused by a number of factors, both when they 

                                                
274

 This is particularly so when the analyst has included details on the condition of the individual fragments 

(such as cut marks, burning, rodent gnawing, or intentional break patterns). The ZBR rarely provides this detail. 
275 Bone is not only deposited through human action but also via other animals such as dogs and rats. 
276 ZBR, 2. 
277 ZBR, 15. 
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are on the surface or buried in soil.
278

 Bones that are buried soon after deposition can still 

look reasonably fresh after thousands of years, whereas bone left exposed on the surface can 

become weathered quite quickly.
279

 For example, on the shores of Lake Turkana in Kenya, 

Diane Gifford observed the rate of decomposition of bovid bones on the ground and 

estimated they would completely disappear within 20 years of continuous exposure.
280

 Not all 

bones preserve similarly, since the weaker bones such as ribs and vertebrae decompose faster, 

and those from young and female animals do not preserve as well as adult male bones.
281

 

Likewise, not all buried bone survives, and it largely depends on the conditions of the soil, 

with bone being less likely to survive in acidic surroundings.
282

 Although the soil from the 

                                                
278 Behrensmeyer (1978). 
279 Hesse and Wapnish 1985, 24-5. 
280 Gifford 1980, 103. 
281

 Payne 1972b, 68; 1985a, 230. Sometimes higher bone density does not correlate with survival in the 

archaeological record. Adult bones tend to be those used for making tools and could therefore influence their 

survival (Payne 1972b, 76; Enloe 2004). 
282 Lyman 1994a, 421-2. Even bone buried in some soils will not survive at all no matter how deep it is buried 

(Payne 1972b, 68), as is shown by the burials at Lefkandi (Catling 1985). 

Figure 12 - Hypothetical carcass processing lifecycle showing animal utilisation and resultant assemblages 

(O'connor 1993, fig. 1). 
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Cyclades tends to be acidic,
283

 the results from the analysis of 11 soil samples from Zagora 

showed that they were all slightly basic.
284

 

There was generally a bias in the Zagora bone assemblage towards those bone types 

that are sturdier and survive better.
285

 Some of the deposits at Zagora contained bones that 

were well preserved, indicating that they were likely buried in the alkaline soil not long after 

disposal. Most notable are the bones found just outside the fortification wall (trench FW6), 

with Barnetson noting they were “reasonably intact … large identifiable pieces, and only a 

small number of splinters could not be positively identified to species”.
286

 FW6 contained the 

largest number of specimens in the settlement that were preserved well enough to allow their 

measurement (map 14). The body parts found here include most of the ovicaprid, including 

limb bones, so we cannot say that these were solely butchery waste but included parts of the 

animal that may have been consumed. That there was butchery waste here as well is 

evidenced by the presence of horn core fragments.
287

 

If bone is left on the floor within a closed abandoned house it is not expected to 

decompose as fast, although it depends on how the house eventually collapses. Within one of 

the buildings at Azoria, a collapsed wall was believed possibly responsible for exposing 

bones to the elements and causing their subsequent weathering.
288

 We cannot be certain as to 

whether this was the case at Zagora since we lack both quantified analyses of the bones and 

their stratigraphic location. It is likely that any bone remaining on the floors of rooms may 

have been pushed into the floor when the roof and walls eventually collapsed.  

Floors made of permeable material are known to retain small fragments of refuse such 

as bone and pottery.
289

 Ethnoarchaeological studies of houses with earthen floors have shown 

that when small fragments of bone are trampled they suffer uneven vertical displacement 

(sometimes over 20cm), even on floors that are regularly swept.
290

 However, the earthen 

floors at Zagora contained little bone. Barnetson noted that the settlement was quite a “clean” 

                                                
283 Trantalidou 2006, 224. 
284 According to the Zagora soil report by Dan Leevers (unpubl. AAIA archives), the pH results of the samples 

were all between 7.5 and 8.0 except one that had a pH of 8.5. This indicated to Leevers that the samples would 

have all originated from a similar source, possibly from the local limestone schist formations. 
285 ZBR, 21. 
286 ZBR, 16. 
287

 Lower legs, feet and horn cores could indicate the primary butchery of animals or they may reflect ritual or 

social choices (Snyder and Klippel 2000, 70; Haggis et al. 2004, 384; Trantalidou 2012, 1062).  
288 Haggis et al. 2011a, 442. 
289 Marciniak 2005, 81. 
290 Stahl and Zeidler 1990, 150-5; Lyman 1994a, 377-81. 
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site, in that there was not much bone refuse found in the houses compared to similar sites; the 

only exception to this was the courtyard J6.
291

 General household trash can leave little trace 

since waste such as bone can be fed to dogs or pigs.
292

 Dogs or pigs may have also 

contributed to the unidentifiable state of many of the bones found at Zagora.
293

 

That there are a number of bones with traces of burning is expected.
294

 It makes sense 

that bones were burnt both for hygienic reasons and because they would have been a source 

of fuel.
295

 Although precise findspots within the ESs at Zagora are near impossible to 

determine based on the evidence available, we would expect most burnt fragments to have 

come from a hearth. An exception to this would be those found in the sanctuary.  

5.3 Relative frequency of species 
5.3 Relative frequency of species 

The ubiquity value is an indicator used by palaeoethnobotanists, and to a lesser extent 

zooarchaeologists, to give an idea of how common the remains of a particular species are at a 

site rather than how abundant they are.
296

 It is the abundances that are usually used by 

zooarchaeologists to quantify animal remains.
297

 Measures of abundance cannot and should 

not be used in an attempt to reconstruct original numbers of animals at a site but rather to get 

an idea of the relative importance of the various species.
298

 Such measures depend on the 

identification of bone fragments to species and can be affected by a number of things other 

than taphonomic processes, such as the experience of the zooarchaeologist sorting the 

sample.
299

 The ubiquity value is less sensitive to these effects and so can be preferred over 

measures of abundance when dealing with bones that may have been incompletely excavated 

                                                
291 ZBR, 21. Within J6 was originally thought to have been a pit but this is now believed to more likely be floor 

fill in which bone scraps were found. 
292 Clarke 2001, 161-2; Marciniak 2005, 82-3. 
293 Payne 1972b, 68. 
294 At least in B3, J23 and H30 (ZBR, 15, 18-9). 
295 Trantalidou 2008a, 368. 
296 Purdue et al. 1989, 149; VanDerwarker 2010, 65-7. The value has greater importance in palaeoethnobotany 

than it does in zooarchaeology due to the poorer preservation of plant remains and where absolute specimen 

counts can be affected by a larger number of factors (Popper 1988, 60-4). However, zooarchaeologists have 

found the measure effective when dealing with more fragile remains such as fish (Wheeler and Jones 1989, 152-

3). 
297 The number of identified specimens (NISP) and the minimum number of individuals (MNI ) are the most 

popular methods of quantification in zooarchaeology (Payne 1985a, 220; Lyman 1994b, 38; VanDerwarker and 

Peres 2010, 5-6). 
298 There are far too many different taphonomic processes at work to treat the remains as an accurate measure of 

the original living population (Lyman 1994a, 3-5; Amorosi et al. 1996, 138). 
299 Grayson 1984, 25-6; Payne 1985a, 214; Lyman 1994b; Atici et al. 2012, 3. 
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or sieved.
300

 Furthermore, studies have shown that 

ubiquity percentages duplicate the results produced 

by other quantitative measures such as MNI and 

biomass.
301

 The ubiquity values for Zagora are 

shown in figure 13.
302

 As can be seen, ovicaprids are 

the most commonly occurring species (75% 

ubiquity) followed closely by cattle (60% ubiquity). 

This is rather surprising given the prestige and 

expense associated with cattle.
303

 

If we look at the breakdown of species 

ubiquity by area (fig. 14), then we notice the 

maximum occurs in the H area for all species except ovicaprids and hare. The lower values in 

                                                
300 Wheeler and Jones 1989, 152-3. 
301 Crane and Carr 1994, 68. 
302 It should be noted that there are four rooms thus far excavated at Zagora that contained no bone at all (H25, 

J12, J24, and J26), which span three house complexes (CH4, CJ4 and CJ3). This lack of bone does not appear to 

be due to excavator bias since all those who supervised these rooms had recovered bones from other rooms 
(J.W., I. McP., D.F. - H25; M.L. - J12 & J24; and P.J.C. - J26). It could be that the fragments were so small that 

they either fell through the sieve mesh or they were embedded in soil clumps that did not break up in the dry 

sieve. 
303 Generally we should avoid projecting modern-day ‘perceptions’ of wealth associated with animals so far into 

the past, although in the case of cattle there is good documentary evidence from ancient Greece (Howe 2008, 

31-2; deFrance 2009, 123). 

Type No. ESs Present Ubiquity

Ovicaprid 35 74.5%

Cattle 28 59.6%

Pig 21 44.7%

Fish 5 10.6%

Hare 4 8.5%

Canid 1 2.1%

Equid 1 2.1%

Unidentified 

fragments only
7 14.9%

No bone 4 8.5%

Figure 13 – Ubiquity values for species found 

at Zagora. Unidentified fragments and those 

ESs from which no animal remains were 

recovered are included for reference (based on 

the 47 ESs analysed in this study). 

Figure 14 – Zagora ubiquity values for each species by area; including ESs with unidentified specimens only. 
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the J area can be partly explained due to the presence of three ESs here in which bone was 

not recovered. The H area has one only ES devoid of bone but other factors must be causing 

the spike in ubiquity values here. When we look at the same measures without including the 

spaces where no animal bones were found or identified to species, we get a similar result (fig. 

15). It is almost as if the area nearest the hypaethral sanctuary (H area) was ‘attracting’ the 

deposition of animal bones. The figures for ubiquity are interesting for the fact that the 

animals follow a similar pattern across the various sections of the site (we may pay less 

attention to B and F areas due to their small sample size).  

 

Figure 15 - Zagora ubiquity values for each species by area; not including ESs with unidentified specimens only. 

Unfortunately, the ZBR does not provide NISP counts by species for all ESs. Such a 

measure would complement the ubiquity value and allow for a more precise spatial analysis. 

The ZBR does, however, provide the total NISP count for several individual ESs
304

 and for 

one of these, D8, a breakdown by species. In D8 were recovered 57 identifiable specimens, 

comprising 33 ovicaprid, 19 pig and 5 cattle. In addition to D8, a breakdown of the NISP by 

species is provided for one of the fortification wall deposits (FW6) dating to the 9
th
 century. 

Here were found 82 identifiable specimens of the main domesticates (57 ovicaprid, 18 pig 

and 7 cattle) along with four hare bone fragments. We cannot compare the two deposits, 

neither synchronically nor diachronically, since the stratigraphy is not specified for the D8 

                                                
304 Rooms D3, D4 and D5 had 0; D6 – 14; D7 – 2; D8 – 57; H19 – 51; H21 – 36; H22 – 71; H23 – 87; J4 – 1; J5 

– 2; J6 > 90; J8 – 13; J9 – 4; J10 and J11 – 0; J21 – 25; J22 – 13. Unidentified fragments were obviously 

excluded from NISP counts. 
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deposit and the trench registers list bone being recovered from three different phases of the 

room.
305

 

Figure 16 shows the ratio of abundance between the three main domestic species, 

cattle, ovicaprids and pig, from the two Zagora deposits with NISP data as well as from other 

Greek EIA sites. A number of different ratios are evident with ovicaprids making up at least 

half of most assemblages; the exceptions are Eleutherna, Kastanas and Nichoria. Of all the 

settlements, the proportions from Asine (albeit with a small sample size) most closely match 

those at Zagora. The variety in the relative frequencies can probably be explained by the 

differing local environmental conditions at each site.
306

 For example, Nichoria has 

surroundings favourable for rearing cattle, perhaps accounting for their dominance in the 

assemblage.
307

 Other reasons are needed to explain sites such as Kastanas, which was located 

on a small river-estuary island, 70m from the shore. Here, where there was little room for the 

management of livestock, it was assumed that they were probably brought in from the 

mainland.
308

 Pigs may well have been the only exception since they can live at close quarters 

                                                
305

 According to the records in Heurist, the pottery from this room dates from the 9
th

 century to the turn of the 7
th 

century BC. 
306 Trantalidou 1990, 394. 
307 Dickinson 2006a, 99. 
308 Becker 1998, 79. 

Settlement NISP Cattle Ovicaprid Pig

Zagora, Room D8 (Geometric) 57 8.8% 57.9% 33.3%

Zagora, Fortification Wall (9th C. BC) 82 8.5% 69.5% 22.0%

Oropos, Euboea (8th-6th C. BC; >44% is 8th C.) 4,097 8.5% 86.8% 4.6%

Kavousi Kastro, Crete (mainly Late Geometric) 2,640 8.7% 82.0% 9.3%

Profitis Ilias (Gortyn), Crete (8th C. BC) 110 10.0% 71.8% 18.2%

Asine, Peloponnese (Geometric) 18 11.1% 66.7% 22.2%

Eleutherna, Crete (1400-700 BC) 86 15.1% 33.7% 51.2%

Kastanas, Macedonia (1000-800 BC) 4,826 19.2% 43.3% 37.5%

Nichoria, Peloponnese (DA III, 850-775 BC) 130 48.5% 34.6% 16.9%

Cultic & Cemetery

Minoa, Amorgos - Stratum IV (mainly Geometric) 1,669 3.1% 94.7% 2.2%

Daphnephoron, Eretria (Geometric) 94 3.8% 86.2% 10.6%

Sanctuary of Athena Alea, Tegea (Geometric)
*

- 9.0% 67.7% 23.2%

Xobourgo, Tenos - pyres (Geometric) 167 10.2% 74.3% 15.6%

Kastri, Thassos (EIA) 86 17.4% 77.9% 4.7%

Sanctuary of Demeter, Knossos (Geometric) 21 19.1% 61.9% 19.1%

*
 Estimates from chart published by Vila (2000, fig. 1)

Figure 16 - Abundance ratios of the three main domesticates from Greek EIA sites (data from 

Trantalidou (2007, fig. 20; 2012, tables 2 and 11); Vila (2000, fig. 1); Wilkens (2003, table 8.4)). 
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with humans, recycling their food waste and refuse, and their higher percentage here could 

testify to that. Eleutherna has the highest proportion of pigs (over 50%) which is surprising 

given its mountainous surrounds that one would think to be more suitable for ovicaprids. 

5.4 Patterns in size of space 
5.4 Patterns in size of space 

Across the site of Zagora, the average ES size where each species is present is larger 

than where they are absent (fig. 17). The species that are on average found in the largest ESs 

in the settlement are fish, cattle and hare. Given the commonness of ovicaprid fragments, we 

would not expect the average ES size for where they are present to be far from the site 

average. On the other hand, species that have been found in few ESs (fish and hare) are 

expected on average to be absent in ESs sized close to the settlement average. Pigs occur in 

43% of the analysed ESs. The difference between the average size of the ESs in which they 

are present and those where they are absent is relatively small; almost equidistant either side 

of the settlement average. It is interesting to note that ESs in which only unidentified 

fragments were found are on average smaller than ESs in which they were not found, 

reversing the trend. ESs in which only such fragments were found could be areas with poorer 

preservation than the others on the site or else they may have been kept cleaner by the 

residents, with only these smaller fragments escaping their eye.  

 

Figure 17 – Average ES size where each species were present or absent, plotted with the average ES size of all ESs 

included in the study. ‘Unidentified fragments only’ values provided for reference. 
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In order to discount the effects of outliers skewing the results, the 5% trimmed means 

were calculated for each of the species (fig. 18). The 5% trimmed mean is calculated by 

removing the largest and smallest 5% of ES sizes for each species and then computing the 

average.
309

 If the result was radically different then we would know that it was due to the 

outliers.
310

 As can be seen, the results produced are similar and outliers do not seem to be 

affecting the results. Other answers must be sought to explain the patterns observed. 

 

Figure 18 - Average ES size where each species were present or absent, plotted with the average ES size of all ESs 

included in the study. ‘Unidentified fragments only’ values provided for reference. All values shown here are the 5% 

trimmed mean values. 

The average ES size in which cattle and fish occur is greater than 28 m
2
,
 
and hare a 

little over 26 m
2
. The average ES size where cattle do not occur is smaller than the average 

ES size where any other species does not occur. The greatest variance between the size of the 

average ES where a species was present and where they were absent is exhibited by cattle. 

The average size of the ESs devoid of fish and hare bones are not far from the site average as 

is expected given the small number of occurrences of each of these species.
311

 It appears then 

that, generally speaking, these three species may have been intentionally treated differently to 

ovicaprids and pigs by the people of Zagora. If the fish remains are in fact from a larger deep-

sea species, then we may be dealing here with a rarer, seasonal food. 

                                                
309 This is calculated using a formula so that even though there may not be enough of a sample to remove a 

whole outlier, the upper and lower 5% of the sample is still trimmed. 
310 However, we could not assume that all outliers have been removed. 
311 Fish was found in five rooms and hare in four. 
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When we break down the average space size for the three main species by J, H and D 

areas, we get a similar result (figs. 19 and 20). It appears that cattle bones have an aversion 

for small spaces since the average size of the ESs in which they are absent is the smallest of 

the species. Where they are present, they appear in the largest space size on average with the 

exception of D in which they are a close second to pig. This demonstrates that the pattern we 

are seeing here with respect to cattle is not a mere reflection of one area skewing the results 

but rather a broader trend. Fish and hare were not included in this breakdown since they both 

only occur once in J and do not appear at all in D. 

 

Figure 19 – Average ES size where each of the three main domestic species were present or absent across J, H and D 

areas.
312

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
312 Fish and hare are excluded. 

J area H area D area All (J, H, D, F, B)

No. 18 16 7 47

Avg size 16.16 m
2

31.30 m
2

25.79 m
2

23.26 m
2

Figure 20 – Average ES size by J, H and D areas, with average 

ES size of all ESs included in the study. 
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5.5 Ovicaprid sizes 
5.5 Ovicaprid sizes 

Although a significant number of bones were measured, it was mostly limited to just 

one example of each type. If we were to use bone measurements in estimating original animal 

sizes, such as with allometry, we would need larger samples that were measured following 

strict parameters.
313

 Unfortunately, the samples from Zagora do not meet these requirements. 

The largest sample of measurements provided in the ZBR is for ovicaprid astragali, of which 

we have nine. There is a relationship between the size of the weight-bearing elements of an 

animal and the animal’s weight and size.
314

 The astragalus, being a weight-bearing bone in 

the lower leg, is therefore an indicator of how large the animal was from which the bone 

came. We may then use the size of the ovicaprid astragali to get an indication of the relative 

sizes of each; at a minimum we can establish their size ranking order. 

If we compare the size of the astragali recorded in the ZBR with the size of the ESs in 

which they were found, we see that when one increases, so does the other (figs. 21 and 22). 

The results from the Gamma statistic test show a strong relationship between the size of the 

ovicaprids and the ESs within which they were found (appx. 3). Also, the statistical 

significance is such that it is fairly unlikely that this relationship is due to chance. The two 

largest ovicaprid astragali were found in H21 and H23, both opposite the hypaethral 

sanctuary. 

  

 

                                                
313 Reitz and Wing 2008, 66-8. 
314 Although it is not a linear relationship (Johnstone and Albarella 2002, 23; Reitz and Wing 2008, 64-5). 

ES ES Size (m
2
)

Astragalus max lateral 

length (mm)

B3 23.45 28.5

D8 53.76 28

J6 12.78 26

J6 12.78 29

J21 9.32 26.5

H21 60.76 33

H23 31.55 32

H35 23.04 28

H41 23.12 28

Figure 21 – Measurements of ovicaprid 

astragali from Geometric period Zagora and 

the corresponding ES size within which they 

were found. 
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                      Figure 22 – Scatter plot showing relationship between ES size and ovicaprid astragalus size.
315

 

5.6 Spatial patterns 
5.6 Spatial patterns 

The distribution of the various species of animal bone was first examined visually to 

see if any patterns stood out. Ovicaprid, the most common of the species at Zagora, appear to 

show some clustering, particularly in the J section (map 5). Given its prevalence, it is difficult 

to observe too much more except in the odd patches where the species was not found.
316

 The 

next most common species, cattle, also do not have anything obvious in their distribution 

(map 6).
317

 Pigs were identified in 43% of analysed ESs which means that there is roughly an 

even split between ESs containing them and not. There are what appear to be clusters in their 

distribution in both H and, more obviously, J areas (map 7).
318

 

Fish and hare are not common enough and too well spread for any patterns to be 

discerned in their distribution, while equid and canid only occur in one ES each (maps 8-11). 

All we can say is that all four species occur in the H area, with equid and canid only 

occurring here. Although fish and hare are found spread across the site, they are more 

common in the H area where they appear to be focused in ESs near the hypaethral sanctuary. 

                                                
315  The Gamma statistic that was used to measure the relationship between ES size and ovicaprid size is 

produced using the rank of scores whilst this scatterplot displays the raw data and therefore is not indicative of 
how the correlation was calculated. 
316

 There are occasional clusters of two neighbouring rooms without ovicaprid bones such as J24 and J26; J10 

and J11; J1 and J2; H25 and H32. 
317 Similarly, with cattle there are pairs of rooms in which they are absent: J24 and J26; J10 and J11; J4 and J5; 

J1 and J17; J12 and J17; H25 and H32. 
318 In the J area there appears to be two clusters of rooms containing pig bones: J5, J6, J21, J22, J8 and J15, J17. 
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However, such visual observations need to be tested statistically to see whether any of them 

hold true or if others can be revealed. 

As an additional measure in determining whether there is any spatial patterning, the 

join-count statistic was used to test for the presence of spatial autocorrelation. Because it 

requires contiguous joins between ESs, the test was performed separately for both J and H 

areas; D, B and F areas with few contiguous ESs were not included. Hare, canid and equid 

were excluded from the test since they each occur in too few ESs. The results and the 

calculations are presented in appendix 4. The J area did not show any statistically significant 

spatial autocorrelation for any of the species tested. In the H area, the only species to exhibit 

patterning is fish, which shows slight negative autocorrelation. The result tells us that it is not 

very likely that the distribution of fish here is random but rather that it is showing some 

dispersion. It is interesting to note that the three ESs in the H area where fish bones were 

found belong to three different houses (see map 4), meaning that the dispersion shown 

statistically is also validated by human classification. However, due to the small sample size 

involved we should treat this result cautiously.
319

 

Thus with the exception of fish in the H area, we should accept that the animal bones 

of each species were randomly distributed within at least the J and H areas. This does not 

necessarily mean that they were randomly distributed whilst the site was occupied, but rather 

that the variety of different activities and taphonomic processes that took place on the site 

resulted in the random distribution with which we are left.  

A further test was conducted to see if there were any patterns in the co-occurrence of 

different species. A chi square test of independence was performed to determine whether the 

species co-occurrence was the same as one would expect due to chance or whether there 

might be something significant in their distribution. The calculations and results are 

reproduced in appendix 5. There is only one result worth noting and that is the co-occurrence 

of pig and fish. The results of the chi square test means that it is fairly unlikely that it is 

simply the result of chance that pig and fish occur together, or conversely that they do not 

occur together. The strength of this association was found to be medium. Thus, the presence 

of pig and fish together in the same ES might be related in some way other than by chance.  

                                                
319 See Griffith (1987, 34) for details regarding sample sizes that produce the most reliable results. 
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It is interesting to note that such a connection has been observed at Mesolithic and 

Neolithic fishing sites across the Mediterranean and in Scandinavia. It is as yet unexplained 

why these geographically and temporally separated fishing communities chose pigs almost 

exclusively when other ungulates were also available in their surrounding environment.
320

 It 

was suggested that the pigs may have scavenged the shore for molluscs or were fed seafood 

leftovers by the people in these communities.
321

 In the EIA, the low quantity of fish bones 

recovered from the seaside settlement of Oropos could be due to their remains having been 

given to pigs rather than being disposed of elsewhere as suggested.
322

  

5.7 Complexes of space 
5.7 Complexes of space 

Several houses have been identified by the excavators and the Zagora 3 team based 

on the settlement’s architecture during its final occupation phase (map 4).
323

 These houses or 

‘complexes’ are domestic units comprising of linked spaces both roofed and unroofed. Most 

of the complexes contain an unroofed area, or courtyard, and in many it is centrally located. 

A breakdown of spaces within houses and the species found there is given in appendix 2, 

tables A2.4-6. 

The courtyards tended to be the largest sized ES within each complex and may have 

served as spaces for cooking and dining in good weather when larger groups gathered. 

Fragments of cattle and ovicaprid bone were found in all five courtyards where species were 

identified and pig was found in three of these. Fish and hare bones were not found in 

courtyards. This could be due to a number of factors; most likely, because they do not 

preserve as well as the larger animals and exposure to the elements would have had a greater 

impact on their survival. CJ3 is unique in being the only complex not to have pig bone found 

within it. This could be because just one room here contained bone (50% of its rooms did not 

have any bone at all) and its large courtyard, J7, had only a fraction excavated to bedrock, in 

its northeast corner. Nothing else stands out rather obviously concerning the distribution of 

the animal bones or patterns both within and between complexes. 

                                                
320 Masseti 2007. 
321 In of one of these cases (Gotland, Scandinavia) the stable isotope values of the pig bones were tested and 
came up negative for a marine diet. One possible reason suggested for this was that the pigs may have been 

seasonally hunted by the local inhabitants (Masseti 2007, 168-70). 
322 Theodoropoulou 2007, 430. 
323 The only houses to have been reproduced for analysis were those whose walls were ‘completely’ revealed 

and had a majority of their ESs included in this study. Possible single-room houses in B and F areas were not 

included since further excavation may reveal they were part of larger complexes. 
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5.8 Overview 
5.8 Overview 

Many of the animal bones recovered from Zagora were badly fragmented or 

weathered, thus rendering them unidentifiable. This could be due to extended exposure on the 

surface or because they were processed by humans, domestic animals or scavengers. Those 

fragments that have been identified were randomly distributed across the site apart from fish, 

which shows a dispersive distribution in the H area. No obvious patterns in the bone 

distribution have been identified between the different house complexes. The ubiquity values 

have given an indication of how common the species were and allowed an examination of 

their varying frequencies across the different areas of the settlement. If we exclude the 

smaller samples from B and F areas, the ubiquity for all species peaks in the H area. 

To a certain extent, the size of the animal appears to be related to the size of the ES 

within which it was found. Since there are two independent sources of evidence for this, the 

cattle and the ovicaprid sizes, it suggests that the pattern evident is genuine and the 

correlation in these instances between space size and animal size is surely not a coincidence. 

This should not be seen as implying that large animals were only found in large ESs, or that 

all large ESs served the same purpose, but rather that this is a trend across the settlement. 
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6. Interpretation of the animal bone 

distribution 

6.1 Introduction 
6.1 Introduction 

This study was conducted using only the animal bone and architectural evidence from 

Zagora. The associated artefacts, which were not all available, were not considered in the 

interpretations here; something far from ideal but nonetheless useful observations can still be 

made. Therefore, the following discussion contains a number of assumptions incorporating a 

fair amount of subjectivity. As with all interpretations of evidence, the further they are 

removed from the scientific the less verifiable they will be. Wherever such bias does occur, 

as much reasoning as possible is provided for the choices made, even though at times they 

may not seem acceptable. 

6.2 Cult at Geometric Zagora 
6.2 Cult at Geometric Zagora 

During the Archaic period, some time after the settlement had been abandoned, a 

temple was built in the large open section between the H and J areas, at one of the highest 

points of the site.
324

 The altar in the temple sits on a Geometric period level, which implies 

that this was also a cultic area during the life of the settlement, likely an open-air one.
325

 Part 

of a Geometric period wall discovered here a few metres to the west of the temple has been 

identified as either a retaining wall for this built-up area or an enclosure wall possibly 

demarcating the pre-temple hypaethral sanctuary.
326

 

 Animal bones were found not only in the Archaic period temple, but also in the 

Geometric levels below. Barnetson reports that there was little bone here in general during 

the settlement’s occupation but there were “the remains of two very immature pigs, an 

immature O/C, a burnt piece of O/C femur (age not determinable) and a fragment of O/C 

innominate (pelvis) with ancient cut mark”.
327

 Precise proportions of species are not 

provided, however we can make some estimates based on the few numbers we have. Of the 

                                                
324 Cambitoglou 1981, 82-4. 
325 Cambitoglou 1981, 83-4; Zagora 2, 168-71. 
326 Zagora 2, 173-5. 
327 ZBR, 19. 
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274 fragments reportedly found here, we are told 74 were from pigs although not all levels 

were provided specific quantities. The Geometric period contained at least two fragments 

(“remains of two very immature pigs”), the temple floor at least three fragments (“a number 

of bones from at least three piglets”), and above the temple floor 60 fragments (“very 

immature pigs (some 47 bones and 13 teeth)”).
328

 Only one cattle bone fragment has been 

positively identified and that was from the Geometric period.
329

  

Although at first glance the near absence of cattle may appear unusual for the 

settlement, it could actually correspond to the proportions found in the other deposits. If we 

accept that based on the above there were between two and eleven pig fragments found in a 

Geometric period context below the temple, it would mean a cattle-to-pig ratio of between 

1:2 and 1:11. The approximate ratio of cattle-to-pig from D8 is 1:4 and from FW6 it is 1:3. 

The cattle-to-pig ratio at both the Sanctuary of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria and the 

Sanctuary of Athena Alea at Tegea is 1:3 (fig. 16), within the possible range of the Zagora 

sanctuary. Thus based on the proportions of these two animals, there is probably nothing out 

of the ordinary in the Geometric period sanctuary. The lack of cattle from the sanctuary’s 

Archaic levels and therefore their difference to the settlement should not occupy discussion 

here since not only are we dealing with a chronological gap, but also the husbandry practiced 

may have been different. We would be better to compare the Archaic assemblage with that of 

the settlement from where the visitors likely came.
330

 

It is feasible to compare the animal bones from the Geometric period levels described 

above with those from contemporary sanctuaries. From a zooarchaeological perspective, the 

biggest hint that there existed a sanctuary here during the Geometric period is the presence of 

a fragment of burnt ovicaprid femur, the standard anatomical offering to the gods. The 

evidence from Zagora agrees with the findings of Chenal-Velarde and Studer, that femurs 

should be absent from areas of human consumption.
331

 Of all the body parts mentioned in the 

ZBR, the femur is only mentioned once, here in the sanctuary. All the other bones that are 

measured, aged or noted in the text are from other parts of animals.  

                                                
328 ZBR, 19-20. 
329 ZBR, 19. 
330 Given that the offerings tended to be lambs and piglets, an interesting hypothesis could be that a number of 

visitors to the Archaic period sanctuary arrived by ship and could therefore only transport livestock of a smaller 

nature. This would be feasible since Zagora sits along an important navigational route between the important 

Euboean settlements and the east (Zagora 1, 1 n. 3). 
331 Although they were unable to compare with contemporaneous secular buildings (Chenal-Velarde and Studer 

2003, 217-9). 
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6.3 ‘Special’ food at Zagora 
6.3 ‘Special’ food at Zagora 

Timothy Howe has shown that based on literary evidence including Homer, Hesiod 

and Aristotle, large animals such as cattle were considered the most prestigious in ancient 

Greece.
332

 At least by the later Archaic period, such prestigious animal wealth had an 

important link to family reputation and identity.
333

 Given that cattle were the most expensive 

of all the domesticates at Zagora, their slaughter for food must have taken place during a 

special occasion. Even if they were used primarily for secondary products and slaughtered 

when they were no longer useful, their consumption would have been an important event 

since they would have provided a rarely consumed meat for many people. During the later 

Classical period, the sacrifice of working cattle was generally forbidden and was only 

conducted under exceptional circumstances.
334

 One might imagine that this was because their 

draught capabilities were valued higher than their meat. Whilst sheep and goats are easy to 

maintain and can live off the smallest shrubs in a dry environment, cattle need to be well-

watered and have access to large amounts of open pasture and feed – especially expensive in 

rough, rocky areas with a dry climate and where valuable water, land and feed would have 

needed to be diverted.
335

 

The sharing of cattle meat beyond the insular household would have been essential 

unless large-scale preservation, such as by smoking or salting the meat, took place.
336

 

Barnetson in her analysis of the cattle bones reports: 

Some of the cattle bones in the houses showed signs of butchering but not all parts of the 

skeleton are represented. There may have been joint selection from the beef carcass or 

greater dispersal of the elements of the carcass.
337

 

This observation agrees with the situation where cattle meat was shared amongst the town’s 

inhabitants.
338

 That the slaughter and consumption of cattle were ‘special’ occasions is 

evidenced by the large average size of ES in which their bones were found. One might 

ordinarily assume that expensive animal equals rich person and therefore a large rich person’s 

house to host feasts. However, given the frequent occurrence of cattle bones and their random 

                                                
332 Howe 2008, 31-44. 
333 Howe 2008, 44-5. 
334 Jameson 1988, 87. 
335

 Howe 2008, 31-2. 
336 In modern Greece before the advent of domestic refrigeration, cattle were usually sold in towns and rarely 

consumed in villages due to their size (Dabney et al. 2004, 201). 
337 ZBR, 23. 
338 Dabney et al. 2004, 213; Haggis et al. 2011b, 26; Russell 2012, 118-9, 389-90. 
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distribution, different reasons must be sought to explain the appearance of such ‘special’ 

meals or feasts within the larger spaces.  

Although Zagora’s location so close to the sea makes it quite possible that the 

inhabitants’ diets included small shore fish, we lack their evidence. If in fact the remains 

recovered from Zagora are from larger fish, then what we may have is a pelagic species that 

would have required more expertise in catching than the littoral variety.
339

 This might then 

make its consumption yet another ‘special’ meal. Since fish remains were found in the largest 

average space size of all species in the settlement, we may have evidence that such loci were 

used to prepare or consume these ‘special’ meals.  

By the Archaic period, the meat consumed from domestic animals is believed to have 

been generally obtained by sacrifice and there is nothing to suggest that this was not also the 

case during the Geometric period.
340

 At Zagora, the sacrifice and subsequent feast could have 

taken place in the open near the hypaethral altar, or in the larger ESs nearby, with people 

taking home leftovers or certain cuts of meat to explain the dispersal of cattle body parts. We 

are yet to be provided with good evidence for butchery waste at Zagora; the goat horn core in 

H23 could have been or it may have had ritual significance, as was the case at Geometric 

period Dreros.
341

 

6.4 Interpreting the spatial distribution of the animal bones  
6.4 Interpreting the spatial distribution of the animal bones 

During the EIA, cattle were a symbol of wealth and they were used to trade and barter 

for goods and services.
342

 Nerissa Russell suggests that in early societies animal remains, 

along with architecture, should be used to establish prosperity at the individual household 

level as is already done with metals, since animals would have been an important signifier of 

wealth.
343

  

                                                
339 When retrieval methods are poor or not specific (here Zagora mesh size), caution must be observed in 

assuming that larger fish dominated the smaller, more easily accessible, species in the diet (Mylona 2003, 198). 

The level of sieving can have a significant impact on the conclusions drawn from the material. For example, at 

medieval Flanders in Belgium up until the 1990s, scholars believed that cod was a fairly common fish in 

households. In the 1990s, when large samples were starting to be systematically sieved with fine meshes, it was 

revealed that smaller fish previously missed in excavation were in fact more common, thereby elevating cod to a 
higher status amongst food consumed here given its now relative ‘rarity’ (Ervynck et al. 2003, 434). 
340

 Jameson 1988, 88; Durand 1989; Russell 2012, 118-9. Tuna is the only fish sacrificed before being eaten but 

only under exceptional circumstances when offered to Poseidon (Detienne 1989, 3 n. 8). 
341 Deonna 1940, 111; ZBR, 13.  
342 Dickinson 2006a, 103-4. 
343 Russell 2012, 357. 
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Of all the domesticates found at Zagora, pigs are the easiest to rear and are the most 

efficient converters of energy consumed to meat. It is chiefly because of these reasons that 

pigs have been seen as the meat of the ordinary people, whereas ovicaprids and cattle are 

linked to greater wealth.
344

 May we (cautiously) consider that under ordinary circumstances 

pigs at Zagora were a utilitarian animal of lesser value and status than ovicaprids or cattle?
345

 

If this was so, it may explain some of the differences in their distribution across the 

settlement.  

One way to check for socio-economic differences is to examine the changes in animal 

ubiquity between areas. It is not worth comparing ovicaprids since they are found in nearly 

all of the spaces where animal bones have been identified to species. Similarly, fish, hare, 

equid and canid are not worth comparing since they are so few and do not occur in the D 

area. Pig and cattle then are the best to compare, since not only are their ubiquity values 

comparable, but they also represent the opposite ends of the scale in terms of wealth and so 

can assist in locating any social differentiation. Moreover, cattle make a good control for the 

results observed. This is because the two main impacts on the content of a zooarchaeological 

assemblage, taphonomy and excavator or analyst bias, would not appear to be influencing 

factors.
346

 If the ubiquity values were affected by taphonomy then we would not have such a 

high ubiquity percentage for ovicaprids, which are more fragile than cattle and therefore not 

as well preserved.
347

 The results are not likely to have been skewed due to excavator or 

analyst bias either because cattle are the most overrepresented domestic species when 

recovery methods are poor and they are the most readily identified due to their better state of 

preservation.
348

 We can therefore expect that the results of any analyses of cattle bones will 

be the closest to being true. 

                                                
344 Grigson 2007, 102-8; deFrance 2009, 117. 
345 The status with which someone holds certain foods depends on the viewpoint of their particular culture. We 

should be cautious with how we make such assumptions and place modern values on ancient food. At least in 

medieval Britain, pigs were considered high status because of their lack of secondary products and the fact they 

compete with humans for food (deFrance 2009, 126). Certainly they would not have been a luxury if a small 

number were kept by the home and fed entirely off human waste and kitchen refuse (Isager and Skydsgaard 

1992, 85). 
346 Payne 1985a, 212-5. 
347 Reese et al 2000, 416, 450-1. 
348

 Sebastian Payne has shown that cattle bone has the best recovery percentage when an assemblage is dry-

sieved only (as at Zagora) compared to smaller species such as ovicaprids and pigs. In the experiment, 83% of 

cattle, 60% of pig and 58% of ovicaprid bones were recovered by dry-sieving alone (Payne 1975, fig. 8; 1985a, 

table 2). Even if a particular deposit was only hand-sorted and not sieved, larger species such as cattle would 

have been overrepresented (Payne 1972a, 59-61; Payne 1975; Snyder and Klippel 2000, 68-70).  
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The difference in the ubiquity values of pig and cattle is largest in the H area. This 

could be an indicator of a preferred taste for beef here, the differential survival between the 

areas, or a difference in wealth where those better off needed to resort to pig less often. 

Furthermore, the ubiquity value of cattle increases by the largest amount of all the species 

from D to H and J to H (fig. 23). Given that cattle were such prominent animals, these 

observations suggest that H could be an area with households of higher wealth. 

The two biggest astragali were found in H21 and H23, both in prime positions 

opposite the hypaethral sanctuary.
349

 Both of these ESs belong to CH1, which was the 

complex with the largest concentration of identified specimens (map 13). Another room from 

the same building, H22, was one of only two ESs to contain a fragment from immature cattle, 

that all-important signifier of wealth. Killing a valuable draught animal for food before its 

time could have been a display of status.
350

 Also belonging to this complex is H19, the large 

room with a pithos storage bench and hearth that was the only ES at Zagora in which all the 

identified species (with exception of canid and equid) occurred together. This is also the only 

ES in which the species that occur on average in the three largest ESs were found together.
351

 

The courtyard here, H21, is an ideal open location for feasting on an animal sacrificed at the 

adjacent sanctuary and capable of accommodating a large number of people. 

Some might remark that the recovery could be bias on the part of the excavators, who 

paid more attention here than elsewhere given that this complex (CH1) was closest to the 

later temple. There could also be another reason to account for it. This building contains the 

oldest structures in H block, dating to the Middle Geometric period, so one would expect a 

higher number of bones to have accumulated here and this is what we see with the NISP 

                                                
349 Coincidentally, astragali have a very long history of use in ritual and divination (Dandoy 2006). 
350 In consuming a ‘luxury’ food (Ervynck et al. 2003, 433). 
351 That is, cattle, fish and hare. 

J -> H H -> D D -> J

Ovicaprid 8.3% 0.0% -8.3%

Cattle 17.3% -25.6% 8.3%

Pig 10.9% -19.2% 8.3%

Fish
* 14.7% -23.1% 8.3%

Hare
* 7.1% -15.4% 8.3%

*
Fish and hare were not found in the D area

Figure 23 – Difference in ubiquity values between the J, 

H and D areas at Zagora by species (percentages 

calculated using only those ESs containing fragments 

identified to species). 
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counts (map 13). Furthermore, if we look at the distribution across the settlement of those 

bones that were preserved well enough to measure, we find the largest concentration (nine) 

here (map 14). By comparing maps 13 and 14, it can be seen that the ESs with the greatest 

NISP counts were also those with the greater quantity of measurable bones. Although not true 

in all instances, it makes sense that a room with a greater number of identifiable fragments 

will produce a larger quantity of both well and poorly preserved specimens. In the case of 

CH1, this is just as likely due to its antiquity as it is excavator bias. 

6.5 Feasting as an explanation of the spatial distribution 
6.5 Feasting as an explanation of the spatial distribution 

Feasting in the EIA is best known from the Homeric epics where it is one of the most 

common activities represented.
352

 There are a number of different definitions of feasting in 

the literature; however, they almost all agree that a feast involves a meal that is out of the 

ordinary.
353

 A simple but adequate definition for our purposes here is Brian Hayden’s: that a 

feast is “any sharing between two or more people of special foods (i.e. foods not generally 

served at daily meals) in a meal for a special purpose or occasion”.
354

 Feasts can occur 

anywhere, depending on the nature of the event. They can take place from the household 

level through to large-scale banquets involving hundreds of people. They can be used to 

create and maintain relationships on a number of levels from establishing kinship at the 

household level to reaffirming bonds between leaders of different groups.
355

 All feasts 

usually have some typical archaeological correlates that characterise them such as rare, high 

status or large volumes of food, distinguished architecture, or special eating, drinking or 

serving vessels.
356

  

Based on ethnographic observations, there is generally a relationship between the size 

of the largest animal being consumed and the size of the feast.
357

 If large animals such as 

cattle were being consumed, then a large feast would be expected and a larger space needed 

to hold the participants. Large domestic animals are conspicuous at feasts in a variety of 

                                                
352 Sherratt 2004, 301-11. 
353

 Russell 2012, 377-8. 
354 Hayden 2001, 28. 
355 Dietler 2011, 182. 
356 Dietler 2011, 184-5. 
357 Hayden 2001, 49. 
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cultures and they are usually synonymous with feasting due to the difficult logistics of a 

single family consuming them.
358

 

The zooarchaeological evidence suggestive of feasting at Zagora includes at a bare 

minimum cattle, which would have provided both a high status and large quantity of food. 

Possibly also a high status and rare food was a pelagic species of fish, if we accept the earlier 

assertion that this is indeed what they were. The larger ovicaprids would have also 

constituted a bulk food item suitable for feasting. The distinguished architecture here would 

have included the larger ESs
359

 where cattle, fish and larger ovicaprids were found, and a 

maximum number of participants could be present. Since we are dealing with average ES 

size, it is not an automatic implication that all of the ESs where these species were present 

had the same function. Similarly, the fact that the distribution of nearly all species’ bones is 

random means we cannot say that any particular area of the site was the focal point for 

feasting. This could thus be interpreted as evidence for feasting at the individual household 

level, for the likely purpose of cementing bonds with friends and kin. The slight negative 

spatial autocorrelation, or dispersion, observed in the distribution of the three ESs to produce 

fish in the H area contributes to such a proposal. Here one ES in three different complexes 

(CH1, CH2 and CH3) contained fish. This means that in being dispersed, the consumption or 

processing of (larger?) fish could have been isolated to one particular ES in each house. 

Without evidence of associated primary use artefacts, we cannot be certain whether these 

larger than average ESs were where the feasts took place, where they were prepared and 

cooked or where their remains were disposed.  

Everyday household food waste is normally either burnt or dumped near the house 

with dogs and pigs consuming the scraps.
360

 After a feast there tends to be much more bone 

waste collected - too much to burn and too much for domestic animals to clean up - so for 

hygienic reasons, the refuse needs quick burial to avoid spoilage.
361

 As we have seen earlier, 

the animal bones just outside the fortification wall were likely buried soon after disposal and 

not left on the surface for much time. These may well be the remains of feasts. 

                                                
358 Hayden 2001, 41; Russell 2012, 387. However, feasting does not demand larger animals since status foods 

can be rare or expensive to procure rather than large (deFrance 2009, 123; Russell 2012, 387). 
359 Especially courtyards H17 and H21, and rooms D8 and H19. 
360 Russell 2012, 390. 
361 Haggis et al. 2011b, 62; Russell 2012, 390. Alternatively, at Zagora they could have been thrown off the 

cliff. 
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 The earlier premise, that pigs were lower status food, would imply that they would not 

have been a ‘prime’ candidate for feasting, although they would not have been excluded. 

Bone fragments from pigs make up 33.3% of the domestic animal bone assemblage in Room 

D8, while at the fortification wall (FW6) they comprise 22%. If the ‘dump’ outside the 

fortification wall included waste from feasts, then the 11.3% fewer pig fragments here would 

be expected if pigs were not a significant component of feasting. Also found in FW6 were a 

number of hare bones.
362

 Although on average they are not found in the same size ESs as 

cattle and fish, they are third behind these two species. Quite often hunting is positively 

correlated to status,
363

 and so these remains of hare could be the discard from feasting as the 

other animal bones here. 

6.6 Overview 
6.6 Overview 

 Useful observations have been made using the limited evidence available. In 

summary, it appears that cattle, fish and larger ovicaprids were specifically feast food, and 

perhaps hare were too. While pigs could also have been, they were not that important and 

instead served a more standard meal function. The evidence we have for this is: 1. the large 

average ES size in which cattle and fish were found; 2. the relationship between larger 

ovicaprids and larger ESs; and 3. the possible refuse area for remains of feasts outside the 

fortification wall contained a smaller proportion of pig bones than D8. Based on the cattle 

remains being found in larger than average ESs and spatially distributed across the site, we 

can suggest that these ‘inclusive’ feasts were conducted at the household level for purposes of 

bonding with friends and kin. However, since the size of the animal suggests sharing or large-

scale preservation, it is not certain whether these feasts had a single sponsor or whether the 

different families supplied their own animals. 

 

  

                                                
362 ZBR, 5, 16-7. 
363 They could also be the remains of opportunistic hunting by those with nothing else to eat (deFrance 2009, 

127). Although it is more likely that such correlations refer to the larger animals such as deer or wild boar, 

whose hunting held a high status for the earlier Mycenaean Greeks (Chapin 2010, 231). 
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7. Conclusions 

One of the main objectives with which this thesis set out has been accomplished. That 

is, that the legacy data be searched for patterns that can better illuminate the society and 

economy at Geometric Zagora, which in turn can help us better understand life more broadly 

in this early period. This thesis has shown that the difficulty in dealing with legacy animal 

bone data with inconsistent reporting can be overcome by looking for and finding patterns in 

their distribution. 

In addition to the patterning, some other observations into the life of the inhabitants of 

Zagora have been possible. It appears that the people here kept and consumed sheep, goats, 

cattle and pigs. Based upon the limited age data we have, sheep and goats were likely kept 

primarily for their wool and hair, and cattle probably used for their draught; the latter would 

have been highly useful for Zagora’s agricultural subsistence. Evidence of other animals 

includes fish, hare, canid, equid and rat although exactly how many of these were consumed 

is uncertain.  

With the state of the data as it is, we can propose two levels of conclusion, one with 

more certainty than the other. The first is as objective in its method as possible and therefore 

is at this stage incomplete, needing the further evidence of the bones’ stratigraphic context 

and their associated artefacts for elaboration. The second is moving further away from the 

certain towards developing a model of socio-economic life at Geometric Zagora, by making a 

tentative interpretation of the evidence as it stands. 

7.1 Conclusion A 
7.1 Conclusion A 

Through a variety of means, incorporating spatial and aspatial statistical analyses, 

patterns have been identified in the legacy data. It has been discovered that there is likely a 

relationship between the size of the animal and the ES within which it was found. Of all the 

species, the average size of the ES in which cattle were found is second largest. The average 

size of the ES where they were absent is the smallest. We have also observed that fish bones 

were found in the largest sized ESs on average but due to the lack of species identification, 

we do not know whether this was related to size or prestige, or was simply a chance 

occurrence. Also demonstrated is that the size of the ovicaprid has a strong relationship to the 

size of the ES where it was found. These are all important observations for the Greek EIA, 
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where such comparisons have not yet been made. If this has any value in the wider discussion 

of social structure and settlement layout will be known in the future. Once information on 

associated artefacts becomes available, along with contextual data for the existing animal 

bones (where possible), it will allow the framework developed in this thesis to be re-tested, 

producing results that are more reliable. 

It should be accepted that the above patterns exist and are not the result of chance. 

Even if the stratigraphy were available so that architectural units could be compared through 

time, it seems likely that the patterns observed across both cattle and ovicaprids would be 

verified. It will be interesting to see whether the artefacts produce any patterns comparable to 

those seen in the animal bones. 

7.2 Conclusion B 
7.2 Conclusion B 

The second, more tentative conclusion is constructed using the limited evidence 

drawn from this study. Although the evidence is far from complete, some suggestions for 

conceptualising a model of socio-economic life at Zagora are given. 

This thesis has proposed that because special and larger animals synonymous with 

feasting have been found in larger ESs, some of these larger ESs could have been used for 

hosting feasts. Moreover, the spatial distribution of the animal bones indicates the existence 

of localised feasting at the household level, possibly for cementing ties of kinship and 

friendship. An early version of the courtyard house with small entranceway recognised at 

Zagora, is suggested to be indicative of a move towards privacy and the segregation of 

space.
364

 This could also indicate the emergence of stronger familial ties in the face of 

increasing settlement size, with the delimiter between public and private space providing 

emphasis to this. A similar purpose has been proposed for the peribolos enclosures at EIA 

Oropos by Mazarakis Ainian who suggested they could imply the “existence of strong family 

bonds”.
365

 Feasting at the family or kin level would reinforce family bonds, not unlike an 

occasion such as Christmas in the modern era.  

                                                
364 Morris 1999, 308-9; cf. Nevett (2007, 9) who sees their development as organic growth of the original one- 

or two-room houses rather than intentional segregation. 
365 Mazarakis Ainian 2007, 166. 
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Ian Morris views the evidence from EIA Greece as revealing rule by an elite group 

over an excluded “lower group”.
366

 From the distribution of the animal remains that have 

been thus far excavated, it cannot be said that such a social division appears to be the case at 

Zagora. However, it does not preclude that such groups existed here since so much more of 

the settlement is yet to be revealed.  

On EIA Crete, where the difference in the size of houses in settlements is not great,
367

 

Donald Haggis sees both a wide dispersion of wealth and the existence of a “dominant 

family” within each settlement.
368

 Across Crete, feasts were hosted not only at ordinary 

dwellings but also in custom-built structures that were not controlled by any particular group 

or person, such as the Karphi “Megarons”, indicating that feasting was not centralised under a 

single ruler.
369

 This is reminiscent of what James Whitley would refer to as a “big man” 

society, where local “big men” vie for influence and power through acts such as hosting 

feasts for the populace.
370

 Whitley suggests that at Zagora the conditions were not appropriate 

for such a model, something with which the animal bone evidence agrees.
371

 The feasts here 

took place in a variety of locations, and it seems more likely they were hosted in ordinary 

domestic dwellings. Nonetheless, this feasting took place inside the largest spaces of these 

dwellings; similarly, at Karphi there is strong evidence for feasting in the largest buildings: 

the Great House, the “Megarons” block, and the Priest’s House, with the latter containing the 

largest room on the site at 31.96m
2
.
372

 

However, not all feasting would have been at the household level. Larger feasts would 

have taken place in open areas or in the larger ESs and may have been acts of community 

solidarity. These commensal meals would have been perfectly located in the area by the 

hypaethral sanctuary in front of the houses in the H area, where the sacrifice and subsequent 

sacred offerings would have been situated for all to see. The animal bone evidence gives the 

impression that the H section, and particularly CH1 in front of this cult area, was a location of 

higher social significance. CH1 contained the largest number of identifiable bones, the two 

largest ovicaprids (as can be discerned) at the settlement and was one of only two complexes 

                                                
366 Morris 1998, 24-5. 
367 Wallace 2011, 326. 
368 Dickinson (2006a, 110), citing Haggis (2000). 
369

 Here evidence for “special” feasting is found in more than one building in the quantity of dining and drinking 

equipment, and large and elaborate architecture (Wallace 2005, 263; 2011, 329-32). 
370 Whitley 1991.  
371 Whitley 1991, 352. 
372 Day and Snyder 2004, 75, table 5.1; Wallace 2005, 263-4.  
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to contain immature cattle. It was also the only complex to contain all the animal species 

found at Zagora (apart from equid) including the top three with respect to average ES size 

(fish, cattle and hare).  

These animal remains were unbeknownst to Mazarakis Ainian who in his “rulers’ 

dwellings to temples” model saw complex CH1 as a chieftain-priest’s house where people of 

higher standing came to dine.
373

 Mazarakis Ainian suggested that on special political or 

religious occasions, the wider community would have come to feast in the open here “or 

perhaps even in their own homes”.
374

 The latter implies families taking home joints of meat 

to feast on and for which the distribution of faunal remains at Zagora suggests. The argument 

that CH1 was a chieftain’s house relies in part on the questionable claim that the storage 

bench in H22 was a kind of ‘proto-kline’ used in early symposia.
375

 Nonetheless, it is 

certainly more than feasible that such a complex close to the sanctuary, and containing 

prominent animal remains, could have belonged to a significant person or persons, possibly 

possessing a priestly role.  

From the animal bone evidence then, two hypotheses can be proposed. The first is that 

within the settlement feasting was an important event conducted at the household level and 

used to reinforce (or establish) bonds of kinship and friendship. The second is that there is 

evidence for a ‘more exclusive’ segment of society that would have resided in the H area, 

particularly near the hypaethral sanctuary. The evidence for animal wealth in complex CH1 

agrees with Mazarakis Ainian’s proposal that this house was that of an important member of 

the community, possibly a priest of high standing. 

7.3 To the future 
7.3 To the future 

If the patterns uncovered in the faunal material from the 1967-74 excavations are to 

be further enhanced, more information, such as the associated artefactual record, is needed. 

Moreover, some of the gaps in the legacy data have revealed areas that would be valuable to 

include in future research at Zagora. These desiderata follow. 

 

                                                
373

 Mazarakis Ainian 1988, 109. 
374 Mazarakis Ainian 1988, 109; 1997, 171-6. 
375 Mazarakis Ainian 1997, 293. There are many more benches with evidence of pot emplacements, such as in 

rooms D27, H25, H26, H34, H28, J12, J15, J17 and more. Moreover, the house CH1 is not unusually large for 

the settlement and is comparable in size to others (Zagora 2, 79). 
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A re-study of the existing zooarchaeological material  

If the bones recovered are still in bags labelled with the deposit from which they 

came, and are preserved well enough, it would worthwhile that a specialist revisits them to 

record greater details, specifically with respect to quantification, age (including tooth 

attrition), sex (if possible), bone type, butchery or gnaw marks, level of burning, and 

intentional break patterns. This would be valuable since the areas thus far excavated are 

unique spatially and by having the extra precision in the data better comparisons will be 

possible with any material excavated in the future. It will also allow for the re-testing of the 

results of this thesis with stratigraphic and quantitative information. Stratigraphic location 

will allow for diachronic comparisons allowing for the observation of changes through time 

in things such as diet and economy. Quantification information will provide greater accuracy 

in the calculation of spatial autocorrelation and give us a better indication of relative animal 

importance across the settlement. 

Even if the previously excavated material is no longer separated by context, it would 

still be useful for the fish vertebrae to be located and documented for identification by a 

specialist. This will allow us an insight into whether the fish were in fact a pelagic species 

requiring expert fishing knowledge (a special food) or a littoral species that were easier to 

catch.  

Once all of the artefactual information has been entered into the Heurist database then 

it would be desirable to incorporate it into the work presented in this thesis. Two areas that 

would be most useful are the functional determination of space with respect to the use of 

animals and the wider artefact patterning. The best way to determine space function is 

through evidence of primary use artefacts such as small sherd fragments.
376

 For patterning, 

we should at least be in a position to measure the relative quantities of different sherd types 

across the settlement to see if any patterns emerge that may be comparable to the distribution 

of the bones.  

Future excavations at Zagora 

For future excavations at Zagora, it would be important for a sampling strategy to be 

developed that includes selective water sieving or flotation (with finer mesh sizes) of samples 

from hearths or floors, particularly edges where accumulation might be greater. It is only by 

                                                
376 Even in the situation where artefacts are trapped by a building collapse, it is difficult to determine which 

were used within the building and which were merely stored there (Driessen and Fiasse 2011, 296).  
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having a sampling strategy for retrieving the finer material that we will know the extent and 

breadth of diet, economy and environment at Zagora. The sample should include a good 

range of houses, well distributed spatially. It would be also ideal if more excavation of areas 

just outside houses or in courtyards were conducted since that might give us better 

understanding of discard patterns. Whatever sampling strategy is adopted, it must be noted 

along with the mesh sizes used and to what extent wet and dry sieving were performed.  

So that the more thorough modern recovery can be related back to the legacy data, it 

would be good that a number of samples are monitored through both wet and dry sieving with 

the fragments retrieved being recorded during each phase. If possible, the same mesh size 

should be used in the dry sieve as was used in the original excavations. This will give an 

indication of the quantity and kind of material that was missed the first time around and allow 

better integration of the original material with future work.  

It should be expected that a zooarchaeologist working under modern conditions would 

record all manner of detail in the animal remains, including those already listed above. In the 

worst case, where due to time or budgetary constraints these analyses cannot be completed, 

the analyst should note precisely what has and has not been completed. This will help future 

researchers understand the scope of their comparisons. For example, if we are told that three 

ovicaprid scapulae were found with cut marks, it does not mean much apart from telling us 

that it was likely that ovicaprids were consumed here. If the information is to be of maximum 

value then we need to know where these scapulae were found and more importantly, whether 

all bones were examined for cut marks and if not, how many and which ones. 

With respect to excavation, more accurate findspot recording of bone fragments 

including the bone types and their quantities, especially within houses, would be desirable. 

With the precise location of the fragments, we could determine their spatial density and be 

able to identify areas such as provisional refuse spots within ESs or houses.
377

 By analysing 

the accurate spatial distribution of different body parts of the different species, many 

conclusions can be drawn such as butchery and discard locations, joint selection, differences 

in consumption between different areas of the site, and differences between sacred and 

secular deposits.
378

 Furthermore, since micro-debitage embedded in floors (such as bone, 

shell, or the by-products of manufacturing) are the best indicators of activity, having their 

                                                
377 Costello 2011, 82. 
378 For example, Chenal-Velarde and Studer (2003, 219), Prummel (2003, 156), Haggis et al. (2004, 384). 
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accurate contextual information will allow us to be more confident in assigning function to 

space.
379

 

Scientific studies 

One of the questions worth answering is what kind of pig husbandry was practiced at 

Zagora. As we have seen, pigs are omnivores that can live off just about anything and 

therefore a variety of management strategies would have been available to the residents here. 

Stable isotope values of carbon and nitrogen taken from collagen in the bones and dentine of 

pigs, can provide an insight into their diets.
380

 This may tell us whether pigs lived off a 

primarily seafood, terrestrial animal, or vegetarian diet. If comparative samples from 

contemporary carnivores (dogs) and herbivores (cattle, ovicaprids) can also be acquired and 

tested then they will provide good local baselines for interpreting the results.
381

 Additionally, 

dental microwear analysis can help differentiate between stall-fed and foraging or grazing 

pigs.
382

  

 

It is believed that the ‘wish list’ in the preceding three sections would prove valuable 

not only for an insight into social life and the economy at Zagora, but also in the wider 

Aegean based on the evidence for the settlement’s external contacts.
383

 In reality, fulfilling 

such an agenda is probably not feasible; however, undertaking even a selection would 

enhance our understanding.  

 

 

 

  

                                                
379

 Hayden and Cannon 1983, 135. 
380 Where degradation has occurred in the collagen, dental enamel can be used (Pollard et al. 2007, 187-8). 
381 Ervynck et al. 2007, 178, 182-5. 
382 Wilkie et al. 2007. 
383 Cambitoglou 1981, 20. 
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Map 1 

 

 

                                                          Map 1 – Settlement of Zagora showing areas B, D, F, H, and J.  
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Map 2 

 

         

Map 2 – Detail showing ES numbering with those shaded grey included in this study (not to scale). 

FW6 
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Map 3 
 

 

Map 3 - The 47 ESs analysed in the study are shaded in grey. Those ESs identified by excavators but 

not included in the study are left plain. 
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Map 4 
 

 

Map 4 - Map showing houses defined and labels referred to in the text. Roofed ESs are designated by 

hatching and open ESs by grey shading. 
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Map 5 
 

 

Map 5 - Distribution of ovicaprid bones. ESs in which ovicaprid bones were found are shaded in dark 

grey; those in light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded 
were ESs identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 6 
 

 

Map 6 - Distribution of cattle bones. ESs in which cattle bones were found are shaded in dark grey; 

those in light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded were ESs 
identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 7 
 

 

Map 7 - Distribution of pig bones. ESs in which pig bones were found are shaded in dark grey; those in 

light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded were ESs 
identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 8 
 

 

Map 8 - Distribution of fish bones. ESs in which fish bones were found are shaded in dark grey; those 

in light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded were ESs 
identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 9  
 

 

Map 9 - Distribution of hare bones. ESs in which hare bones were found are shaded in dark grey; 

those in light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded were ESs 
identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 10  
 

 

Map 10 - Distribution of equid bones. ESs in which equid bones were found are shaded in dark grey; 

those in light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded were ESs 
identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 11  
 

 

Map 11 - Distribution of canid bones. ESs in which canid bones were found are shaded in dark grey; 

those in light grey are part of the study area where they were not found; and those unshaded were ESs 
identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 12  
 

 

Map 12 – ESs containing only bone fragments unidentified to species. ESs in which only unidentified 

bones were found are shaded in dark grey; those in light grey are remaining parts of the study area; 
those unshaded were ESs identified by excavators but not included in this study. 
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Map 13  

 

 

Map 13 – Showing volumes of NISP counts and estimates where provided by the ZBR. Note: also 

includes ESs that were not included in this study. In complex CH1, ESs H19-21-22-23, dating to the 
Middle Geometric period, are enclosed in polygon. 
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Map 14 

 

 

Map 14 – Showing volumes of specimens that were measured and included in the ZBR. Note: includes 
the fortification wall deposit FW6. 
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Appendix 2 – Data  
Appendix 2 - Data 

 

Table A2.1 - Raw data from the ZBR with stratigraphic levels of locations (where provided) combined together. A 

single letter followed by one or two digits indicates an ES. A single letter followed by four digits indicates an 

excavation grid square. Two letters followed by one or two digits refer to a wall deposit. A 1 indicates presence and a 

0, absence. 

Location Ovicaprid Cattle Pig Hare Fish Canid Equid Rat

B2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

B3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

B4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

D1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

D6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

D7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D8 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

D15 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

D27 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

E2510 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

E2515 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

WE15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WE18 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

WE20 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

WE21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F1055 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F1060 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F1555 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F1560 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

FW1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

FW5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

FW6 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

J2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

J3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

J4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

J5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

J6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

J8 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

J9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

J15 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

J17 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

J21 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

J22 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

J23 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

J27 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

H17 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

H18 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

H19 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

H21 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

H22 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

H23 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

H26 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

H27 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

H28 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

H34 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

H35 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

H40 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

H41 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

H30 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

H31 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

H9560 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

H9070 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

H9075 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

J0570 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

J0575 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 53 41 31 6 5 2 1 2
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Location Size (m2)

75% excavated 

to floor level 

and 50% 

cleared

Roofed
No. of Measured 

Bones

Bone Fragments 

Present

B1 22.392924 yes No 0 Yes

B2 22.865609 yes Yes 0 Yes

B3 23.452801 yes Yes 1 Yes

B4 11.381339 yes Yes 0 Yes

D1 32.385704 yes Yes 0 Yes

D2 27.564075 unknown n/a 0 No

D3 9.857005 unknown n/a 0 No

D4 13.308393 unknown n/a 0 No

D5 44.819389 unknown n/a 0 No

D6 28.37046 yes No 0 Yes

D7 5.340532 yes Yes 0 Yes

D8 53.757469 yes Yes 2 Yes

D9 72.935192 unknown n/a 0 No

D10 13.746153 unknown n/a 0 No

D11 47.714305 unknown n/a 0 No

D12 17.282479 No n/a 0 No

D13 14.258385 No n/a 0 No

D14 27.006158 No n/a 0 No

D15 21.415114 yes No 0 Yes

D16 15.650244 yes Yes 0 Yes

D17 43.216979 No n/a 0 No

D18 31.306826 No n/a 0 No

D19 29.580322 No n/a 0 Yes

D20 40.842898 No n/a 0 No

D21 13.493446 No n/a 0 No

D22 10.32048 No n/a 0 No

D23 28.337206 No n/a 0 No

D24 38.004138 No n/a 0 No

D25 13.809222 No n/a 0 No

D26 27.375592 No n/a 0 No

D27 23.642589 yes Yes 0 Yes

D28 14.302501 No n/a 0 No

D29 28.558146 No n/a 0 No

D30 28.050478 No n/a 0 No

D31 3.913345 No n/a 0 No

D32 21.546695 No n/a 0 No

E1 25.786879 No n/a 0 No

E2 24.753774 No n/a 0 No

E3 28.206747 No n/a 0 Yes

F1 20.423208 yes Yes 0 Yes

F2 20.405594 yes Yes 0 Yes

F3 6.207229 No n/a 0 No

H17 62.466261 yes No 0 Yes

H18 42.461092 yes Yes 0 Yes

H19 51.516505 yes Yes 0 Yes

H20 27.539147 yes Yes 0 Yes

H21 60.76243 yes No 1 Yes

H22 24.136596 yes Yes 1 Yes

H23 31.548132 yes Yes 7 Yes

H24 12.145775 No n/a 0 No

H25 12.312693 yes Yes 0 No

H26 14.989706 yes Yes 0 Yes

H27 29.062137 yes Yes 0 Yes

H28 38.576084 yes Yes 0 Yes

H29 23.258048 No n/a 0 No

H30 37.697414 yes Yes 0 Yes

H31 17.339174 yes Yes 0 Yes

H32 27.502504 yes Yes 0 Yes

H33 48.053637 No No 0 No
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Table A2.2 - Data used in analyses (data from the Zagora ArcGIS database; excavation notebooks and registers; 

Zagora 1; Zagora 2; ZBR; Heurist). 

Space Size (m2)

75% excavated 

to floor level 

and 50% 

cleared

Roofed
No. of Measured 

Bones

Bone Fragments 

Present

H34 18.361147 yes Yes 0 Yes

H35 23.042404 yes Yes 1 Yes

H36 20.912544 No n/a 0 No

H37 22.398477 No n/a 0 No

H38 18.297114 No n/a 0 No

H40 13.475002 yes Yes 0 Yes

H41 23.116838 yes Yes 1 Yes

H42 34.815315 No n/a 0 Yes

H43 83.635428 No No 0 Yes

H44 46.927711 No n/a 0 No

H45 22.968936 No n/a 0 Yes

H46 22.982207 No n/a 0 No

H47 26.1359 No No 0 No

J1 18.66696 yes Yes 0 Yes

J2 13.204065 yes Yes 0 Yes

J3 21.168855 yes No 0 Yes

J4 10.932674 yes Yes 0 Yes

J5 13.224137 yes Yes 0 Yes

J6 12.776727 yes No 5 Yes

J7 86.540093 No No 0 No

J8 17.293368 yes Yes 0 Yes

J9 11.648661 yes Yes 0 Yes

J10 6.592473 yes Yes 0 Yes

J11 7.507038 yes Yes 0 Yes

J12 19.183256 yes Yes 0 No

J13 21.680161 unknown n/a 0 No

J14 21.431104 unknown n/a 0 No

J15 29.129616 yes Yes 0 Yes

J16 3.456637 No n/a 0 No

J17 13.256914 yes Yes 0 Yes

J18 40.565739 No No 0 No

J19 5.978575 No n/a 0 No

J20 3.02816 No n/a 0 No

J21 9.316094 yes Yes 1 Yes

J22 14.05403 yes Yes 0 Yes

J23 7.180069 No n/a 2 Yes

J24 19.076243 yes Yes 0 No

J25 2.065149 No n/a 0 No

J26 10.935345 yes Yes 0 No

J27 42.945264 yes Yes 0 Yes

J28 9.625752 No n/a 0 No

J29 5.553567 No n/a 0 No

J50 4.765295 No n/a 0 No

FW6 n/a No No 12 Yes

J51 6.394923 No n/a 0 No
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Table A2.3 - Ages and dental formula for ovicaprid and pig mandibles with teeth in situ. Ages listed are for modern 

species as well as rough goats and late 18th century sheep and pigs. Adjusted age is the age grouping used for the 

purposes of the analyses and based on Silver’s modern ages and Payne’s younger ages (data from Silver (1969); 

Payne (1973, 299); ZBR). P=adult premolar, p=deciduous premolar, M=adult molar, C=canine. 

 

 

 

 

 

Location Teeth Age old/rough Age modern Adjusted age Comment

Pig

D6 P3 >24m >12-16m >12m

D8 C-M2M3 >36m >17-22m >17m

F1560 C(erupting)-p3p4M1 12m 8-12m <12m added to a wider range for grouping purposes

FW6 M1M2 >18-24m >7-13m >7m

FW6 P2(erupting) 24m 12-16m >12m added to a wider range for grouping purposes

H35 P3P4 >24m >12-16m >12m

J6 P3P4M1 >24m >12-16m >12m

J6 M2M3(erupting) 36m 17-22m >17m added to a wider range for grouping purposes

J6 C-P2P3 >24m >12-16m >12m

J17 P3P4M1 >24m >12-16m >12m

J21 M2M3 >36m >17-22m >17m

J22 M1M2M3 >36m >17-22m >17m

Sheep

D8 P3P4 >40m >21-24m >21m

D8 P4M1M2 >40m >21-24m >21m

D8 P4M1 >40m >21-24m >21m

FW6 P3P4 >40m >21-24m >21m

FW6 P3(erupting) 30m 21-24m >21m added to a wider range for grouping in chart

FW6 M2M3 >36-48m >18-24m >21m adjusted to match chart groupings (still within range)

FW6 P3P4M1 >40m >21-24m >21m

FW6 p2p3p4 <30m <21-24m <21m adjusted to match chart groupings (still within range)

H22 p2p3(both erupting) n/a 6w <3m added to a wider range for grouping in chart

H22 P2P3P4 >40m >21-24m >21m

H23 P2P3P4(all erupting) 30m >21-24m >21m

J6 p2p3p4M1(erupting) 6m 3m <21m

Less than 3 months not chosen since it has reached this age. Added to 

a wider range for grouping in chart

Goat

D8 P3P4 >30m >17-20m >17m

D8 P4M1M2 >30m >17-20m >17m

D8 P4M1 >30m >17-20m >17m

FW6 P3P4 >30m >17-20m >17m

FW6 P3(erupting) 30m 17-20m >17m added to a wider range for grouping in chart

FW6 M2M3 >30m >18-24m >17m adjusted to match chart groupings (begins 1 month outside of range)

FW6 P3P4M1 >30m >17-20m >17m

FW6 p2p3p4 <30m <17-20m <17m adjusted to match chart groupings (still within range)

H22 p2p3(both erupting) n/a 12w <3m added to a wider range for grouping in chart

H22 P2P3P4 >30m >17-20m >17m

H23 P2P3P4(all erupting) 30m 17-20m >17m added to a wider range for grouping in chart

J6 p2p3p4M1(erupting) n/a 5-6m <17m added to a wider range for grouping in chart
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Table A2.4 - Breakdown of identified houses with counts of species present. O=ovicaprid, C=cattle, P=pig, F=fish, 

H=hare, E=equid, Can=canid. 

 

 

Table A2.5 - Breakdown of identified houses showing total size (m
2
) of ESs and species present. O=ovicaprid, 

C=cattle, P=pig, F=fish, H=hare, E=equid, Can=canid. 

 

CD1 CDH1 CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 CJ1 CJ2 CJ3 CJ4 CJ5 Total Count

Open

O/C 1 1 2

O/C/P 1 1 1 3

Unknown 2 1 1 1 5

Open Count 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 10

Roofed

C 1 1

None 1 2 1 4

O 2 1 3

O/C 1 1 1 1 4

O/C/E 1 1

O/C/P 1 1 1 1 1 5

O/C/P/Can 1 1

O/C/P/F 1 1 1 3

O/C/P/F/H 1 1

O/C/P/H 1 1 2

O/P 1 1 1 3

Unidentified 1 1 1 2 5

Unknown 1 1 1 1 4

Roofed Count 3 3 5 2 3 5 2 4 3 5 2 37

Total Count 4 4 6 2 5 6 3 5 4 5 3 47

CD1 CDH1 CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 CJ1 CJ2 CJ3 CJ4 CJ5 Total Size

Open

O/C 62.47 21.17 83.64

O/C/P 28.37 60.76 12.78 101.91

Unknown 109.77 48.05 40.57 86.54 284.93

Open Total 28.37 62.47 60.76 109.77 48.05 21.17 40.57 86.54 12.78 470.48

Roofed

C 13.20 13.20

None 12.31 30.01 19.18 61.51

O 28.98 10.93 39.92

O/C 38.58 14.99 42.95 11.65 108.16

O/C/E 23.12 23.12

O/C/P 53.76 42.46 18.36 17.29 14.05 145.93

O/C/P/Can 31.55 31.55

O/C/P/F 23.04 29.06 29.13 81.23

O/C/P/F/H 51.52 51.52

O/C/P/H 24.14 9.32 33.45

O/P 13.48 13.22 13.26 39.96

Unidentified 27.54 27.50 18.67 14.10 87.81

Unknown 27.38 23.26 34.82 12.15 97.59

Roofed Total 82.74 97.38 169.04 41.40 78.87 88.55 24.16 74.26 72.96 62.22 23.37 814.94

Total Size 111.11 159.84 229.80 41.40 188.64 136.61 45.33 114.82 159.50 62.22 36.15 1,285.42 
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Table A2.6 - Breakdown of identified houses showing average size (m
2
) of ESs and species present. O=ovicaprid, 

C=cattle, P=pig, F=fish, H=hare, E=equid, Can=canid. 

 

 

  

CD1 CDH1 CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 CJ1 CJ2 CJ3 CJ4 CJ5 Total Average

Open

O/C 62.47 21.17 41.82

O/C/P 28.37 60.76 12.78 33.97

Unknown 54.89 48.05 40.57 86.54 56.99

Open Average 28.37 62.47 60.76 54.89 48.05 21.17 40.57 86.54 12.78 47.05

Roofed

C 13.20 13.20

None 12.31 15.01 19.18 15.38

O 14.49 10.93 13.31

O/C 38.58 14.99 42.95 11.65 27.04

O/C/E 23.12 23.12

O/C/P 53.76 42.46 18.36 17.29 14.05 29.19

O/C/P/Can 31.55 31.55

O/C/P/F 23.04 29.06 29.13 27.08

O/C/P/F/H 51.52 51.52

O/C/P/H 24.14 9.32 16.73

O/P 13.48 13.22 13.26 13.32

Unidentified 27.54 27.50 18.67 7.05 17.56

Unknown 27.38 23.26 34.82 12.15 24.40

Roofed Average 27.58 32.46 33.81 20.70 26.29 17.71 12.08 18.56 24.32 12.44 11.69 22.03

Total Average 27.78 39.96 38.30 20.70 37.73 22.77 15.11 22.96 39.87 12.44 12.05 27.35
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Appendix 3 – Gamma statistic calculations  
Appendix 3 – Gamma statistic calculations 

 The software package used to calculate the Gamma statistic was SPSS, version 

20.0.0.1. The crosstabs procedure within SPSS was used to produce the Gamma statistic. The 

crosstabs (or cross-tabulation) is defined as a matrix that “shows the distribution of one 

variable for each category of a second variable”.
384

 The crosstab for the ovicaprid astragalus 

sizes and ES sizes is reproduced with the results at the end of this appendix. 

 Since the sample size we have is small, Fisher’s exact test was used to determine the 

probability of the test. If we follow Drennan’s likelihoods in figure 5, the Fisher’s exact 

probability of .066 means that it is fairly unlikely that the association observed between the 

size of the ovicaprid astragalus and the size of the ES within which it was found is a chance 

occurrence. The value of the Gamma statistic, .563, means that we have evidence of a strong 

association between astragalus size and ES size (table A3.1). 

 

Table A3.1 – Guidelines for interpreting the strength of association between two variables (after Babbie et al. 2007, 

table 13.1) 

 

Gamma statistic output from SPSS 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Asymp. Std. 

Error
a
 

Approx. T
b
 Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Ordinal by Ordinal Gamma .563 .231 2.216 .027 .066 

N of Valid Cases 9     

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

                                                
384 Babbie et al. 2007, 423. 
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Room Size (m2) * Astragalus max lateral length (mm) Crosstabulation 

 Astragalus max lateral length (mm) 

26.0 26.5 28.0 28.5 29.0 

Room Size (m2) 

9.316094 
Count 0 1 0 0 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

12.776727 
Count 1 0 0 0 1 

Expected Count .2 .2 .7 .2 .2 

23.042404 
Count 0 0 1 0 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

23.116838 
Count 0 0 1 0 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

23.452801 
Count 0 0 0 1 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

31.548132 
Count 0 0 0 0 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

53.757469 
Count 0 0 1 0 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

60.762430 
Count 0 0 0 0 0 

Expected Count .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 

Total 
Count 1 1 3 1 1 

Expected Count 1.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 

 

 

 

 
Room Size (m2) * Astragalus max lateral length (mm) Crosstabulation 

 Astragalus max lateral length 
(mm) 

Total 

32.0 33.0 

Room Size (m2) 

9.316094 
Count 0 0 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

12.776727 
Count 0 0 2 

Expected Count .2 .2 2.0 

23.042404 
Count 0 0 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

23.116838 
Count 0 0 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

23.452801 
Count 0 0 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

31.548132 
Count 1 0 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

53.757469 
Count 0 0 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

60.762430 
Count 0 1 1 

Expected Count .1 .1 1.0 

Total 
Count 1 1 9 

Expected Count 1.0 1.0 9.0 
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Appendix 4 – Join-count statistic calculations 

 The software package used to calculate the join-count statistic was PASSaGE version 

2. The “Joint-Counts” function within PASSaGE was used to calculate the statistic. The joins 

created between the various ESs are reproduced graphically for the H area in figure A4.1 and 

for the J area in figure A4.2. From these joins, a connection matrix was created for each area 

so that these joins could be represented within the program. The matrix for the H area is 

reproduced in table A4.1 and for the J area in table A4.2. 

 The present/absent data used in the calculations was entered into separate matrices for 

each of the species and a matrix was also created for all bone. A ‘1’ was used to indicate 

presence and a ‘0’ absence. These matrices are reproduced in figures A4.3 and A4.4. Equid, 

canid and hare were not included since they were represented in too few ESs to warrant 

testing for spatial autocorrelation. The test was run under the ‘non-free sampling’ assumption, 

which is referred to as “sampling without replacement” in PASSaGE 2. A permutation test 

within PASSaGE was run with 10,000 permutations in order to calculate the significance of 

the join-count statistic. The results for the join-count statistic are reproduced at the end of this 

appendix.  

The only result that is near a statistically significant result (that is, probability of .05) 

is fish in the H area. Both the “0 x 0” joins (two adjoining spaces without fish) and the “0 x 

1” joins (a space with no fish adjoining one with fish) have a probability of .069. Based on 

Drennan’s likelihoods in figure 5, these probabilities mean that it is fairly unlikely that the 

spatial distribution of fish bones is random. The expected count of the “0 x 0” joins is 17.5 

and the observed count is 13, while the expected count of the “0 x 1” joins is 10.5 and the 

observed count is 15. This means that the joins between ESs where there is no fish is less 

than expected under random conditions and the joins between ESs with fish and those 

without is greater than expected under random conditions. Therefore, we have some 

dispersion, or negative spatial autocorrelation, in the distribution of fish in the H area.  
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Figure A4.1 – Map of H area showing ‘joins’ between ESs (H40-41 were not included in the test due to their lack of 

contiguity with the other ESs). 

 

 

                                                     Figure A4.2 - Map of J area showing ‘joins’ between ESs. 
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Table A4.1 – Connection matrix for H area reflecting the joins created between ESs. A 1 indicates a join between two 

ESs. 

 

 

 

Table A4.2 – Connection matrix for J area reflecting the joins created between ESs. A 1 indicates a join between two 

ESs. 
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Figure A4.3 – Data matrices used in calculations for the H area. A 1 indicates presence and a 0 absence. 

 
Figure A4.4 – Data matrices used in calculations for the J area. Fish occur in only one ES here and so their result 

from J area was ignored. A 1 indicates presence and a 0 absence. 

 

 Join-count statistic output from PASSaGE 2 

Output for H area: 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: H Rooms Data - All Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: H Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 14 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Room Bone Room Bone Room Bone Room Bone Room Bone

H17 1 H17 1 H17 0 H17 1 H17 0

H18 1 H18 1 H18 0 H18 1 H18 1

H19 1 H19 1 H19 1 H19 1 H19 1

H20 1 H20 0 H20 0 H20 0 H20 0

H21 1 H21 1 H21 0 H21 1 H21 1

H22 1 H22 1 H22 0 H22 1 H22 1

H23 1 H23 1 H23 0 H23 1 H23 1

H25 0 H25 0 H25 0 H25 0 H25 0

H26 1 H26 1 H26 0 H26 1 H26 0

H27 1 H27 1 H27 1 H27 1 H27 1

H28 1 H28 1 H28 0 H28 1 H28 0

H32 1 H32 0 H32 0 H32 0 H32 0

H34 1 H34 1 H34 0 H34 1 H34 1

H35 1 H35 1 H35 1 H35 1 H35 1

All Bone Cattle Fish Ovicaprid Pig

Room Bone Room Bone Room Bone Room Bone Room Bone

J1 1 J1 0 J1 0 J1 0 J1 0

J2 1 J2 1 J2 0 J2 0 J2 0

J3 1 J3 1 J3 0 J3 1 J3 0

J4 1 J4 0 J4 0 J4 1 J4 0

J5 1 J5 0 J5 0 J5 1 J5 1

J6 1 J6 1 J6 0 J6 1 J6 1

J8 1 J8 1 J8 0 J8 1 J8 1

J9 1 J9 1 J9 0 J9 1 J9 0

J10 1 J10 0 J10 0 J10 0 J10 0

J11 1 J11 0 J11 0 J11 0 J11 0

J12 0 J12 0 J12 0 J12 0 J12 0

J15 1 J15 1 J15 1 J15 1 J15 1

J17 1 J17 0 J17 0 J17 1 J17 1

J21 1 J21 1 J21 0 J21 1 J21 1

J22 1 J22 1 J22 0 J22 1 J22 1

J24 0 J24 0 J24 0 J24 0 J24 0

J26 0 J26 0 J26 0 J26 0 J26 0

J27 1 J27 1 J27 0 J27 1 J27 0

All Bone Cattle Fish Ovicaprid Pig
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Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    0.00000  0.00000  0.00000      NAN  1.00000   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    24.85714  25.00000  1.76705  0.08085  0.93690   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    4.14286  4.00000  1.76705  0.08085  0.93690   1.00000 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: H Rooms Data - Cattle Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: H Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 14 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    0.95604  1.00000  0.81419  0.05399  0.95783   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    17.52747  20.00000  2.43866  1.01389  0.33064   0.45315 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    10.51648  8.00000  2.30080  1.09374  0.29554   0.32120 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: H Rooms Data - Fish Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: H Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 14 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    17.52747  13.00000  2.43866  1.85654  0.08808   0.06869 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    0.95604  1.00000  0.81419  0.05399  0.95783   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    10.51648  15.00000  2.30080  1.94868  0.07510   0.06930 
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Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: H Rooms Data - Ovicaprid Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: H Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 14 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    0.95604  1.00000  0.81419  0.05399  0.95783   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    17.52747  20.00000  2.43866  1.01389  0.33064   0.45935 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    10.51648  8.00000  2.30080  1.09374  0.29554   0.33000 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: H Rooms Data - Pig Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: H Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 14 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    4.78022  5.00000  1.76876  0.12426  0.90317   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    8.92308  10.00000  2.24723  0.47922  0.64039   0.68913 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     29    15.29670  14.00000  2.19728  0.59014  0.56604   0.66120 

 

Output for J area: 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: J Rooms Data - All Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: J Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 18 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 
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Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    0.62745  1.00000  0.69904  0.53294  0.60140   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    21.96078  23.00000  2.32177  0.44760  0.66045   0.68833 

 

 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    9.41176  8.00000  2.28530  0.61776  0.54543   0.67890 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: J Rooms Data - Cattle Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: J Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 18 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    7.52941  6.00000  2.12873  0.71846  0.48283   0.51175 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    7.52941  10.00000  2.12873  1.16059  0.26283   0.33897 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    16.94118  16.00000  2.52215  0.37316  0.71392   0.84760 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: J Rooms Data - Fish Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: J Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 18 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    28.44444  30.00000  1.57135  0.98995  0.33693   0.50105 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    0.00000  0.00000  0.00000      NAN  1.00000   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 
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     32    3.55556  2.00000  1.57135  0.98995  0.33693   0.50100 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: J Rooms Data - Ovicaprid Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: J Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 18 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    4.39216  4.00000  1.72916  0.22679  0.82346   1.00000 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    11.50327  14.00000  2.40540  1.03797  0.31472   0.40146 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    16.10458  14.00000  2.52352  0.83398  0.41657   0.40890 

 

 

Join Count Output 

 

Data Matrix: J Rooms Data - Pig Bone 

  Column: Bone 

Connections: J Rooms Connection Matrix 

# of points = 18 

 

Assuming sampling without replacement 

Binary weighting 

Permutation test based on 10000permutations 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "0" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    11.50327  11.00000  2.40540  0.20922  0.83691   0.84792 

 

Join Counts: "1" x "1" 

# Pairs      E(JC)       JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    4.39216  6.00000  1.72916  0.92984  0.36627   0.36666 

 

Join Counts: "0" x "1" 

# Pairs       E(JC)        JC       SD  T-score     Prob  RandProb 

     32    16.10458  15.00000  2.52352  0.43771  0.66745   0.68900 
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Appendix 5 – Chi square statistic calculations 
Appendix 5 – Chi square statistic calculations 

The software package used to calculate the chi square statistic was SPSS, version 

20.0.0.1. As with the Gamma statistic, the crosstabs procedure within SPSS was used to run 

the chi square test of independence. When all ESs were included in the chi square test, the 

ovicaprids (with high ubiquity) were producing unusually highly significant results. This was 

because ovicaprids occur in all but one ES in which bones were identified to species, 

meaning their co-occurrence with other species will happen in all but one instance. The chi 

square test will treat this as highly significant since it does not realise that there are ESs in 

which no bones can be identified to species. Therefore, since we are testing for the co-

occurrence of species, only those ESs in which specimens identified to species occur were 

included in this test. That is, out of the 47 ESs, 11 were excluded (four with no bone, and 

seven containing only unidentified specimens). 

Due to some of the comparisons having expected counts less than five, Fisher’s exact 

test was also included to determine the statistical significance. Two-tailed significances were 

used since we are not sure in which direction the relationships went. In order to calculate the 

strength of any relationships observed, the phi coefficient (ϕ) was also calculated. 

Calculations were not performed for canid and equid, both of which occur in one ES each. 

The results of the chi square test of independence are reproduced at the end of this appendix. 

The only result close to being statistically significant was the co-occurrence of fish 

and pig. The exact significance of their co-occurrence is .062. Based on Drennan’s 

likelihoods in figure 5, these probabilities mean that it is fairly unlikely that the co-

occurrence of fish and pig was the result of chance. The strength of their association, or phi 

value, is .339 which means that it is a medium strength relationship (fig. A5.1).  

 

                        Figure A5.1 – Strengths of relationship between two variables (Leech et al. 2005, table 3.5). 
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Chi square statistic output from SPSS 

 
Cattle * Pig 

Crosstab 

 Pig Total 

Absent Present 

Cattle 

Absent 
Count 4 4 8 

Expected Count 3.3 4.7 8.0 

Present 
Count 11 17 28 

Expected Count 11.7 16.3 28.0 

Total 
Count 15 21 36 

Expected Count 15.0 21.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .294
a
 1 .588 .694 .441 

Continuity Correction
b
 .018 1 .892   

Likelihood Ratio .291 1 .590 .694 .441 

Fisher's Exact Test    .694 .441 

N of Valid Cases 36     
 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .090 .588 .694 

Cramer's V .090 .588 .694 

N of Valid Cases 36   

 

 
Cattle * Hare 

Crosstab 

 Hare Total 

Absent Present 

Cattle 

Absent 
Count 7 1 8 

Expected Count 7.1 .9 8.0 

Present 
Count 25 3 28 

Expected Count 24.9 3.1 28.0 

Total 
Count 32 4 36 

Expected Count 32.0 4.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .020
a
 1 .887 1.000 .652 

Continuity Correction
b
 .000 1 1.000   

Likelihood Ratio .020 1 .889 1.000 .652 

Fisher's Exact Test    1.000 .652 

N of Valid Cases 36     
 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi -.024 .887 1.000 

Cramer's V .024 .887 1.000 

N of Valid Cases 36   
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Cattle * Fish 
Crosstab 

 Fish Total 

Absent Present 

Cattle 

Absent 
Count 8 0 8 

Expected Count 6.9 1.1 8.0 

Present 
Count 23 5 28 

Expected Count 24.1 3.9 28.0 

Total 
Count 31 5 36 

Expected Count 31.0 5.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 1.659
a
 1 .198 .322 .261 

Continuity Correction
b
 .502 1 .479   

Likelihood Ratio 2.735 1 .098 .322 .261 

Fisher's Exact Test    .566 .261 

N of Valid Cases 36     

 
Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .215 .198 .322 

Cramer's V .215 .198 .322 

N of Valid Cases 36   

 
 
Cattle * Ovicaprid 

Crosstab 

 Ovicaprid Total 

Absent Present 

Cattle 

Absent 
Count 0 8 8 

Expected Count .2 7.8 8.0 

Present 
Count 1 27 28 

Expected Count .8 27.2 28.0 

Total 
Count 1 35 36 

Expected Count 1.0 35.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .294
a
 1 .588 1.000 .778 

Continuity Correction
b
 .000 1 1.000   

Likelihood Ratio .511 1 .475 1.000 .778 

Fisher's Exact Test    1.000 .778 

N of Valid Cases 36     
 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi -.090 .588 1.000 

Cramer's V .090 .588 1.000 

N of Valid Cases 36   
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Fish * Ovicaprid 
Crosstab 

 Ovicaprid Total 

Absent Present 

Fish 

Absent 
Count 1 30 31 

Expected Count .9 30.1 31.0 

Present 
Count 0 5 5 

Expected Count .1 4.9 5.0 

Total 
Count 1 35 36 

Expected Count 1.0 35.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .166
a
 1 .684 1.000 .861 

Continuity Correction
b
 .000 1 1.000   

Likelihood Ratio .304 1 .582 1.000 .861 

Fisher's Exact Test    1.000 .861 

N of Valid Cases 36     

 
Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .068 .684 1.000 

Cramer's V .068 .684 1.000 

N of Valid Cases 36   

 
 
Fish * Pig 

Crosstab 

 Pig Total 

Absent Present 

Fish 

Absent 
Count 15 16 31 

Expected Count 12.9 18.1 31.0 

Present 
Count 0 5 5 

Expected Count 2.1 2.9 5.0 

Total 
Count 15 21 36 

Expected Count 15.0 21.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.147
a
 1 .042 .062 .054 

Continuity Correction
b
 2.396 1 .122   

Likelihood Ratio 5.959 1 .015 .062 .054 

Fisher's Exact Test    .062 .054 

N of Valid Cases 36     
 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .339 .042 .062 

Cramer's V .339 .042 .062 

N of Valid Cases 36   
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Fish * Hare 
Crosstab 

 Hare Total 

Absent Present 

Fish 

Absent 
Count 28 3 31 

Expected Count 27.6 3.4 31.0 

Present 
Count 4 1 5 

Expected Count 4.4 .6 5.0 

Total 
Count 32 4 36 

Expected Count 32.0 4.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .465
a
 1 .496 1.000 .466 

Continuity Correction
b
 .000 1 1.000   

Likelihood Ratio .400 1 .527 1.000 .466 

Fisher's Exact Test    .466 .466 

N of Valid Cases 36     

 
Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .114 .496 1.000 

Cramer's V .114 .496 1.000 

N of Valid Cases 36   

 
 
Hare * Ovicaprid 

Crosstab 

 Ovicaprid Total 

Absent Present 

Hare 

Absent 
Count 1 31 32 

Expected Count .9 31.1 32.0 

Present 
Count 0 4 4 

Expected Count .1 3.9 4.0 

Total 
Count 1 35 36 

Expected Count 1.0 35.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .129
a
 1 .720 1.000 .889 

Continuity Correction
b
 .000 1 1.000   

Likelihood Ratio .239 1 .625 1.000 .889 

Fisher's Exact Test    1.000 .889 

N of Valid Cases 36     
 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .060 .720 1.000 

Cramer's V .060 .720 1.000 

N of Valid Cases 36   
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Hare * Pig 
Crosstab 

 Pig Total 

Absent Present 

Hare 

Absent 
Count 15 17 32 

Expected Count 13.3 18.7 32.0 

Present 
Count 0 4 4 

Expected Count 1.7 2.3 4.0 

Total 
Count 15 21 36 

Expected Count 15.0 21.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.214
a
 1 .073 .125 .102 

Continuity Correction
b
 1.575 1 .209   

Likelihood Ratio 4.666 1 .031 .125 .102 

Fisher's Exact Test    .125 .102 

N of Valid Cases 36     
 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .299 .073 .125 

Cramer's V .299 .073 .125 

N of Valid Cases 36   

 
 
Ovicaprid * Pig 

Crosstab 

 Pig Total 

Absent Present 

Ovicaprid 

Absent 
Count 1 0 1 

Expected Count .4 .6 1.0 

Present 
Count 14 21 35 

Expected Count 14.6 20.4 35.0 

Total 
Count 15 21 36 

Expected Count 15.0 21.0 36.0 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 1.440
a
 1 .230 .417 .417 

Continuity Correction
b
 .029 1 .864   

Likelihood Ratio 1.791 1 .181 .417 .417 

Fisher's Exact Test    .417 .417 

N of Valid Cases 36     

 
Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. Sig. Exact Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal 
Phi .200 .230 .417 

Cramer's V .200 .230 .417 

N of Valid Cases 36   
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